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(Nomenclature for the Design Procedure and the Computer Pro-
grams are included in Chapter 6 and Appendix 4, respectively.)
A = cross-sectional area
a = dimension of the web (centerline dimensions)
b = dimension of the falnge (centerline dimensions)
c = dimension of the lip (centerline dimensions)
Cl = amplitude of deflection in the x-direction (first term)
Cn = amplitude of deflection in the x-direction
(general term)
C = warping constantw
o = strain energy of the diaphragm
D
nn
= matrix defined by Eq. (28a)
Os = shear strain energy of the diaphragm
OF = rotational strain energy
01 = amplitude of deflection in the y-direction (first term)
On = amplitude of deflection in the y-direction
(general term)
d = overall dimension of web (depth of section)
dl )d2 z distance between the shear center and the top and bot-
tom of the section, respectively
E = modulus of elasticity
E* = inelastic modulus
Et c tangent modulus
El • amplitude of rotation of the column (first term)
vi1i
= polar moment of inertia about shear center
= moment of inertia. with respect to x-axis
= moment of inertia with respect to y-axis
= product of inertia with respect to x- and y-axes
= moment of inertia about the major axis
= moment of inertia about the minor axis
E = amplitude of rotation of the columnn
(general term)
F = rotational restraint by diaphragm bracing
F' = rotational restrain at O.8Pult
F
r
= reliable rotational restraint = ~F' (equivalent
to F used in the governing equations and the
theory)
F.S. = factor of safety (= 1.92)
G = shear modulus
G' = shear stiffness at O.8Pult
G~ = reliable shear stiffness =~,








J =St. Venant torsion constant
K = 1 - x2/r2o 0
K~ = torsional modulus of elastic support (Ref. 3)
Kl , K2, ••• K12= constants accounting for different end condi-
tions (see Table 1)
1 = span of the cantilever in the testing procedure
of the rotational restraint F
L • length of the column
1x
= Euler buckling load about the y-axis
= defined by Eq. (25c)
= to~sional buckling load
= Euler buckling load about the major axis of inertia
= Euler buckling load about the minor axis of inertia
Mp = transverse moment applied to unit length of the dia-
phragm during testing
Mult = ultimate moment applied to the diaphragm in the testing
for the rotational restraint F
n :I nurr\',er of half-sine waves into which the column may
buckle, or the nth term in the series
P :I bUG~ling load








Pult c ultimate load in cantilever test
P~ • defined by Eq. (14lb) (see also l4b)
pt =defined by Eq. (152)y
Pall :I allowable load on the stud
Po :I specified load on the stud (Section 6.3B)
P
a
= inelastic buckling load
Per = critical buckling load




Q :I shear rigidity of the diaphragm bracing
QA • shape factor of the column
Q
r
- reliable shear rigidity of t~e diaphragm
QI,QII- defined in Section X.6.3 of Appendix 6
x
R = defined by Eqs. (148) for channel section and (153) for
z-section
r 2 = I /A
o P
3 = fastener spacing
U = strain energy of column
u =displacement of the shear center along the x-axis
Uo = initial imperfection in the x-direction
ut = total displacement in the x-direction
uD =displacement in the plane of the diaphragm
uN = displacement of point N in the x-direction (Ref. 3)
v = displacement of the shear center along the y-axis
V
o
= initial imperfection in the y-direction
vt = total displacement in the y-direction
w = width of the diaphragm contributing to the bracing of
one column
W=potential energy of the applied loads
Xo'Yo = distance between the centroid and shear center along
the x- and y-axis, respectively
~ = calculated value of rotation of the column~max
A = trial reduction factor less than 1.0
n = total potential energy in a system
~ = rotation of the cross-section
$B = rotation due to cross bending of the diaphragm
$d =design rotational capacity of t~e diaphragm at 0. 8Pult
$D = rotation caused by local deformation at the fastener
location
~s • rotation due to deformation of the flange with respect
xi
to the web
~o = initial imperfection of the column
~total = total rotation of the column
a = factor used in the charts
a{z) = rate of change of deflection with respect to
z-coordinates
o = unit axial stress
0p = proportional limit stress
0y =yield stress
6d = shear deflection at a.8Pult (cantilever test)
Yd = design shear strain (at a.8Pult )
Y
max = calculated value of shear strain in the diaphragm
6,60 = defined by Eq. (69)
~B = elastic deflection of the diaphragm due to bending in
a beam type action
6D = deflection due to local deformation of the diaphragm
at the fastener location
63 = deflection due to deformation of the flange with re-
spect to the web
xii
ABSTRACT
Lateral bracing has a significant effect on increasing the
buckling load of compression lJembers. In the case of wall stud
construction, such bracing is provided by wallboards directly
attached to the stud along its length and results in increasing
the load carrying capacity significantly. The objective of
this investigation is to study the behavior of singly symmetric
sections braced by shear diaphragms and to apply the theoreti-
cal findings verified by experimental results to the design of
wall studs.
In the present investigation the shear rigidity as well as
the rotational restraint of the diaphragm are considered. Us-
ing an energy approach, general solutions are obtained for the
cases of bracing on one or both sides. Solutions for channel,
Z and I-sections are derived as special cases from the general
solution.
Depending on the relative magnitudes of the diaphragm and
column Characteristics, higher buckling modes, associated with
buckling in more than one half-sine wave, may govern the behav-
ior of the stud. Results of numerical investigations indicate
that in some cases of sections braced on one side only, higher
buckling modes are as low as 50% of the critical buckling load
computed by considering one half-sine wave only. On the other
hand, higher buckling modes do not govern the behavior of sec-
tions braced on both sides with diaphragms whose characteris-
tics are within the range of wall stud applications.
xiii
The shear rigidity as well as the rotational restraint of
the diaphragm required for prediction of the failure load of
the braced stud are determined experimentally using a variety
of wallboard materials and fastener spacings.
The proposed design procedure is based on the ultimate
load capacity of the column, utilizing a conservative estimate
of the shear rigidity and rotational restraint of the wall-
boards acting as bracing diaphragms. The design procedure is
applicable to buckling in the elastic and the inelastic domain.
Beyond the elastic limit load, the influence of diaphragm brac-
ing is less pronounced and high values of shear rigidity and
rotational restraint would be needed to maintain the stability
of the stud.
Based on the suggested design procedure, four computer
programs are prepared for design of wall studs. Design aids in
the form of charts and approximate formulas are provided to fa-
cilitate the use of the governing equations in predicting the
critical buckling load.
Tests conducted on a total of 11 double-column assemblies
of cold-formed steel sections with diaphragms .on one· or both
sides have shown satisfactory agreement with the theoretical
results. This indicates that the proposed design approach ap-




1.1 Statement of the Problem
Lateral bracing can be used to eliminate the buckling of a
compression member about its weak axis and thus increase the
buckling load. Such bracing may be provided by diaphragms di-
rectly attached to the member along its length, typically wall
sheathings attached to steel studs.
Previous research on diaphragm braced columns developed at
Cornell had dealt only with doubly symmetric I-sections as they
are used in conventional construction. This investigation in-
tended to extend and genera11zethe theory on the stability of
diaphragm-braced columns of symmetrical cross-sections to in-
clude columns made of singly symmetric and point symmetric sec-
tions, such as channels and zee-sections.
The goal of this investigation is to apply the results of
the present investigation to wall-studs in order to modify the
design approach of Section 5.1, Wall Studs, of the current
llSpecification for the Design of Cold-Formed Steel Structural
Members,,,(l) This specification was developed from some of the
earliest work carried out at Cornell for the American Iron and
Steel Institute some 25 years ago. While these provisions have
remained essentially unchanged since the first or second edi-
tion of the specifications, they have two shortcomings:
a) The formulas of the present provision are based on the
assumption that the collateral wall material furnishes an elas-
1
2tic extensional medium (spring supports) bracing the flexible
stud to rigid parts of the structure or immovable objects con-
sidered fixed in space, such as a braced bay or a shear wall.
In many cases the bracing of studs 1s provided in a manner dif-
.terent from that considered in- the analysis and a different di-
aphragmaction ensues. When the wall stud undergoes detrimen-
tal types of deformations at critical loads, the diaphragm re-
sistance to distortion is maintained by its in-plane shear rig-
idity, rather than a spring type support. This type of dia-
.phragm behavior· in braced systems has been thoroughlylnvesti-
gated in the intervening years. With this development as the
background it seems necessary to develop a different set of
criteria for the stability of a braced stud against buckling.
b) The provision is ,limited to wall sheathing attached to
both faces of the stud and gives no guidance to the frequ~nt
case of wall sheathingatt,ached to one fac,e only.
1.2 General
Cold-formed steel studs in walls or load-c~rrying parti-
tions constitute the load carrying element in this type .of
light construction. The main function of the wall sheathing is
that of enclosure, but it can also serve as a bracingsyst~m
for the studs. Among the commonly used types of wall material
are gypsum board, vegetable fiberboard and temper~d board.
Such materials, when used with steel studs, provide a practi-
cal, quickly erected, economical framing system for interior
and exterior load bearing walls. Factory produced units ot
these composite walls are expedient to the,recent developments
3of industrialized buildings and modular housing because they
offer the use of one component system throughout the building.
The function of the bracing diaphragm in a system of two
identically braced columns is to resist the forces which occur
when the members deflect laterally under the action of the
critical loads. The diaphragm in such a deformed state may be
assumed to be in a state of pure shear, with elements of the
diaphragm in a direction transverse to the members remaining
mutually parallel during deformation. In wall stud construc-
tion, studs are essentially identical and such an assumption is
practically valid.
Collateral or sheathing wall materials, often referred to
as diaphragms, resist in-plane translation and rotation of the
cross-section of the stud by virtue of their shear rigidity and
rotational restraint, respectively. These properties of the
diaphragm vary sUbstantially for different types of materials,
and the types of fasteners and their spacing used to connect
the diaphragm to the stud. Failure of diaphragms in this type
of construction is generally due to localized bearing followed
by piling up of diaphragm material at the fastener location, as
in the case of gypsum boards. Another type of failure 1s the
tearing of the diaphragm material at the fastener location, as
in the case or· Celotex boards. Such failure is referred to as
connection
failure and generally is the primary cause of buckling
of the braoed stud. Therefore, properly fastened diaphragms
are v1talto stabil1ty and safety of the structure. W1nter(2)
indicates in a publ1cation about l1ght-gage (thin-walled) steel
4structures for buildings that tests show the insensitivity of
welded steel diaphragms to cyclic .loading from wind or earth-
quakes, whereas screw-oonnecteddiaphragms may be weakened by
reversed loading of substantial magnitude. This observation
lends itself to the case of wall studs braced with non-weldable
diaphrRgms and it might be worthwhile to suggest the use of
proper adhesives as substitutes for/or in addition to screw
fasteners. The idea became evident to the writer during t.he
execution of the test program for the present investigation.
Testing its feasibility, however, is beyond the scope of this
work.
Channel sections are. the on~y wall studs available in most
manufacturers' catalogues, and it seems that zee-sections are
not commonly used. There 1s no apparent reason why such a lim-
itation would be imposed by the manufacturers. The present in-
vestigation has shown that the:zee-section) when braced, can
sustain larger lqads than channel sections of the same geomet-
ric dimensions. Moreover zee-sections, when nested, are more
convenient and economical to transport than channel sections.
Such'reasons are sufficient to encourage the use of zee-sec-
tions in wall-stud construction.
1.3 Review of Related Literature
The stability of axially loaded columns has been a favor-
ite SUbject for theoretical and experimental research since Eu-
ler .derivedhis column formula in 1744, The~ajor facts about
column behavior are well known to all engineers 1nt~rested in
fundamental eoneepts. Researoh wo~k 1s st111 continuing on
5many details, however, to refine the analysis of the buckling
loads for the purpose of safety and economy.
It was not until the early part of the twentieth century,
however, that methods and design techniques aimed at increasing
the load carrying capacity of the column became widely applica-
ble. One of these methods is to restrain the column against
buckling in the weak direction. In such cases the column is
capable of carrying buckling loads as high as the buckling load
of the next buckling mode, provided that the possibility of
yielding and local buckling are eliminated. This will result
in considerable economy, especially when the restraining ele-
ments exist in the structure for other functional needs.
The concept of elastic restraints, well know as elastic
foundations, was introduced in 1867 by Winkler. Further devel-
opment of the theory was made by Timoshenko(3) for the buckling
of a bar on an elastic foundation. In his analysis he argued
that if there are many equally spaced elastic supports of equal
rigidity, then their action on the buckled bar can be replaced
by the action of a continuous elastic medium. Assuming a gene-
ral expression for the displacement and using an energy method
approach, he arrived at a simple formula similar to the Euler
formula, except that a reduced length substitutes for the actu-
al length of the bar.
In 1940, Vlasov(4) presented the governing differential
equations of combined torsional and flexural buckling of a
thin-walled beam embedded in an elastic medium. He also noted
that in general the integration of these equations is. a very
6difficult mathematical problem. Despite Vlasov's comment, Ti-
moshenko found that if the ends of the bar are simply support-
ed) the substitution of assumed functions of displacements into
the differential equations lead to a cubic equation for the
critical load.
Using Vlasov's previously mentioned equations, Timoshenko
(3) investigated the buckling of a bar with a prescribed axis
of rotation. In such a case the elastic foundation provides
infinite rigidity against translation of the bar cross-section,
while rotation is elastically restrained. Likewise he solved
the case of -a bar with a prescribed plane of deflection.
Based on Wagner and Kappus theories, Goodier(S) in 1941
investigated the behavior of columns which are torsionally
weak. He also extended the analysis to the case of a bar of.
arbitrary cross-section attached to a perfectly flexible but
inextensible sheet and he concluded that the attachment of a
bar to a sheet will usually increase the critical buckling load
of the bar, a typical conclusion to all of the previously men-
tioned cases. It is of interest to note that Pincus(6) found
that the load increase based on elastic supports is generally
small compared to the contribution of the bracing diaphragm
acting as a shear-restraint medium.
It appears that the investigations previously mentioned
are in the interest of aircraft design and not meant to be di-
rectly applicable to building design. It was not until 1947
when Green and Winter(7) presented a method, based on extensi-
ble type supports, for -the design of light gage :Iteel co~~s
7in wall-braced panels. Formulas are given which completely
specify the necessary characteristics of the wall material and
attachment to prevent failure of the stud in the plane of the
wall. Methods of testing the wall material to determine the
modulus of support are also included. The method is extended
to different cases of bracing and some details are revised in
Ref. 8. In fact the provisions of Section 5.1, Wall Sutds(l),
are based on the results of the investigation in Refs. 7 and 8.
W1nter(9) gave a method to determine the magnitude of the
expected lateral force at buckling and to establish a lower
limit on two characteristics of the lateral support, namely
strength and rigidity, in order to provide full bracing to the
column. Full bracing as defined is equivalent to immovable
lateral supports. In a discussion to Ref. 9, Larsen(lO) ex-
tended Winter's analysis to shear-type lateral supporting media
with the diaphragm continuously connected to the column. It
follows that the restraining force at any point along the col-
umn is a function of the rate of change of the deflection at
that point and not the deflection itself.
Pincus(6,ll) developed a theory predicting the failure
load of elastic members continuously braced by diaphragms. Two
types of diaphragm behavior are assumed: a) spring-bed sup-
ports and b) shear-resistant supports. It is concluded that
the first, occurring rather uncommonly, produces a relatively
small increase over the unsupported failure load. On the other
hand, the shear-restrained support, tound in many- practical
cases, may produce an n-told increase over the buckling load of
8the unbraced column. From the general energy expression for a
beam-column derived by F. Bleich(l2), Pincus obtained a theo-
retical solution to the problem of a concentrically loaded I-
section column braced by a shear diaphragm either on both sides
or on one side of the section. The theoretical results are
compared to eight testa of hot-rolled I-section columns braced
with corrugated steel sheets.
Errera(13,1~)correctedand modified some of the solutions
presented by Pincus for the I-section column. Both Errera and
Pincus adopted the double beam shear test to determine the
shear rigidity of the diaphragm. In Ref. 13, it 1s noted that
columns with an enforced axis of rotation are capable of carry-
ing a higher load than columns not constrained in that manner.
APparao(l5,l6) investigated the behavior of hot-rolled I-
section columns braced with girts which in turn are braced with
corrugated steel sheets and extended the analysis to the in-
elastic range. Jointly with Errera(17) a design recommendation
for diaphragm-braced beams and symmetrical I-section columns
was suggested. References 6, 11, 13, 14, 15, 16 and 11 have
utilized the shear rigidity of the diaphragm but neglected its
rotational restraint, with the Justification that the buckling
loads thus obtained are on the conservative side. Their solu-
tion is valid only for hinged and fixed end conditions, with
mixed end conditions not considered 1nthe analysis.
DOOley(~8)presenteda solution for the problem of an;:axi-
ally loaded symmetrical I-sectioncoluriln attached:,at,f1-n1te 1'n-
tervalstosheet1ng ra1ls'and s.hear-stlft cladding. -'!'he.sup...
9porting elements provide a total restraint against translation
in the plane of the sheeting rails and an elastic restraint
against rotation of the cross-section. He found that the col-
umn has adopted an instability trend towards torsional failure
about the attached flange and that this may be analyzed by rep-
resenting the restraint as continuous. In another paper, Doo-
ley(19) extended the analysis to columns of nonsymmetrical I-
sections with a restrained axis of twist under doubly eccentric
load. Dooley's investigat10n(18) is similar to APparao's(l5)
except that the solution of Ref. 18 does not permit translation
of the cross-section, and in addition the initial imperfections
of the column are neglected.
Horne(20) used a similar approach to that of Refs. 18 and
19 to obtain the more general solution for a column subjected
to axial load together with uniform moment about the major ax-
is. The buckling conditions are derived for an I-section col-
umn supported laterally by uniformly spaced side-rails, which
provide rigid lateral supports and elastic torsional re-
straints. It has been stated that if the column buckles be-
tween the consecutive supports the lateral supports are fully
effective and can be defined as ficomplete lateral supports".
1.4 Scope of the Investigation
In contrast to Sections 1, 2 and 3 of this chapter which
serve to introduce the problem as well as the subject of dia-
phragm-braced columns in general, it is the aim of this section
to outline the structure of the investigation itself.
Chapter 2 represents the basic theory of stability or dia-
10
phragm-braced columns.-Most of the relations and expressions
.used in the main body of the thesis are derived and explained
in this chapter.
Chapter 3 serves the purpose of checking the theoretical
Two examples show that the general equations of stability
•
result against known solutions of special cases of Timoshenko
(3)
derived in this investigation can be used to obtain solutions
of special cases.
Chapter 4 gives the results of several attempts to simpli-
fy the governing equations. Approximate formulas-and charts
for the cases of two-sided bracing are presented and their use
is illustrated in Examples land 2 of Appendix 1.
The experimental investigation of diaphragm-braced wall-
studs 1s presented 1n Chapter 5. Comparison between experimen-
tal and theoretical results are included in Table 3.
Chapter 6 presents the proposed design procedure for elas-
tic and inelastic analysis, as well as the collection of all
equations that are needed 1n the des1gn. Three practical e~am­
ples to illustrate the proposed design procedure are given in
Appendix 1.
A suggested computer program, as well as its flow chart is
included 1n Appendix 4. The program has been prepared for the
cases of I, channel and zee-sec~ions to serve as a design tool.
Chapter 2
THEORY OF DIAPHRAGM-BRACED COLUMNS
2.1 Basic Assumptions
Since we are dealing with a composite structure consisting
of a load carrying member and a supporting diaphragm, the as-
sumptions concerning each part of the composite structure will
be reviewed independently. Regarding the column:
a) The member is prismatic and its cross-sections remain
undeformed during buckling. This assumption has been consid-
ered with the rise of the theory of thin-walled members(3,4),
and (up to now) no disagreement regarding its validity in prac-
tical situations has been noticed in the existing literature.
Recently the effect of deformation of the corss-sections in
their own planes has been considered by Wittrick(SO), Goldberg
et al(29), and GhObarah(30). This trend in the analysis aimed
to investigate the overall and local buckling behavior and it
is apparent that the interaction between the two exists. How-
ever, Pek5z(34) in a discussion of the same assumption noted
that for members of dimensions such that column behavior is
predominant, the theory of torsional-flexural buckling provides
relatively simple and accurate solutions.
b) Longitudinal axial strains due to axial load and
shearing strains due to shear and warping of the cross-section
are neglected.
c) Derormations are small with respect to the dimensions
or the cross-sections (linearized problem).
11
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d) Loads are applied statically at the centroid.
e) There are no initial imperfections (This will be con-
sidered later.).
f) The material is assumed to be linearly elastic. Modi-
fication of the results to account for the inelastic case is
considered in Chapter 5.
Concerning the diaphragm, the following is considered:
a) The behaVior of the diaphragm remains elastic until
failure.
b) Compatibility of displacements is maintained between
the column and the diaphragm.
c) Applied loads are sustained by the column alone; con-
tribution of the diaphragm is neglected.
2.2 Method' of Sblution
The solution constitutes deriVing the relationship between
the critical buckling load of the column (Per) and both the
shear rigidity (Q) and rotational restraint (F) of the dia-
phragm. Hence~ Per can be determined if Q and F are known or
values of Q and F may be calculated so that a certain load Pcr
can be sustained by the column.
Considering a general cross-sectional shape of the column,
the solution is derived separately for the following two cases:
a) Columns braced on both sides (Fig. 1).
b) Columns braced on one side only (Fig. 2).
The buckled shape of the column when the crit1cal load is
reached involves three generalized displacements,· u, v and ••
of the shear center (Fig. 3)·. Accounting tor the&e d1aplace-
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ments in the analysis will add to the complexity of the solu-
tion as well as to the resulting governing equations. Consid-
ering that our goal 1s to find a solution to one of the simple
structural problems, namely wall-studs, simple displacement
functions are therefore utilized whenever possible. The energy
approach offers the means of approximate solution in the cases
in which the exact solution becomes too difficult or is not
practicable. Another advantage of using this approach is noted
by Winter(28) and Galambos(22), and emphasizes that fortunately
the energy concepts are not very sensitive to variations of the
deflected shape, and so we can expect reasonable results if we
use an approximation of the deflected shape of the member.
2.3 Formulation of the Problem by the Energy Method
An energy principle in conjunction with the Rayleigh-Ritz
method is used to obtain an ~pproximate solution to the prob-
lem. The method is based on the principle that the total po-
tential of the system must be a minimum if the system is to be
in static eqUilibrium(21). The total potential n for the sys-
tem of the diaphragm-braced columns is composed of the strain
energy of the column U, the strain energy of the diaphragm D
and the potential of the applied loads W, that is
n = U + D + W (1)
In mathematical terms the condition of equilibrium is expressed
as
6n • 0 (2)
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This states that for'equilibrium the first variation of
the total potential must vanish. Equation (1) can be used with
the methods of the calculus of variations to obtain the govern-
ing differential equations. However, no .direct solution can be
found from these differential equations and on having a solu-
tion we face too unwieldy expressions. As an alternative to a
direct solution of the governing differential equations, the
Rayleigh-Ritz method is applied to the expression of the total
potential energy to obtain a set of homogeneous simultaneous
algebraic equations.' These equations are expressed in terms of
a set of indeterminate parameters of assumed displacements.
The nontrivial solution of these equations determines the crit-
ical buckling load of the column. References 21, 22 and 32 in-
dicate that the first variation of the total potential energy
is not too sensitve to variations of the deflected shape and we
can expect reasonable results if we use an approximate deflect-
ed shape of the columns, taking into consideration that the as-
sumed deflected shape satisfied the end conditions of the col-
Wnn.
2.3.1 General Energy E~pressions
In order to obtain a solution in a general.form, it is
necessary to express the total potential of the braced-column
in terms of general pacq.meters. Equation (1) states that
n =u+ D + W
where U = strain energy of the column
o • strain energy of the diaphragm
W• potential energy of the applied loads
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(The form of the expression of each of the above terms will be
considered below.)
2.3.2 Strain Energy of the Column (U)
In seeking a general solution, it was necessary to express
the strain energy of the column in t~rms of parameters more
general than those considered in Bleich's(12) energy expression
which has been used in previous investigations(6,13,15).
Bleich selected as a system of coordinates X and Y, the
principal axes of inertia with the centroid of the cross-sec-
tion as the origin. Such a consideration tends to complicate
the formulation of the energy expression in the case of the di-
aphragm-braced zee-sections. This appeared to be the reason
that in Ref. 15, differential equations based on equilibrium
consideration have been derived wherever Bleich's expression
was not applicable. Also the same reason has been mentioned in
conversation with N. Celebi(24).
In this investigation it has been found convenient to
abandon the principal axes and take the x and y coordinates
through the shear center, parallel and normal to the bracing
diaphragm. For this purpose an energy expression developed by
Goodier(5) is employed. Goodier, in 1941, by extending the
ideas of wagner(25,26), simplified Kappus,(27) theory and pre-
sented a simpler expression of the potential energy in which
the X and Y axes are in any arbitrary position passing through
the shear center or the cross-section.
Consider the general case of a column of any cross-section
and an arbitrary set of axes X, Y, Z passing through the shear
(3)
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center as shown in Fig. 3. The strain energy of the column in
terms of generalized displacements u, v of the shear center and
rotation $ of the column section is given byeS)
u = kI JLun2dZ + EI" fLu"v"dZ + ~I fLv,,2dZ~- y 0 xy 0 x 0
+ ~C JL$,,2dZ + ~JfL$12dZ
2 w 0 2 0
where Ix' I y are moments of inertia and I XY is-the product of
inertia about the centroidal axes (X.and Y) parallel and normal
to the.diaphragm.
2.3.3 Strain Energy of the ,Diaphragm
The strain energy of the diaphragm consists of two parts:
a) Shear strain energy, due to shear deformations in the
plane of the diaphragm as a result of the component of lateral
deflection of the column in the plane of the diaphragm.
The shear strain energy associated with one column as giv-





where Q • shear rigidity of the diaphragm contributing to the
support of the column
a(Z) = lateral slope in the plane of the sheet (rate of
change of deflection with respect to Z-coordinate)
b) Rotational strain enersy, due to the transverse rota-
tion of the diaphragm at the location of the attachments during
rotatIon of the column~
Figure '4 shows: the original and f1nalpos1tion .of a braced
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section after rotating an angle ,. Such rotation imposes on
the diaphragm a transverse moment acting at the diaphragm-col-
umn attachments. However, in the analysis it is assumed that
this transverse restraining moment is continuous along the col-
umn length rather than being concentrated at the location of
the attachments. In practical applications, the distance be-
tween the attachments compared to the column length and dia-
phragm dimensions justifies such an assumption. The same
idealization is considered by DOOley(18, 19) tor columns re-
strained at finite intervals against rotation by shear-stiff
cladding. A similar idealization is considered by Winter et al
(7) for columns braced with wall panels and by TimoShenko(3)
for buckling of bars on elastic foundations, by replacing the
action of spaced lateral supports with the actions ot a contin-
uous elastic medium.
Most commonly used diaphragms exhibit a certain amount of
resistance to rotation, depending on the type of diaphragm and
diaphragm-column attachment used. Such resistance provides ro-
tational bracing to the column. The rotation of the diaphragm
and the column consists of three parts:
1)
'D due to local deformation at the fastener.
2)
'B due to cross bending of the diaphragm.
3)
'S due to deformation of the flange with respect
to the web.
Hence, the total angle of rotation, 1s equal to
(see Fig. 19)
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Depending on the location of the screw on the flange, a
force in opposite direction than shown on Fig. 19 may ·lead to
a larger ~total.
It will be shown later (in the discussion of test results,
Section 6.3.2) that the resistance of the diaphragm to local
deformation at the fastener location is the major contributor
to the diaphragm rotational restraint, especially for wall ma-
terials used in wall-studs applications.
The rotational restraint coefficient, " is obtained ex-
perimentally since the local deformations cannot be determined
analytically. The value of F should be based on the larger
value of ~total (giving a smaller value of F).
Denoting F as the rotational restraint coefficient of the
diaphragm contributing to the bracing of one column,.~ in units
of moment per unit length of diaphragm per radian, and ~ the
angle of rotation of' the column cross-section, then the trans-
verse moment, MF, applied to unit length of the diaphragm dur-
ing twisting of the column section is equal to:
M = F·~F
The work done 1n rotating an element of unit length dZ is
Hence, integrating over the full length of the column, the




Adding Eqs. (4) and (5), the total strain energy of the dia-
phragm is
(6)
2.3.4 Potential Energy of Applied Loads (W)
Potential energy of applied loads during bending an~
twisting of the member is given in Ref. 5 as
2.3.5 Total Potential of A System (rr)
By substitution of Eqs. (3), (6) and (7) into Eq. (1), the
general expression of the total potential energy for a column
of general shape is
n = H:{EIyU"2 + 2EIXYu"V" + EIxV,,2 + ECw4>,,2 + GJ4>,2
(8)
2.3.6 Total Potential of A System Braced on Both Sides
The general model utilized in the analysis as well as some
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of the column sections commonly used ,in structural application,
and dealt with in the present investigation, are shown in Fig.
1. The model consists of a column of a general shaped section
braced with identical diaphragms on both sides. These dia-
phragms exhibit shear rigidity Q and rotational restraint F and
both properties are determined experimentally.
Consider the general displaced position of the cross-sec-
tion as shown in Fig~ 6, that is, translations u and v as well
as rotation~. Then the shear strain energy DS as given by Eq.
(4) is:
where Q and a(Z) are as previously defined. To account for two
diaphragms, the above equation takes the form
(9)
where al(Z), a2(Z) ~re the rates of change of the lateral dis-
placement with respect to Z in the plane of the bottom and top
diaphragms, respectively.
From Fig. 6 it can ~e shown that the la~eral displacement
of the bottom diaphragm equals (u~- ~dZ2)' hence
Similarly, for the top diaphragm,
a2 (Z) = u' + ~'d. 1
(10)
(11)
where dl and d2 are.the distances r~om the sh~ar cente~ to the
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top and bottom diaphragms, respectively.
Substitution of
1IL 2Os = - Q[u'
2 0
Eqs. (10) and (11) into'Eq. (9) yields
d 2 + d 2
+ ~,2( 1 2 2) + U'~'(d1 - d2)]dZ (12)
Hence the total strain energy of the diaphragm Dis:
D = DS + OF
L d2 + d2
= ~Jo{Q[U,2 + ~,2( 1 2 2) + u'~'{dl - d2)] + F.~2}dZ (13)
Using Eq. (13) to modify Eq. (8) to account for the case of two
sided bracing, and considering the sign convention of Fig. 6,
then the total potential energy of a system braced on both
sides is:
n = 12I
L{EI u,,2 + 2EI u"v ll + EI v,,2 + EC ~,,2 + GJ~,2
o y xy x w
2.3.7 Total Potential of A System Braced on One Side
Following the same procedure considered in the previous
section and noticing in Fig. 7 that
uo = u -,d2
then a{Z) • un · u' - ,'d2 (15)
Substitution of Eq. (15) into Eq. (9) yields the total strain
energy of thed1aphragm D, Which 1s
(16)
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o = Os + DF
= lfL{Q(U,2 + ~,2d~ - 2u'~'d2) + F.~2}dZ
2 0
Hence, from Eqs. (8) and (16), the total potential energy of a
system braced on one side 1s:
n = lJL{EI un2 + 2EI U"V li + EI v" 2 + EC ~1l2 + GJ,,2
2 0 y xy x w
(17)
2.4 General Solution
Assuming that a column with hinged ends may buckle in a
number of half-waves of sinusoidal function, and considering
similar shapes of the displacement functions (with different
amplitudes) in the x and y-directions as well as the rotation
of the column sections, then the displacements u, v and, (Fig.
3) can be represented by the following infinite series (Assumed
functions with different shapes are considered in Appendix 5.):
ClO
U = 2 C sinn1TZ
n=:l n L
ClO
V - 2 D sinn1TZ
n=l n L





where n lsthe number .of terms considered lnthe. $Qlut1on (n •
1,2,3, ••• ). Cn' On' En is a:aet ,ot 1ndet~rm1nat~ 'parameters
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which represents the amplitude of deflections and rotation.
These assumed displacements satisfy the column end condi-
tions,
u = v = 4> = 0
U'i = V 11 = 4>" = 0
for Z = O,L
for Z = O,L
(19a)
(19b)
That is, the ends of the column are simply supported. For
fixed end conditions the following infinite series may be as-
sumed for the displacements u, v, 4>,
00
cos 2mrZ )u = r C (1
n=l n L
00
- cos¥)v = r Dn(l
n=l
4>





(n = 1,2,3, •.. )
These displacement functions satisfy the column end condi-
tions
u = v = 4> = 0
u' = v' = 4>' = 0
for Z = O,L
for Z = O,L
(21a)
(2lb)
The solution of the case of two sided bracing is obtained
by substitution of the assumed displacement function equations
(18) into the expression of the total potential energy equation
(14), and applying the Rayleigh-Ritz method, which requires






an _~ - 0, (22)
(n = 1,2,3 ••• )
Equations (22) lead to a set of 3 x n simultaneous algebraic
equations in Cn' Dn and Ell (n =1,2,3 ... ). In matrix form






:( = 0 (23)
Dnn 6~













1 2 11'2P = -- (n EC ~ + GJ)




(n = 1,2,3 ... )
Expanding Eq. (23), then
[Dll]{b,l} = 0




Hence, the 3 x n simultaneous equations (23) can be segregated
into n uncoupled sets of equations (28). Each of these sets
contains, in general, 3 coupled equations.
Physically, this means that each of these sets, obtained
for a certain value of n, co~responds to a certain buckling
mode. Hence, n buckling loads can be obtained, the smallest
value of which represents the critical buckling load of the
system. This observation implies that Eqs. (18) may be re-
placed by the following simpler displacement functions without
any effect on the final result:
(29a)
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v = D sinn~Z
n L




(n = 1,2,3, •.• )
Therefore it is concluded that for a column with both ends
hinged, the critical loads obtained from Eqs. (18) and (29) are
identical and that this conclusion is valid for the case of one
sided bracing as well. For fixed end conditions, upon substi-
tution of Eq. (20) into the expression of the total potential
&nergy equation (14) and following the same procedure of the
hinged ends case, it has been found that the set of 3 x n si-
multaneous algebraic equations represented by Eq. (23) are cou-
pled. Hence, this differs from the case of hinged ends; n
independent buckling modes will not occur. It follows that the
simplification introduced in the case of a hinged ends column,
replacing Eqs. (18) by Eqs. (29), cannot be achieved in this
case. This is so for one sided bracing as well. A similar
conclusion is valid for the cases of end conditions other than
hinged or fixed (see end conditions listed in Table 1), with
bracing on one or both sides of the column.
2.4.1 General Equation of Stability of A Two Sides 'Braced
Column wIth Hinged Ends
Using the matrix given by Eq. (24), then the general form
of the equation of stability of a system braced on both sides
with column ends hinged is:
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d -d lP'-P+Q PXy Q( 1 2)_Py Cny 2 0
Pxy P -P PXo Dn :I: 0 (35)x
d -d d2+d2 2Q( 1 2)_py PXo r2(p _P)+Q( 1 2)+E- L En2 0 ct> 2 n2 :;t"




2 2E1 /L21f Y
PXy • n
2 2E1 /L21f xy
2






2.4.2 General Equations of Stability of A One Side Braced
Column with Hinged Ends
Equation (11) gives the total potential of a column of a
general shaped section braced on one side. By substitution of
the assumed displacement function equations (18) or (29) into
Eq. (17) and following the procedure for determining Eq. (35),
outlined in Sections 2.4 and 2.4.1, the stability equation of a
column braced on one side with ends hinged is given by the fol-
lowing:
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P -P+Q PXy - PYo-Qd2 l Cn~y
I
I
Pxy P -P PXo Dn = 0X
I 2I 1- (p _P)+Qd2+!- ~ JtPYo-Qd2 PXo En2 .• 2 n2 2 (38)r o n
where n = 1, 2, 3.... and P , P , P Y' p~ are given by Eqs. (36).
x y x 'I'
·2.4.3 P of Particular Column Sections with Hinged Ends
-cr
Eqs. (35) and (38) will be used to derive the governing
equations of the following cases:
a) Channel section braced on both sides.
b) Z-section braced on both sides.
c) Channel section braced on one side.
d) Z-section braced on one side.
The solution is given in terms of n, where n =1, 2, 3....
The critical buckling load Pcr is the smallest value of P ob-
tained from the governing equations for sufficient numbers of
n. References 12 and 22 indicate that considering small values
of n, that is, n = 1, 2, 3 .•.. , is sufficient to determine the
smallest buckling load. However, this may not always be the
case, and hence enough values of n should be tried until the
smallest value of P is obtained.
For a particular cross-section the critical buckling load
of the column will be derived fromrEq. (35) or (38), by substi-
tuting for the geometric terms appearing in the general solu-
tion, those of the particular cross-section under consideration.··
hence PXy • o.
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2.4.3.1 fer tor Channel Section Braced on Both Sides
(Hinged Ends)
For channel sections, y = 0
o
dl = d2 = d/2
I XY = 0,









where n • 1,2,3, ••• and Px ' Py ' PXY ' p~ are given by Eqs. (36).
Notice that n is included in these parameters.
For a nontrivial solution of Eq. (39), the determinant of




Therefore two solutions are possible; these are
Py - P + Q = 0
(P
x
- p)[r;(p<p p) d
2 F L 2
- (PX
o
)2 0and + Q 4+ 22J =
n 1f
(42)
Arranging terms of Eqs. (42) and (43) yields
p z P + Q (44)
- y
2 2 .22
p2(r2_x2)._p(r2p+i-2P ...+Q!-+~ ~)+p (r~p,j.+Q~ +~ tS-' = 0 (45)
o 0 0 0 ~ 4 n~ 1f x ~ n 1f
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Equation (44) characterizes the behavior of the column in the
flexural mode and it can be seen that n = 1 gives the lowest
buckling load. Equation (45) represents the torsional-flexural
mode, and n must be chosen so that the buckling load thus ob-
tained is minimum. Both modes are possible depending on the
values of Q and F (see Fig. 8).
For a particular column with specific end conditions the
terms P , P , P~ represent the different possible bucklingy x ~
modes of the unbraced column and can be calculated from Eqs.
(36) for chosen values of n.
Also the geometric parameters r~ and x~ are known from the
section's dimensions. Therefore for a column braced with a di-
aphragm of known Q and F, the values of the buckling loads P
can be calculated from Eqs. (44) and (45). The lowest value of
P determined from both equations will give the critical buck-
ling load of the column.
If Q = 0 and F = 0, that is, an unbraced column, and n c 1
then Eqs. (44) and (45) reduce to the same equations derived by
Winter and Chajes(3l). Also the determinant in Eq. (39) will
be the same as that of Timoshenko on page 333(~) and Eq. 20 of
Pekoz(32) .
2.4.3.2 ~r for a Z-section Braced on Both Sides (Hinged Ends)
For a Z-section, Yo = 0
x c 0
o
dl • Q2' • d/2









r 2 (p _p)+Q~L L
o ~ ~ - 2 2
n 11'
o (46)
Solving for eigenvalues by setting the determinant of the coef-
ficient matrix of en' Dn , En equal to zero and following the
same procedure considered in the case of the channel section
(2.4.3.1), then two solutions are possible:
P ~ p (47)
and (48)
Equation (47) represents the increased torsional buckling
load of the column. Since for point-symmetrical shapes under
concentric loading, the torsional buckling rarely governs the
mode of failure; Eq. (47) represents an upper bound to the ex-
pected buckling load obtained from Eqs. (47) and (48)'. Equa-
tion (48) governs the behavior of the column in the flexural
mode. It is of interest to note that the rotational restraint
of the diaphragm has no influence on the buckling load. This
can be seen from Eq. (48), since F does not appear in the gov-
erning equation.
For a particular column with Q = 0 and end conditions
hinged or fixed, it can be shown- from Eq. (48) that Pcr • Pyl '
where Pyl is the Euler buckling load about the axis of least
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moment of inertia. For other end conditions it will be proved,
in S~ction 2.6A.3, that the Z-section column will not buckle
about the axis of least moment of inertia and subsequently, a
governing equation with various end conditions (l~sted in Table
1) will be given.
2.4.3.3 P r for a Channel Section Braced on One Side~ (Hinged Ends)
For a channel section, Yo = 0
d 2 = d/2
I xy = 0 hence Pxy • 0





x 'Pxo • o (49)
(n = 1,2,3, •.• )
For nontrivial solutions of Eq. (49), the value of the determi-
n ant of the coefficient matrix of C
n
, On' En must vanish.
Evaluating this determinant, the following third order polyno-
mial is obtained:
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The smallest root of Eq. (50), determined by considering suffi-
dient values of n, gives the critical buckling load.
2.4.3.4 fer for a-Z-section Braced on One Side (Hinged Ends)
For zee-sections, Yo = 0
x = 0o
d2 == d/2




a • o (51)
Solving for the eigenvalues by setting the determinant of
the coefficient matrix of C , D , En equal to zero and by eva1-
n n
uating the resulting determinant, the following third order
polynomial is obtained:
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gives three values of buckling loads P for each value of n; the
lowest value of P determines the critical buckling load Per.
2.5 Discussion of Cases with End Conditions Other Than Hinged
Based on assumed displacements in the form of an infinite
series, the solution of the hinged end column is given in Sec-
tion 2.4. Other end conditions (Table .1) are not considered
for reasons which will be apparent in this section. However,
by using the first term of the series it is possible to obtain
a simple solution for the cases of these end conditions, pro-
vided that higher buckling modes are not critical.
It has been shown in Section 2.4 that in the case of a
column with hinged ends, equations of the assumed displacements
(18) can be replac~d by Eqs. (29) without any change in the fi-
nal result. This is because uncoupled modes of buckling, cor-
responding to each value of n, exist. The uncoupling of the
modes rest chiefly on the orthogonality relations which exist
between the terms of the assumed function. However, this is
not the case for column with end conditions other than hinged,
for example, fixed, or may be represented by the following geo-
metrical condition (see also Table 1):
u = v = cp = 0
u" = v' = cpt = 0
In such a case, upon using combinations of the assumed dis-
placement functions chosen from E'qs. (18) 'and ('20) to satisfy
the above relations, it has been found that the set of algebra-
ic equations resulting form minimizing the energy are coupled.
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Therefore if n terms of the series are considered in the solu-
tion then the size of the matrix in Eq. (23) will be 3n x 3n.
Hence, the requirement that the determinant of the coefficient
matrix of Cn ' On' En (n a 1,2,3, •.• ) must vanish for a nontriv-
. 1al solution results in a polynomial of the 3nth order. The
smallest root of this polynomial gives the critical buckling
load of the column. It is of importance to note that in our
case the elements of the determinant are not all numerals; it
contains eigenvalues added to and multiplied by numbers. These
eigenvalues are not all on the diagonal of the matrix; some are
off the diagonal. In other words it is impractical to evaluate
such a determinant in order to arrive at a polynomial. Also
the determinant is not in the known form of the eigenvalue
problem which is written as
IA - All • 0
Hence the problem may be classified as a polynomial equation of
the 3nth order.
Briefly, it can be stated that it is not a standard prob-
lem. The IBM Library Subroutines do not include direct aids to
handle such a problem. A reference to a method published in an
article by Jenkins and Traub(47) has been suggested by Cor-
nell's Department of Computer Science.
Another approach to solve the problem is to assume a trial
eigenvalue and then, after substituting the trial value in the
determinant, check whether or not the latter vanished. Hence,
the SOlution, though difficult, can be obtained prOVided that
the entries of the stability matrix can be generated., To ob-
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tain these entries for n= 3 is quite involved and impractical t
let alone the cases of n > 3 or if initial imperfections are
conside:red.
The intent is to derive a design procedure for the simple
case of wall-stud applications, for which the hinged end condi-
tions simulate with reasonable conservative approximation the
actual structure. Therefore the solution of cases with end
conditions other than hinged and n > 1 are not of substantial
importance to the development of the design procedure. On the
other hand the close agreement between the test results ot 11
double-column assemblies with end conditions uti • v' • " = 0
and u = v = ~= 0 at Z = Ot L and the predicted tailure load
based on n- 1 shows that higher buckling modes are not likely
to govern. Hence the cases of end conditions l1sted 1n Table 1
will be given in the next section only for n • 1. The same
conclusion has been considered by Pincus(6) t Errera(l3) and
DOOley(l8) in similar investigations despite the relatively
simpler problems considered by them~
2.6 Solution by Considering Only the First Term of the Series
As an alternative design tool, the following closed form
solutions will be derived using only the 'first term of the ser-
ies, Eqs. (18) and (20) •. The solution is derived tor a column
with the general end conditions listed in Table 1, i.e. hinged,
fixed and mixed. The· following cases are considered tor a'col-
umn of a general shaped cross-section:
a) Column braced on both sides.
b) ColWlll1sbraced on one side .. only.
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Then particular cases of columns of channel and zee-sections
will be derived as special cases of the general solution.
In order to obtain a general solution which accounts for
the influence of the column end conditions on the buckling
loads, coefficients Ki (i = 1,2, .•• ,12) are introduced in the
resulting equations. Numerical values of Ki are listed in Ta-
ble 1. These coefficients are calculated for each case of dif-
ferent end conditions by using the proper combinations of the
following assumed displacement functions.
End Condition Displacement Function
u = u'
= 0 at Z =





v = v' =° at Z = O,L
v = v" = 0 at Z = O,L v = D sin!!.1 L
(53)
• = ." = ° at Z = O,L
• = .' = ° at Z = °,L
... = E sinlTZ
't' 1 L
Cl , Dl , El are amplitudes of deflections of u, v and ,Cl Dl
respectively. It has been found convenient to use ~,~ and
E
21 for fixed end conditions rather than Cl , Dl , El as commonly
used. This has no influence on the final results.
2.6A Eruation of Stability of Columns Braced on Both Sides
w th Hinged a Fixed or Other End CondItions Listed in
Table 1 and n = 1
The equation of stability is derived by substitution of
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the assumed displacement. functions I chosen from Eqs. (53), into
the expression of the total potential energy equation (14) and
then applying the Rayleigh-Ritz method. This will result in
three homogeneous simultaneous equations in el' Dl , El • These
three equations are arranged in matrix form to give the follow-
ing equation which describes the stability of the system in
'general form.
- P -P+Q Pxy -KSyoP+K6Q(dl-d2) l hly
,
P
xy P -P K7Pxo Dl ~ = 0x
2 2 J-KSyoP+K6Q(dl-d2) K7Pxo 2 d1+d2 L2Jro(p~-p)+Q( 2 )+KaF:2
'IT
where P



















tions will be considered, namely channel and z-sections. It
will be shown that the case of the I-section previously inves-
tigated(6,13) can be derived as a special case of the general
solution.
For a particular cross-section the critical buckling load
of the column will be determined by sUbstituting for the geo-
metric terms appearing in the general solution, those of the
particular cross-section under consideration.
2.6A.2 fer for Channel Section Columns Braced on Both Sides
with Hinged, Fixed or Other End Conditions Listed
in Table 1 and n = 1
Applying the same Procedure of Section 2.4.3.1 to Eq. (54)
the following governing equations are obtained:
P = Py + Q (56)
The smallest value of P obtained from both Eqs. (56) and (57)
give the critical buckling load Per' Equations (56) character-
ize the behavior of the column in the flexural mode. The oc-
currence of any of these modes is possible depending on the
values of Q and F (see Fig. 8).
2.6A.3 fer for Z-section Columns Braced on Both Sides with
Hinged a Fixed or Other End Conditions Listed in
Table 1 and n = 1
Similarly, the following equations are obtained from Eq.
(54), and Per is given by the smallest value of P determined
from both equations:
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For the same reasoning given in Section 2.4.3.2, regarding the
validity of Eq. (59) only, it is concluded that Eq. (58) does
not govern since the torsional buckling mode .for point-symmet-
rical sections rarely governs the failure mode of the column.
Graphical representation of Eqs. (58) and (59) is shown on Fig.
9.
If Q = 0, that is, an unbraced column, an important and
interesting result is obtained which, so far as the writer
knows, hasn't been mentioned in the available literature: The
Z-section column with mixed end conditions can only buckle
about an axis in between the least axis of inertia and the web,
and that such axis need not be located to calculate P
cr
which
is obtainable as a special case of Eq. (59).
It is well known that a Z-section column hinged at both
ends in the x and y-axes (i.e. concentrically point-supported)
will buckle about the axis of least inertia Yl' and the buck-
ling load is given by the Euler equation:
n2EIYl
Pcr = (kL)2 where k = 1.0
If both ends are fixed in the x and y-directions the same equa-
tion applies except that k = 0.5. Now the question to be asked
is what would be the buckling load if the end condition about
the x-axis differs from that along the y-axis.
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The answer to that question 1s given in a very approximate
manner by A. PflUger(33). He investigated the buckling of a
zee-section with hinged end conditions only and stated that
other end conditions can be taken into account by a suitable
reduction of the column length. No guidance to the proposed
reduction is given and it appears that such consideration is
left to the designer.
However~ the answer to the problem can be obtained by con-
sidering Eq. (59) and letting Q = 0, hence
p2 _ PCP + P ) + P P - 2 0 (60)Pxy =x y x y
where Px = Kl 1T
2Elx/L
2







if u" = v" = 0 then Kl = K2 = K3 = 1.0
u' = v' = 0 then Kl = K2 = K3 = 4.0
u' = Vii = 0 then Kl = 4.0, K2 = 1.0, K3 = 0.849
UU c v' = 0 then Kl = 1.0, K2 = 4.0, K3 = 0.849
Depending on the end condition about the x and y-axes the buck-
ling load can be calculated from Eq. (60) and the appropriate
l:-l ~ K2, K3 values. Physically this means that the column will
buckle about a new axis between the y and the Yl-axes at which
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the section will have a new value of moment of inertia larger
than lyl and smaller than ly' However, there 1s no need to lo-
cate that new axis and calculate a new moment of inertia since
Eq. (60) suffices
2.6A.4 Verification of Per for I-sections Braced on Both Sides
wIth Hinged, Fixed or Other End ConditIons Listed in
Table 1 and n = 1
The behavior of I-section columns braced on both sides,
including twist, has been investigated by Errera(13). It will
be shown here that his equation 32 can be obtained from the
general solution (Eq. 54) derived in this investigation.
For I-sections y = x = 0o 0
dl = d2 = d/2
I XY = 0 hence PXy • 0










Omitting the possibility of strong axis buckling (this is true
for I-sections only) and replacing r~p by the equivalent form
in Ref. 13, then the determinant of the coefficient matrix of
el , D1 , El of Eq. (61) is identical to Eq. (32) of Ref. 13.
Note that Ka 1s equal to 1.O,for a hinged end column; other
cases of mixed end conditions have not been considered in pre-
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vious investigations.
2.6B Equations of Stability of Columns Braced on One Side Only
with Hinged, Fixed or Other End Conditions Listed in
Table land n = 1
Following the same procedure given in Section 2.6A except
using Eq. (17) instead of (14), the following equation results:
P -P+Qy
P -Px o (62)
where Px ' Py , Pxy ' P~ are as defined by Eg. (55), and Kl , K2J
•.. J K8 are coefficients corresponding to different boundary
conditions of the ends of the column and their values are given
in Table 1.
2.6B.l Critical Buckling Loads of Particular Sections
Equation (62) will be used to determine the critical buck-
ling loads Per of certain columns as a function of Q and F.
Two particular sections will be considered J namely channel sec-
tions and Z-sections J and it will be shown that the I-section
previously investigated(13) can be derived as a special case of
the general solution.
For a column of a particular cross-section the critical
buckling load will be determined by sUbstituting for the geo-
metric terms appearing in the general solution, those belonging
to the particular cross-section under consideration.
2.6B.2
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P for Channel Sections Braced on One Side with~r Hinged, Fixed or Other End Conditions Listed in
Table 1 and n = 1
Considering Eq. (62) and following the same procedure of
Section 2.4.3.3, the following equation characterizes the be-
havior·of a column with any end conditions:
2 2p3(r~-K~X~)-p2[r;px+r;pcP+Q~K8F~21(Py+Q)(r~-K~X;)]
2 2 2 2
+P[P (r2p~+Q~K8FL2)+(py+Q)(r~px+rop~+Q~K8F~)
x 0 'I' 'If 'I' 1T
(63)
2.6B.3
Equation (63) characterizes the behavior of channel section
columns braced with diaphragms on one side only. For a partic-
ular column and specific end conditions all parameters (except
Q and F) which form the coefficients in Eq. (63) are known.
Hence for known values of Q and F) the smallest root of Eq.
(63) gives the critical buckling load Pcr. Graphic'al represen-
tation of Eq. (63) is shown on Fig. 10.
P of Z-sections Braced on One Side with Hinged, Fixed
-cr or Other End Conditions Listed in Table I and n = I
Considering Eq. (62) and the same procedure of Section
2.4.3.4, the following equation results:
2 2+P{(Py+Q)Px-P~y+(Py+Q+Px)[P.+~(Q~K8F~)]-~(K6Q~)21
o 0
-[(Py+Q)Px-P~y][PcP+12{Q~2+K8F~)]+~P {K6Qd2)2. 0 (64)r 'If r x
o 0
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As has been previously explained, all parameters of the equa-
tion are known except Q and F. For a particular column and
known values of Q and F, Eq. (64) gives three values of the
buckling load) the lowest value determines the critical buck-
ling load Pcr • Graphical representation of this equation is
shown on Fig. 11.
2.6B.4 Verification of Pcr for I-section Braced on One Side
with Hinged, Fixed or Other End Conditions Listed in
Table 1 and n = 1
The solution of a symmetric I-section braced on one side
only is given in Ref. 13; it will be shown here that Equation
62 of Ref. 13 can be obtained as a special case from the gene-
ral solution equation (62) derived in this investigation.
For I-sections Yo = Xo I: 0
dd l = d 2 = '2
I XY = 0 hence PXy = 0







( Cl lII1Dl = 0 (65)I
I III .
.. E l i" '
For the hinged ends column considered in Ref. 13, Ka • K6 •
1.0, hence by rearranging rows and columns of the determinant
of the coefficient matrix of the parameters Cl , Dl, El an equa-
tion identical to Equation 62 of Ref. 13 results.
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2.7 Load-Deflections Relationships of an Imperfect Column
The governing equations given in the previous section,
2.6, are derived for a perfect column. In the absence of a
disturbing moment the column remains straight for any value of
P < P
cr
• When Pcr is reached the column undergoes displace-
ments of indeterminate magnitudes. That is, the slightest dis-
turbance will suffice to cause an indefinitely large deflec-
tion.
Real columns exhibit unavoidable initial imperfections
which are the primary cause of deflections and/or rotation pri-
or to the state of instability of the column. These deflec-
tions and rotation increase nonlinearly with increasing load
and rapidly become very large, and result in failure as Pcr is
approached. In a diaphragm-braced column, such deflection in
the plane of the diaphragm and rotation of the column are re-
sisted by the in-plane shear rigidity and rotational restraint
of the diaphragm, respectively. When the diaphragm fails to
resist certain values of the increasing deflection and/or rota-
tion, failure of the whole assembly occurs. As a result, the
capacity load Pr of the column will be less than P calculatedcr
on the basis of an ideal column. This behavior has been real-
ized by Winter(9) as he indicates that the minimum rigidities
calculated for full bracing of ideal columns are not sufficient
to achieve fUll bracing of real, i.e. imperfect columns. In an
early design recommendation(l7) a value of P = O.9P . has been
. r cr .
suggested, hence deflections and rotation at this load level
are calculated in order to check that the diaphragm is adequate
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for the load Pr to be reached. Details of checking the dia-
phragm adequacy will be given in Chapter 5. However, in this
investigation it has been found that the use of P
r
• 0.9Pcr is
not mandatory, since in some cases economical design can be
achieved by values of P
r
above or below 0.9Pcr ' Hence, in gen-
eral the load capacity P
r
is equal to
P = APr cr
where A is a trial reduction factor less than 1.0. The value
of A is decided upon by starting with a trial value of A, then
calculating the corresponding deflections and rotation, and
hence checking the diaphragm adequacy. If the diaphragm is not
adequate, than a new value of A will be tried and the checking
repeated until the diaphragm adequacy is ensured. The last
value of A multiplied by Pcr gives the load capacity of the
column, Pro
It has been suggested(l7) that for a conservative estimate
of the additional deflections, the pattern of initial deflec-
tions along the length of an imperfect column is assumed affine
to the buckling shape of the perfect column. Assumed values of
amplitudes of the initial imperfections may be obtained from
recognized specifications or to be measured from the actual
structure, since the current Specification for the Design of
Cold-Formed Steel Structural Members(l) has no guidance to how
much tolerance limit in sweep and initial twist should be con-
sidered.
Load-deflections relationships as well as amplitude of ad-
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ditional deflections are derived in the next sections for the
following cases by considering the first buckling mode, i.e. n
= 1 and general end conditions listed in Table 1 (i.e. fixed,
hinged or mixed end conditions):
a) Diaphragm bracing on both sides.
b) Diaphragm bracing on one side only.
2.7A Sections Braced on Both Sides with Hinged, Fixed or Other
End Conditions Listed in Table 1 and n = 1
Typical column sections considered are:
·Channel sections
·Z-sections
2.7A.l Method of Solution
The total potential energy for a perfect column (Eq. 14)
is modified to account for the initial imperfections by consid-
ering the following modified displacements:
ut = u + Uo
vt = v + Vo
<P t = <P + <Po
where ut = total displacement in the x-direction
u = additional displacement in the x-direction
Uo = initial imperfection in the x-direction
Similar sUbscripts are adopted for v, <p. Hence, the total po-
tential energy of an imperfect column becomes:
II ~ H:IElyU"2 + 2EIXYU"v" + EIxVll2 + ECw4>II 2 + OJ4>,2
(contd.)
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Assumed Forms of the Initial Imperfections (n = 1)
The load-deflections relationships are derived for columns
with general end conditions listed in Table 1 (i.e. hinged,
fixed or mixed), for example, u' = v" = CP' = 0 at Z = O,L.
Different forms corresponding to different end conditions are
represented by the following equations:
End Condition
u = u ll = 0 at Z = O,L
o 0
Displacement Function
u = u' = 0 at Z = O,Lo 0
v = v" = 0 at Z = O,L
o 0
v = V I = 0 at Z = O,L
o 0





ep = ep' = 0 at Z = O,L
o 0
Co' Do, Eo are the amplitudes of additional deflections. Sub-
script 11 0 11 indicates initial imperfections.
General Form
In order to obtain a general solution which will also ac-
count for the influence of the end conditions coefficients K9 ,
KID' Kll , K12 are introduced. These coefficients are calculat-
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ed for each case of the different boundary conditions listed in
Table 1 by using the proper combination of the assumed dis-
placement functions given by Eqs. (53) and (67).
Following a procedure similar to that of Section 2.6A,
i.e. using the energy equation (66) together with the assumed
displacements of initial and additional deflections (Eqs. 53,
67), the following equation is obtained.




! ('D1 ';: P D -K9x Ej \ I 0 0 0
i \
2 2 \ i
2 d1+d2 L21 :
r 0 (p~-P)+Q( 2' )+K8F1~El'If I!\...,/
p p -p
xy x
P -P+Q PY xyr
or (69)
where Co' Do' Eo = amplitudes of initial imperftctions
C1 , Dl , El = amplitudes of additional defltctions
Kl , K2, .•• , K12 are coefficients accountint for differ-
end conditions and their values are listed in Tab:e 1.
The load-displacement relationship can be found fr~m Eq. (68)
by solving for Cl , Dl , El , hence
(70)
If Co = Do = Eo = 0, Eq. (68) becomes identical to Eq. (54).
Formulas of amplitudes of the additional deflections C1 '
D1 , E1 will be found for the cases of channel and zee-sect1ons.
2.7A.2
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Amplitudes of Deflections of a Channel Section Braced
on Both Sides with Hinged, Fixed or Other End Condi-
tions Listed in Table 1 and n = 1
For channel sections
hence Pxy • 0
Formulas of amplitudes of additional deflections are ob-
tained by sUbstituting the above listed parameters into Eq.
(68) and replacing P by Pr where PrJ as defined in Section 2.7 J
is the reduced critical buckling load. The critical bu~kling
load in the case of a channel section is the smallest load ob-
tained from Eqs. (56) and (57). Solving the matrix equation
(70) for CIJ 01 , El the amplitudes of the additional deflec-
tions, the following formulas are obtained:
(72)
2.7A.3 Amplitudes of Deflections of a Z-section Braced on Both
S~de~ with Hinged, ~lxed or Other End CondItIons Listed
~-- ~~~le 1 and n ~ 1
For zee-sections
and
x = y • 0o 0
d
d1 • d 2 • ~
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by sUbstituting these parameters into Eq. (68) and following
the same procedure for the channel sections except that Pcr is
obtained from Eq. (59); then the formulas of the amplitudes of
additional deflections are given by:
(75)
P E r 2 .
E
l
= r 0 0C(P _p +Q)(p _p )~p2 ]Det. y r x r xy (77)
2.7B Sections Braced on One Side with Hinged, Fixed or Other
End Conditions Listed in Table land n = 1
Equations of additional deflections for cases of n > 1 are
given in Chapter 5 for the case of hinged end columns only.
Typical column sections considered herein are channel and zee-
sections.
2.7B.l Method of Solution
The total potential energy for perfect column equation
(34) is modified to account for the initial imperfection by
considering the following displacements:
u t = u + uo
v~ = v + Vo¥
j, I + $"' y.~ 0
where ut ' u, uo ' vt ' .•. are defined in Section 2.7A.l. Hence
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the total potential energy of the imperfect column becomes:
L
n = II {EI u,,2+2EI u"v"+EI v,,2+EC ~,,2+GJ~,2~ 0 Y xy x w
Following a procedure similar to that of Section 2.7A.l, i.e.
substituting assumed displacements, chosen from Eqs. (53) and
(67) into Eq. (79), and minimizing the resulting energy expres-
sion according to the Rayleigh-Ritz method, then the following





-K Y P-K6Qd -,5 0
KrPxo
C +K12E Y000




r E -K,ox D
o 0 ~ 0 0
+K11yoCo
(81)
where Co' Do, Eo = amplitudes of initial deflections
Cl , 01 , El • amplitudes of additional deflections
Px ' Py ' Pxy ' P~ are defined by Eqs. (55)
Kl , K2, K3 , •.. , K12 are coefficients accounting for dif-
ferent end conditions and their values are listed in Table 1.
The load-displacement relationship can be found from Eq. (81)
by solving for Cl , 01 , El , hence
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P[DJ- l = [A 1
. 0 (82)
If C = D = E = 0, Eq. (81) becomes identical to Eq. (62).000
Formulas of amplitudes of the additional deflections Cl , Dl , El
will be found for the cases of channel and Z-sections.
2.7B.2 Amplitudes of Deflections of Channel Section Braced on
One Side with Hinged, Fixed or Other End Conditions
Listed in Table I and n = 1
For channel sections Yo = 0
I XY = 0
d2
d hence PXY = 0= 2
Formulas for amplitudes of additional deflections are obtained
by substituting the above parameters into Eq. (80) and replac-
ing P by PI" where PI" as defined in Section 2.7, is the load
capacity of the column. Solving the matrix equation (82) for
Cl , Dl , El the amplitudes of additional deflections, the fol-








Amplitudes of Deflections of a Z-section Braced on One
Side with Hinged, Fixed or Other End Conditions Listed
in Table I and n = I
For Z-sections
and
x = y = ao 0
d
d 2 • '2
By sUbstituting these parameters into Eq. (80) and following
the same procedure for the channel section, then the formulas
of the amplitudes of additional deflections are given by:
CI
Pr 2 (81)• Det.{CoAIA5-DoA2A5-EoroA3A4}
Pr 2 2 (88)D • Det.{-CoA2A5+Do(AIA5-A3)+EoroA2A3}I
EI •
Pr { 2 2 (89)~ -CoA3A4+DoA3A2+Eoro(AIA4-A2)}
where





All • P - Px r
(90)
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2.8 AmQlitudes of Deflections of Columns with Hinged Ends,
n = 1,2 2 3, ••.
For columns with both ends hinged the displacements u, v
and ~ are represented by Eqs. (29) of Section 2.4. These equa-
tions are:
u = CnSinn~Z (29a)
v = D sinnll'Z (29b)n L
~ = E sinnll'Z (29c)n L
It has been suggested(11) that for a conservative estimate
of the additional deflections, the pattern of initial deflec-
tions along the length of the column is assumed affine to the
buckling shape of the perfe.ct column; therefore the initial im-
perfections uo ' Vo and ~o may be represented by the following
functions:
Uo = Cosinn~Z (90a)
Vo -= Dosin~ (90b)
~ = E sinnll'Z (90c)0 o -r
Following the method of solution of Section 2.1A.l, equa-
tions of the amplitudes of deflections·are derived by consider-
ing the energy expressions given by Eqd. (66) and (19), and the
displacement functions given by Eqs. (29) and (90). The cases
of channel and zee-sections braced on one side or on both sides
(91)
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are considered and the result is given in the following sec-
tions.
In general, the parameters Px ' Py , PXy and P~ used in the
following equations are given by Eqs. (36). Note that n is in-
cluded in these equations.
2.8.1 Amplitudes of Deflections of a Channel Section Braced on
Both Sides (Hinged Ends)
P C 2 2
C ~{(P -p )[r2(p -P )+Q~E- ~J-(Px )2}1 = Det. x r 0 ~ r ~ 2 2 0
n n
2.8.2 Am 1itudes of Deflections of a Z-section Braced on Both
Sides Hinged Ends
Pr 2 d2 F L2Cl = Det.[rOCP~-Pr)+Q~n2 n2][COCPx-Pr)-DoPxy] (95)
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Amplitudes of Deflections of Channel Sections Braced on
One Side (Hinged Ends)
P
Cl = De~.{Co(A3A5-A~)+A4A2(Do-XoEo)-A3A2(r~Eo-xoDo)} (99)
where (102)
Al = P - P + Qy r
A3 = P - Px r
A4 = PrXo
2 2 F L2
AS = ro(p~ - Pr ) + Q ~ + ri2 w2









Al = P - P + Qy r
2.9 Summary of the Governing Equations of a Perfect Column
The following summarizes the governing equations for the
four cases considered in the present investigation. These
equations are obtained as special cases from the general solu-
tion which is based on assumed displacements represented by
I) n = 1,2,3, ...
II) n = 1
I) GOVERNING EQUATIONS (n = 1,2,3, ... )
The following equations are valid for columns with hinged
ends only, where Px ' Py , Pxy ' p~ are given by Eqs. (36).




is the smallest value of P obtained from Eq. (44) or
from Eq. (45) by choosing n which minimizes the resulting
roots.
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2) Z-sections braced on both sides
P is the smallest root obtained from the following equa-
cr
tion,
3) Channel section braced on one side
P is the smallest root of the following equation provid-er
ed that n is chosen to minimize these roots:
2 2 2 2
+P[P ( 2p +Q~L L )+(P +Q)(r2p +r2P'+Qs-+L h...)_(Qd)2]
x r o ~ q 'n2 ~ y 0 x 0 ~ q 'n2 ~2 2




4) Z-sections braced on one side
Per is the smallest root of the following equation provid-
ed that n is chosen to minimize these roots:
2 2
+(Py+Q+Px' [p,..+~+;. L2) ]"'(Q~)2}_[p +Q)p
'I' r n." I y X
o
2 2
_p 2 J[P +±-(Qs-+E- ~)J+l p (Qd)2 = 0
xy ~ r2 Qn2.,,2 ~ x 2
o 0
II) GOVERNING EQUATIONS en = 1)
The following equations are valid for columns with general
end conditions (Table 1) where Px' Py , Pxy ' P~ are given by
Eqs. (55).
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1) Channel sections braced on both sides
Pcr is the smallest value of P obtained from the following
two equations:
P • P + Qy (56)
2) Z-sections braced on both sides
Pcr is the smallest root of the quadratic equation,
p2 _ PcP + P + Q) + (P P + P Q _ p2 ) • 0 (59)
x y x y x xy
3) Channel sections braced on one side
Pcr is the smallest root of the cubic equation,
2 2p3(r~-K~x~)-p2[r~px+r~p~+Q~K8F~(py+Q)(r~-K~X~)
w
4) Z-sections braced on one side
Pcr is the smallest root of the cubic equation,
2 2
p3_p2[p +P +P~+Q+~(Q~K8F~)]




CHECKING THE TliEORETICAL RESULTS
This chapter serves two purposes:
1) To check the validity of the stability equations for
special cases of known solutions by Timoshenko in which con-
straints are imposed on some components of the generalized dis-
placements .
2) To clarify any possible misconception when using the
stability equations to derive solutions of special cases, so
that a correct and well-conditioned mathematical model of the
structure exists.
3.1 General
The previous chapter presents the theory and the general
equations of stability (35, 38, 54 and 62) from which governing
equations of specific cases are derived. At that stage. it was
not necessary to involve the reader in details of the potential
energy concepts and how a special case must be conditioned so
that the solution can be derived from the general formulas.
Despite the limited size of published information about
these details it is scattered in many references and most of it
is not related to the subject matter. The method of solution
derived in this chapter 1s assembled from more than one source;
it is inevitably indebted to all other sources, the work by





In our case constraints are induced on the system by lim-
iting the freedom of sections between the column end to undergo
displacements or rotation. Typical examples would be the cases
of fixed axis of rotation and prescribed plane of deflection.
Such constraints result from relationships among displacements
which can always be presented by constraint equations. If con-
straint exists, these equations will relate not only the dis-
placements involved but also the force components.
Equations (35) and (54), and (38) and (62), or (68) and
(80) with initial imperfections, have been derived for a column
of general cross-section braced on both sides or on one side,
respectively. On deriving these equations generalized dis-
placements u, v, ~ were considered. Therefore these general
solutions are directly applicable to cases in which the three
displacements are possible. Hence, the solution of a special
case is possible by direct substitution for the geometric terms
appearing in the general solution, those belonging to the par-
ticular column cross-section. However, if any of these dis-
placements U J V z P are restrained then direct solution from the
~eneral formulas is not possible without pre-conditioning of
the case under consideration.
3.3 Effect of Constraint on the Energy Solution
In general two main steps are involved in the energy solu-
tion. The first step 1s to derive the expression of the total
potential energy .which is a quadratic form in the displace-
ments. The second step is to minimize the energy expression by
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differentiating. Hence we start with a quadratic form and end
with a linear one. It is now, apparent that application of the
constraints to the energy expression before differentiating
will enable the minimization of the actual energy of the system
and hence a correct answer can be obtained. However, if the
constraints are applied after differentiating, a false answer
is expected. Further explanation of this reasoning is given by
Gallagher(35) in Fig. 12. The line AB represents a constraint
and the curve ABC represents the potential energy. Clearly the
constraint prevents the minimum from occurring at the point
predicted by first variation np •
It is important to note that the above conclusion does not
apply for systems in which u, v and ~ may occur independently,
that is~ uncoupled. For example, the three buckling modes,
about the y-axis, about the x-axis and twist, of 'an I-section
column braced on both sides with shear diaphragms are uncoupled
and u, v and occur independently. If one or more of these
displacements are limited to zero, then by definition, there is
no constraint, since relation between the displacements does
not exist. Thus the general solution can be used directly.
3.4 Methods of Solution
Two methods of solution are possible:
1) A direct solution is to introduce these constraints in
the energy expression before differentiating, so that the solu-
tion to a specific problem may be obtained.
2) A short cut to the solution of a special case may be
obtained from the general solution (no constraints) by. trans-
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formation of coordinates and condensation of the original ma-
trix. The term condensation refers here to the contraction in
size of a system of equations by elimination of certain degrees
of freedom.
The first method of solution has been used extensively in
Chapter 2, hence no reference to it will be included in this
chapter. The second method will be explained in detail and
more than one example will be solved for illustration.
3.5 Solution by Matrix Condensation
Consider the general solution with initial imperfection,
given by Eqs. (68) or (80) in matrix notations. Then
where {~} is the generalized displacement vector
{A
o
} is the initial imperfection, scalar
Now certain constraints are imposed on a group of the displace-
ments {A} and it is required to derive the condensed matrix [IT]
after including the eff~ct of these constraints. This requires
transformation of the degrees of freedom and in order to devel-
op such transformation, we divide the degrees of freedom into
two groups, {A l } and {A 2}, where {AI} is the constrained part.
Hence by partitioning of Eq. (l07),·then
(108)
As has been defined in Section 3.2. constraints result
from relationships among displacements; hence introducing the
(109)
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equations of constraints, then
[G
l
G][t~l \ = {OJ
2 ll1~)
where [Gl ] and [G2] are geometric terms relating {Al } to {A2}·
Solving Eq. (109) for {A l }, then
(110)






where the transformation matrix [T] = [--i-J(113l
The intent is to remove these degrees of freedom {l1 l } from
the potential energy, from which Eq. (107) is derived, by the
use of a condensation scheme. The potential energy in parti-
tioning form is(35):
SUbstituting Eq. (112) into Eq. (114), and then minimizing np
by differentiating with respect to {A2}•.and. then eq\lat1ng the
result to zero,
with







Then the equality takes the form
(118)
which is the condensed matrix after imposing the constraints.
It should be noted that if the initial imperfections 6
0
in
Eq. (80) of Section 2.7B.l, from which Eq. (115) is derived,
are equated to zero than the resulting equation is identical to
the general solution without imperfection, Eq. (62), Section
2.6B. In other words the [D] matrix is the same. Hence, if in
Eq. (115), 60 c 0, then
(118a)
is a valid transformation of Eq. (62), with [~] as given by Eq.
(118).
Application of this method to two examples of constraints
is prese~ted in the next section.
3.6 Verification of the Stability Equation
In this section special cases of known solutions(3) are
derived from the stability equations to examine their validity.
The solution of these cases given in Chapter 2 is not known in
the existing literature; however, Timoshenko(3) derived solu-
tions of different cases with constraints. His solutions are
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derived for each case based on equilibrium considerations.
Only the general solution, Eq. (62), of columns braced on
one side is considered since unsymmetrical sections braced on
both sides have no similarity with any existing information.
However, in Section 2.4A.6, it is shown that the solution(l3)
of a symmetrical I-section braced on both sides can be derived
from the general solution~ Eq. (54). Also in Section 2.4B.l it
is found that by substituting Q m F = 0 into Eq. (39), then the
resulting expression is valid for unbraced sections and the re-
sults are compared to some known solutions.
In the following section cases with constraints solved by
Timoshenko(3) are compared with solutions from the general so-
lution (Eqs. 35, 62) by the method of condensation explained in
Section 3.5.
3.6.1 Bar with a Prescribed Plane or Deflection(3)
In Ref. 3, top of p. 244, the following two equations are
given (notations are changed for the purpose of comparison).
These are:
(119)
The following is considered in deriving these equations:
k~ = 0 (121)
(122)
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Now it will be shown that Eqs. (119) and (120) can be derived
as a special case of the general solution equation (62). By
virtue of Eqs. (121) and (122), Q • F • 0) also K1 = K2 • K3...
= Ka = 1.0, since the case considered is for a hinged end col-
umn. Therefore Eq. (62) takes the form
p _p I P -py
Y I xy 0
- - - - ~ - - - - - - - ---
I




-Py0 I PXo r 0 (P<p -P)
From Eq. (122), the constraint equation is:
• o (123)
Then [G1] • [1] and [G2] • [0





(Yo-hy )] D1 • {a}
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(yo-hy )]'
then [r] :I [0
From Eqs. (118) and (123),
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which is identical to Equations 119 and 120 of Tirnoshenko.
3.6.2 Bar with Prescribed Axis of Rotation
Reference 3, p. 240, Equation (5-56):
The critical buckling load of a hinged end column is de-
rived, based on the following:
(129)
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Xo = y • 00
u + (yo - h )~ • 0y









Using the general solution equation (38) and the method out-
lined in Section 3.5, it will be shown that solutions typical
of Eq. (132) can be obtained.
By the virtue of Eq. (129) all terms of Q in Eq. (38) van-
ish; also Eqs. (131) imply that the constraints are applied to
the components u and v. Hence for a hinged end column, Eq.














Then, from Eqs. (133) and (134),
Tr D12 = 0





Adding Eqs. (135) and (138), and substituting for D in Eq.
(11da) gives:
(Py-P)h~-PXyhXhy-P~yhXhy+(Px-p)h~+r~(p~-p)+~;;]{E1 } • (0)
(139)
For a bar with two pianes of symmetry(3), I
xy = 0, that ls,
Pxy = O. For nontrivial solutions, the coefflclents of El ln
Eq. (139) must vanish. Then
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Hence Pcr =
+ P h2 +
x x
(140)
Equation (140), derived from the general solution, is identical
to Eq. (132) of Timoshenko.
Chapter 4
DESIGN SIMPLIFICATION OF THE GOVERNING EQUATIONS
4.1 General
The governing equations of channel and zee-section columns
braced with diaphragms, as presented in Chapter 2, are too in-
volved for design use, especially in the case of wall studs,
with which the present investigation is concern~d. Therefore
an attempt is made to develop practical means for checking the
critical buckling load of these cases. This chapter gives the
results of this effort to simplify the use of these governing
equations as well as a list of the methods used and comments on
their applicability and efficiency, so that a record of the
present state of knOWledge will be available if future consid-
eration of the problem should arise.
Two approaches were considered to develop simple design
methods. These are:
1) Reducing the quadratic and cubic governing equations
to linear approximate formulas within practical levels of ap-
proximation.
2) Preparing design charts to serve as design aids within
practical ranges of the varying parameters involved.
By using the first approach, it was possible to obtain ap-
proximate formulas that give buckling loads within practical
accuracy for sections braced on both sides. For sections
braced on one side, more than one method has been used to de-
rive several approximate formulas. However, none or these
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formulas yield acceptable approximate values of the buckling
load. The loads obtained did not have any regular pattern; be-
sides, unconservative values have been obtained in some cases.
Therefore the use of the exact governing equations is recom-
mended. In fact, once the various parameters (P , P , P , P~)
x y xy ~
are calculated for a particular case, then solving the result-
ing cubic equation for the smallest root only is not a diffi-
cult problem, even without electronic computational facility.
Numerical analysis methods offer several techniques to simplify
the solution{4l,5l).
4.2 Higher Buckling Modes
It has been shown in Ref. 3 that bars with enforced axes
of rotation or on an elastic foundation may buckle in a higher
buckling mode, that is, buckle into a number of n half-sine
waves, where n = 1,2,3 .••. Such a conclusion does not apply
to the case of I-section columns with two-sided shear-type
bracing, as can be seen from Eq. (32)(13):
n2~2EI
P = Y + Q
cr L2
Obviously, the lowest value of Pcr is obtained for n = 1, re-
gardless of the relative stiffness of the column and the dia-
phragm. However, if twisting is involved in the failure mode,
then the number of half-sine waves depends on the relative mag-
nitude of the flexural (and torsional) rigidity of the column,
the shear rigidity and the rotational restraint of the dia-
phragm. These parameters are considered in a numerical inves-
tigation to examine the validity of higher buckling modes. The
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variations of these parameters are chosen within the practical
range of wall studs construction. The following gives a summa-
ry as well as the results of considering such variations.
a) Studs braced on both sides
1) n = 1,2, ••. 10
2) For channel sections Q • 0,10,20, ... 100
F • 0.0, 0.01, 0.02, •.• 0.2
3) For zee-sections Q = 0, la, 20, •.. 200
(F does not influence the behavior cf the column)
4) L = 8, 12, 16 feet
Practical values of Q and F do not exceed 90 and 0.08, re-
spectively. Sections were chosen at random to cover the range
from 2 d to 6" sections, with form factors equal to or less than
1.0.
b) Studs braced on one side
1) n was considered up to 10 and then reduced to n • 1,2,
... 5 to save on the computational expenses, since higher buck-
ling modes result by examining the first five terms. Also,
values of Q considered herein differ from those considered in
the above case (a), since it has been found that higher buck-
ling modes are more likely to occur with combinat1ons of small
values of Q and "large values of F.
2) Q = 0, 20, _•. 80 and
F = 0.0, 0.05, ••• 0.2
3) L = 8, 12, 16 feet
From the numerical Inve$tigation the follow1ng has been
concluded:
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1) For zee-sections braced on both sides, n = 1 gives the
lowest buckling mode.
2) For channel sections braced on both sides, higher
buckling modes occur only for combinations of very low values
of Q and high values of F; for example, for a 6" channel 16-
gage without lips, the higher buckling mode of 1.007 times the
buckling mode corresponding to n = 1 for values of Q and F
equal to 10 and 0.08, respectively. Such combinations of Q and
F are not realistic for commonly used diaphragms. Sections
with form factor equal to 1.0 (sections with small depths) do
not show any tendency to buckle in a higher mode.
3) For sections braced on one side, the higher buckling
mode governs in some cases. The ratio of the higher buckling
mode to the buckling mode corresponding to n = 1 can be as low
as 0.5 in some cases.
Hence it is concluded that within practical limits of Q
and F higher buckling modes are not likely to occur for studs
braced on both sides; therefore the governing equations as well
as the additional deflections equations, derived in Chapter 2
by considering n = 1, are valid and will be considered in this
chapter.
However, in the cases of sections braced on one side, the
possibility of higher buckling modes should be investigated.
The choice of the values of n to be tested depends on how ac-
curate the result should be.
4.3 Approximate Formulas
It was possible to obtain approximate linear formulas for
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the exact governing equations (57) and (59) of channel and zee-
sections, respectively. In addition, simple formulas for the
torsional-flexural buckling of unbraced singly symmetrical sec-
tions(38) and unbraced zee-sections (Eq.· 60) are introduced.
The following lists the method used in the attempts to
simplify the exact solutions as well as the variables consid-
ered to check the numerical accuracy of the approximate formu-
las. Finally, the proposed formulas are listed together with
comparison of the approximate to exact loads.
4.3.1 Me~hods Used to Obtain Approximate Formulas
Appendix 2 includes a brief description and comments on
the efficiency of each method. Herein they are listed accord-
ing to their applicability to the cases under consideration:
1) Newton-Raphson method
2) Secant method for polynomial roots
3) Binomial expansion
4) Approximation by a piecewise linear function
5) Negligible terms of quadratics and cubics
6) Method of split rigidity
7) Comparing the behavior of sections braced on both
sides with those braced on one side
4.3.2 List of Variables
The approximate formulas give the buckling load 1n terms
of the parameters Px ' Py ' PXy' P~, Q and F. In order to numer-
ically check the accuracy of the formulas, these parameters
have been varied to cover a wide range ot wall stud construc~
t1ons. These ranges are:
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1) Stud length L~ varies from 8'-0" to 16'-0"
2) Diaphragm characteristics Q and F
Q varies from 0.0 to 100.0 kips
F varies from 0.0 to 0.100 k.in/in.rad.
Practical values of Q are in the range of 8 to go kips
while for F the range is from 0.015 to 0.080 kips-in/in-rad.
3) Stud cross-section
Standard section, with and without lips, listed in the
AlSl Manual(46) and manufacturers' catalogues are considered.
Depths of sections vary from 2 ii to 8". Material thicknesses
considered are 0.036"~ 0.048", 0.06 Ii , 0.075" and 0.105". The
following gives the number of different sections examined in
each of the following cases:
a) 52 channel sections braced on both sides
b) 32 zee-sections braced on both sides
c) 4 channel sections braced on one side
d) 4 zee-sections braced on one side
e) 52 channel sections with NO BRACING
4) Column end conditions
It has been suggested that the case of a column with both
ends hinged would be satisfactory, since it represents to a
great extent the actual end conditions of the stud in that type
of construction. Also~ the calculated buckling load will be on
the conservative side.
4.3.3 Approximate Formulas
The result of simplifying the governing equations yields
approximate formulas expressing the buckling load of the column
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in terms of known parameters. These formulas are not meant to
replace the original governing equations, but are made up only
to simplify the design approach within acceptable ranges of ap-
proximation. Whenever accurate results are necessary the use
of the governing equations is recommended. The accuracy of the
formulas was checked by comparing the buckling load thus deter-
mined to the buckling load obtained from the exact governing
equation. All numerical computations were done on an IBM
360/65 system at the Cornell Computing Center.
4.3.4 Channel Sections Braced on Both Sides
The exact buckling load is the smallest value of P ob-
tained from Eqs. (56) and (57). Equation (56) is already sim-
pIe and by using Newton's method, an approximate value of the
smallest root of Eq. (57) is given by the follOWing formula:





p 4> = P$ + r 2 (Q zr + F 1T 2 ) C 41b)
o
2
x ok = 1 - ~ (14lc)
r o
Equation (141) represents the torsional-flexural buckling mode.
The flexural mode alone is given by Eq. (56) as
p = p + Qy . (56)
Hence the approximate value of·the critical buckling load 1s
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the smallest value of P calculated from Eqs. (56) and (141).
The accuracy of the formula was checked numerically by calcu-
lating the buckling load of columns varying in length, cross-
section and diaphragm characteristics within the list of vari-
ables of Section 4.3.2. The numerical computations show that
the ratios of the approximate to exact values of P range be-
tween 1.0 and 0.939; meanwhile, all values of P are on the con-
servative side.
4.3.5 Zee-sections Braced on Both Sides
The exact critical buckling load is given by the smallest
root of the quadratic equation (59). Using Newton's method to
find the smallest root of that equation, the following approxi-
mate expression has been obtained:
Pcr = P I + P' 1 + P _p l+QY xl yl _ 2
P'
(142)
and Pxl ' Pyl are the Euler buckling loads about the minimum ax-
es of inertia, respectively. The numerical computations of
sections listed in the AISI Manual(46) show that the ratios of
PAPRX/PEXACT range from 1.0 to 0.922. No zee-sections were
listed in any of the manufacturers' catalogues. It seems that
zee-sections are not commonly used as wall studs. However,
made up sections of the same dimensions as the channel sections
listed in the catalogues were used to check the accuracy of the
approximate formulas. The ratios of PAPRX/PEXACT range between
1.0 and 0.892, except for some studs 8'-0" long and with Q =
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80.0 kips, the range is between 1.0 and 0.84.
4.3.6 Torsional-Flexural Buckling of Singly Symmetrical
Sections Without Bracing
The torsional-flexural buckling load of unbraced channel
sections is given in Ref. 38 by the smallest root of a quadrat-
ic equation (see Eq. 143). It has been found that the critical
buckling load can be obtained by simple formulas which proved
to yield good approximation.
















2 P(2K - 1.0) _ px
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wher~ K = 1 - (x~/r~).
The accuracy of the approximate solution has been checked
numer.cally for 50 different channel sections and colum lengths
varyiIl:1; from 8'-0 11 to 16'-0". The range of ratios of the ap-
proximate to the exact loads is between 1.0 and 0.962 while
most of the ratios are very close to 1.0.
4.4 Solution of the Governing Equations by Design Charts
" . ,
The calculations of the buckling loads of a column braced
with diaphragms from the governing equations (57'>, (59)~ (63)
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and (64) require that the buckling loads of the unbraced column
(Px ' Py ' Pxy ' P~) should be known beforehand. Then Pcr is ob-
tained by solving the resulting quadratic or cubic equation.
Such computations for unsymmetrical sections are tedious and
liable to errors arising from imporper transcribing of the num-
bers.used. Therefore a graphical solution of the algebraic
equations would be desirable.
Pekoz(34) proposed charts to facilitate the com~tation of
Pcr of unbraced channel section columns. It is possible to ex-
tend the idea to prepare charts for the following two cases of
wall studs:
1) Channels braced with diaphragms on both sides
2) Zees braced with diaphragms on both sides
In regard to sections braced on one side only, the graphi-
cal solution seems to be impractical and would be impossible if
the same approach considered for two sided bracine is applied
because:
a) It is not possible to express P explicitly as a
cr
function of the varying parameters (P , P .•. ) since the gov-
x y
erning equation is cubic and such a step is necessary, as will
be seen in the solution of the case of two sided bracing.
b) The presence of six parameters (Px ' Py ' PXy ' P~, Q and
F) in addition to the possibility of higher buckling modes (n =
1,2,3 ••. ) and the geometric parameters (r~ and x~) would make
it impractical to prepare charts since several charts should be
available before the critical buckling load can be obtained.
Design tables would also face the same obstacle. Therefore the
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use of the governing equations 1s recommended.
4.4.1 Design Charts for Channel Sections Braced on Both Sides





P' ::: P<p + L(Q i-- + F ~)







Then the smallest root of Eq. (145) 1s given by the quadratic
form:
Introduce the dimensionless parameter
(148)
Then {1 4RK }1/2]
(1 + R)2
Let (149)
a is a function of the dimensionless parameters K and R. Hence
The plots of K vs. b/a and cia shown in Fig. l4'lead to the di-
rect determination of a from the values of R given by Eq~
(148), bla and cia. Therefore the smallest root or Ell, (57)
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can be determined from Eq~ (150) and the known a. Hence the
critical buckling load P is the smallest value of P obtainedcr
from Eq. (150) and P = P + Q. (56)Y
4.4.2 Design Charts for Zee-sections Braced on Both Sides
The critical buckling load Pcr is given by the smallest
root of the governing equation (59), hence
Px + Py + Q 4(PXPy + PxQ - P;y) 1/2P = [1 - {l - - P + Q -} ] (151)cr 2 Px + Y
and







K can be expressed in ter~s of the dimensionless parameters
cIa, bla since K • Ixy/lx'
Substitution of Eqs. (152), (153) and (154) into Eq. (151)
yields
p = P (1 2R)[l _ {I _ 4(R - K>}1/2]





The plot of K vs. b/a and cIa shown in Fig. 15 leads to
the direct determination of a from the values of R given by Eq.
(lS3), bla and cIa. Therefore Pcr can be obtained by Eq. (156).
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4.S Summary of Simplified Equations and Graphical Aid for
Design Use
A summary of approximate formulas that, in the writer's
opinion, are practically accurate and simple to use are given
in this section.
These formulas have been numerically examined over a wide
range of various cross-sections, stud lengths and diaphragm
properties. Unfortunately, despite the several attempts to
simplify the unwieldy cubic equations, no satisfactory approxi-
mation has been achieved.
It should be noted that the proposed charts are for the
boundary conditions u" = v;' = ep" = 0 at both ends. However,
they can be easily extended to other different boundary condi-
tions by using the suitable Ki factors listed in Table 1 in the
basic equations (14S) and (lSl).
The following lists the proposed app~oximate formulas:
1) Channel sections braced on both sides:
P = P'[l + P +P~ ]
x $__ 2
P'k
2) Zee-sections braced on both sides












for Px ~ P~ (l44a)2
_:.12K - 1.0 Px
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As an alternative to
22K - 1.0
(144b)





proposed for channel and zee-sections braced on both sides and
are plotted on Figs. 14 and l5~ respectively.
For channel and zee-sections braced on one side, direct
solution of the cubic equations (63 and 64) seems to be the on-
ly possible method, and 1s simple by computer subroutines.
Chapter 5
EXPERIMENTAL VERIFICATION OF THEORY
5.1 General
The purpose of this phase of the investigation is to veri-
fy experimentally the theoretically predicted failure loads de-
veloped in Chapter 2. Tests were conducted on a total of 11
double-column assemblies with diaphragms on one or both sides.
The stud sections used in the tests and sketches of the test
assemblies are shown in Table 4 and Fig. 18, respectively. A
variety of wallboard materials were utilized in the testing
program. They were tested separately to determine experimentally
their shear and restraint characteristics. All studs were 12'-0"
high, concentrically loaded and free to rotate about an axis
parallel to the web while rotation was restrained about the
centroidal axis perpendicular to the web. Rotation of the end
sections about the column center line was restrained. Test
results as well as the predicted failure loads of all assemblies
are presented in Table 3, and Figs. 24 to 28. Predicted failure
loads are based on u = v = ~ = utI = v' = ~' = 0 at each end
con3istent with the testing end conditions. Measured initial
imp~rfections were used in computing displacements.
5.2 Materials Used
Steel Studs: Section type A listed in Table 4 is a l6-gage
standard section commonly used in wall stud construction. All
other sections listed are cold-formed from 12-gage hot-rolled




Types of Fasteners: Self-drilling, number 6, bugle head,
I" long, dry-wall screws were used in all tests. Spacing of
the screws was selected so that an expected diaphragm shear
stiffness could be obtained.
Wall Materials: The following lists the various types of
wallboards used in the testing program.
1) 5/8" GYP. Boards
2) 3/8 11 GYP. Boards
3) 1/2" Homosote
4) 1/2" Celotex
5) 1/2" Impregnated Celotex
6) 1/2" Heavy Impregnated Celotex
5.3 Material Properties
Tests performed to determine the diaphragm characteristics
as well as the mechanical properties of the steel stud are de-
scribed in the following sections.
5.3.1 Diaphragm Shear Stiffness G' and Shear Strength Yd
These quantities can be computed from the load-deflection
curve obtained from a cantilever shear diaphragm test as de-
scribed in the procedure of testing light gage steel diaphragms
in shear (Ref. 48). The test set-up is shown in Fig. 21. The
frame was made of 12-gage steel stud sections and was used for
all tests. Centerline size of the frame was 24" x 24". The
pinned connections of the frame members offered no resistance
to frame deformations prior to attaching the wallboard. The
diaphragms were fastened to the frame members with 1" long
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self-drilling screws spaced at the same spacing used in the
stud assembly. Loads were applied in increments and deflec-
tions in the plane of the diaphragm were measured. The dia-
phragm shear deflection ~ is given by
where 01' 02' 03' D4 are the readings of dials 1, 2, 3, 4, re-
spectively, while a and b are the dimensions of the frame cen-
terlines as shown in Fig. 21. The shear stiffness G' is de-
fined as:
O. 8Pult/bGt -
- A lad (157)
where Ad is the shear deflection at O.8Pult' If the shear
s.tiffness G' is known, then the shear strain Yd gives a measure
of the strength of the diaphragm. Shear strain Yd is given by:
Ad
Y =-- (158)d a
Equations (157) and (158) are used to compute the shear stiff-
ness and shear strength of the different types of wallboard ma-
terials used in the testing program. The computed values are
listed in Table 2. Load-deflection curves of these wallboards
are shown in Fig. 22.
In general the shear characteristics of the diaphragm de-
pend to 'a 'great extent on the fastener spacings type of fasten-
er mechanical properties as well as di~ensions of the diaphragm
and whether the diaphra~ is fastened along two or four sides.
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5.3.2 Rotational Restraint of the Diaphragm
Details of the test-set-up, as shown in Fig. 20, consist
of a diaphragm fastened at one edge to a clamped stud section;
the other edge was acted upon my a slowly increasing load. The
span of the cantilever was half the distance between the studs.
In our case the cantilever spanned 12". At the edge where the
load was applied, a light stiffening timber strip was used to
obtain a uniform deflection of the free end of the diaphragm.
The fasteners were aligned at the flange centerline to simulate
the position of the fasteners in the stud assembly. Such fas-
tener location was kept the same in the tests since the fasten-
er location influences the rotational restraint of the dia-
phragm.
The total deflection ~total of the free end of the dia-
phragm is equal to:
(see Fig. 19)
where ~D = deflection due to local deformation of the diaphragm
at the fastener location
~B = elastic deflection of the diaphragm due to bending
in a beam type action
~s = deflection due to deformation of the flange with re-
spect to the web
It has been found from the test results that the major
part of ~total is mainly due to ~D caused by the local deforma-
tion of the diaphragn. In regard to ~B and ~S' the following
had been considered:




1/2" Celetex E ..
'1/2" Impregnated Celotex E =
1/2 11 Homosote E =
3/8 1i GYP. E =
The elastic deflections at O.8M
ult
11% and 20% of the total, deflection fer
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1) Deflection ~S due to deformation of the flange with
respect to the web was so small that it can be neglected with-
I"
out considerable error. For example, in the test of 2 HOMO-
SOTE BOARDS, for which the highest moment was sustained, such
deflection at 0.8M
ult was 0.06" while the total deflection
total was equal to 1.9". Such results were expected, espe-
cially for wall materials used in wall-studs applications.
2) Elastic deflection were calculated by knowing experi-
mentally the value of EI of a unit width of the diaphragm ma-
terial at each stage.of loading. These values of EI were ob-
tained from a simple span flexural beam test made of the dia-
phragm material.
It is of interest to note that in up to about 20% of the
ultimate loads in the flexural beam test of different diaphragms
behavior was elastic and the values of the elastic moduli cal-
cul~ted ~or the tested diaphragms were:
were found to be 10%,
1/2" Celotex, 1/2" Ho-
mesete and 3/8" GYP. boards, respectively.
Therefore, since the elastic deflectien6B contributes a
small part of the total deflectionbtotal' it has been conclud-
ed that no provision to calculate the elastic deflection separ-
ately would be necessary. Instead, the measured l1total' Which
(159)
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includes ~B and 6S as well, would give an accurate means for
calculating the rotation of the diaphragm ~d and consequently
the rotational restraint F.
Figure 20 shows the rotation of the diaphragm VB. the ap-
plied moment where the rotational restraint Ft is given by:
0.8MultF' = ~ Ib.in/in.rad.
d
where Mult is in lb.in/ln.
~d is the angle (in radians) of rotation of the diaphragm
at 0.8Mult ' and is equal to:
~ = 6total (160)
d i
_ -1 6total»(for large values of 6total' ~d - sin (i ' where
6total = measured deflection at the free edge of the cantilever
(in.)
i = span of the cantilever (in.), i = 12" in the tests
Values of F' and ~d for different diaphragm materials are listed
in Table 2. These correspond to the direction of force giving
conservative values as discussed in Section 2.3.3.
5.3.3 Tension Coupon Tests
Standard tensile coupons from the web of section type A
(see Fig. 23), taken from 3 different pieces showed average
yield stress of 58.0 + 0.2 ksi and elastic modulus E = 30.0 x
103 ksi.
Tensile coupon tests taken from the hot-rolled sheets from
which all other sections are cold-formed showed an average
yield stress 53.0 + 0.4 ksi and modulus of elasticity of 29.6 x
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103 ksi.
In both case·s the proportional' limit 0p was above 70% of
the yield stress.
5.4 . Description of Tests
All test assemblies consisted of two equally loaded studs
of channel or zee-sections with wallboards on one or on both
sides.
The wallboards, forming a contin~ous bracing diaphragm,
were attached to the studs With 1" long self-drilling screws at
a selected spacing identical to that used i~ the cantilever
shear test.
A 300 kip capacity universal hydraulic testing machine was
used in all tests. The ends of each stud were welded to 3/4 11
base plates and the studs were individually supported on knife
edges parallel to the web. Each stud rested on a 50 kip capac-
ity hydraulic jack connected to a common supply to insure that
the same load was applied to each stud throughout the test un-
affected by minor variations in the individual length of the
two columns.
A minimum of 16 dial gages reading 0.001 inch were used in
each test to measure the column deflections as shown in Fig.
18. To avoid premature failure, the centering of the studs was
repeated at increasingly higher loads up to about 2/3 of the
predicted failure load.
The distribution of initial imperfections along the stud
were measured, after attaching the diaphragm, by a transit.
The maximum value of initial bow ineasuredatthe middle or the
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stud was 0.10" (i.e. about L/1500) .
5.5 Specimens' Design and Test Results
Tested assemblies are classified into two groups:
a) Sections braced with diaphragms on both sides
b) Sections braced with diaphragms on one side only
For each of these groups and each ~ype of section (channel or
zee), the governing equations characterizing the column behav-
ior are different. Consequently, sections with specific dimen-
sions were needed to verify each of these different cases.
At the early stage of the investigation, 4 assemblies made
of channel sections were tested (lA, 2A, 3A and 4A). These
sections (type A, Table 4) were stock items of wall studs prod-
ucts. The test results of assemblies of channel sections
braced on one side only are satisfactory and are in good agree-
ment with the theory. However, columns braced on both sides
failed due to sudden local buckling of the web and the results
therefore do not relate to the overall buckling characteriza-
tion (see Table 3). Thus it was found necessary to test sec-
tions proportioned so that local buckling and failure by yield-
ing of the column material could not occur before overall buck-
ling of the stud. These sections are classified in types B, C,
D (see Table 4).
Diaphragm materials and fastener spacing were chosen so
that only the desired mode of buckling would occur. For exam-
ple, channel sections braced on both sides may buckle in the
torsional-flexural buckling mode or in the flexural mode (see
Fig. 8), depending on the value of Q of the bracing diaphragm.
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It can be shown from the graph that diaphragms with large val-
ues of Q and F may force the stud to buckle in the torsional-
. 1"flexural mode. The 22 channel section type B with two sided
bracing was designed to fail in the torsional-flexural mode
while the 3"channel section type C braced on both sides was de-
signed to buckle in the flexural mode. Assemblies 5B, 6C, 7C,
listed in Table 3, corroborated such behavior of the channel
sections (see Figs. 24, 25).
For zee-sections braced with diaphragms on both sides, on-
ly felxural buckling governs. Assemblies 8D and 9D were tested
with two different diaphragms to verify such behavior, and the
test results are shown in Fig. 26.
The behavior of channel and zee-sections braced on one
side is characterized by torsional-flexural buckling only;
therefore no special considerations were necessary in choosing
the stud section and the diaphragm materials. Test results of'
these two cases are shown on Figs. 27 and 28, respectively.
Test results are listed with the predicted failure loads
of all assemblies in Table 3. Figures 24 to 28 depict these
results as well as the behavior of the stud as a function of Q
and F. In general, all failure loads are in good agreement
with the predicted loads.
5.6 Interpretation of Test Results
Test results considerably substantiate the theoretical
findings. The failure loads rangs from 92% to 99% of the theo-
retical loads except tor the 16 gage channel section type A
teated in the early stage of the investigation, which railed at
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85% of the theoretical buckling load.
Such a low value is related to excessive initial imperfec-
tions which had been noticed in that light section.
The failure loads are always less than the theoretical
load, except for assembly IA which failed by local buckling of
the stud at 102% of the theoretical load. The theoretical
lo&ds are higher than the failure loads due to two main rea-
sons:
1) The theory is based on an energy approach and the as-
sumed deflected shape yields approximate critical loads higher
than the rigorous critical load. Assuming a deflected shape
that is not exactly as the actual one is equivalent to intro-
ducing restraints to the member which increase the calculated
buckling load. Nevertheless, the comparison between failure
and theoretical loads lead to reasonably satisfactory results.
2) The theoretical load is the load at which bifurcation
of equilibrium occurs in a perfect column. An actual member,
due to unavoidable imperfections of geometry and eccentricities
of loading, does not exh1bit this idealized behavior.
In fact, the difference between the tested loads and the
theoretical loads is not significant in spite of the abovemen-
tioned reasons. This can be related to the following: in re-
gard to the first reason, the Payleigh-Ritz method is used to
obtain an approximate solution by direct substitution of as-
sumed displacement functions into the total energy expression.
Fortunately, the first variation of the total potential energy
is not too sensitive to variations of the deflected shape and
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we can expect reasonable results if we use an approximate de-
flected shape of the column, making sure that such an assumed
deflected shape satisfies the end conditions of the stud. As
for the second reason concerning the impe~fections of the col-
umn and its effect on the failure load, it has been found that
these initial imperfections were quite small. This was due to
the extreme case taken in fabricating these sections. For ex-
ample, the maximum initial deflection in the plane of the dia-
phragm was found equal to:
L
= 1500
Such small initial imperfections in addition to the centering
procedure of the stud during testing tend to closely idealize
the condition of the stud.
Failure of the diaphragm due to connection failure 1s the
primary mode of the overall column buckling. Two types of
failure were observed:
a) Sudden failure generally occurs when torsional-flexur-
al buckling is encountered. Local deformation appears at the
end fastener before complete failure occurs;: however,. at failure
the fasteners at the middle portion pull off from the dia-
phragm. This behavior can be noticed from photographs 1 and 2.
These photographs belong to assembly 5B, which was designed to·
fail in torsional-flexural buckling. Referring to photograph
1, local deformation of the diaphragm at the end fastener wae
observed at a load equal to 20.5k per stud. Upon further. in-
crease of the applied loads, local\Q~tormat1onof thea1aphragm
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started at the location of the fastener next to the end one, as
can be seen from the photograph. At that stage excessive rota-
tion of the stud section was observed and finally, sudden fail-
ure of the stud at a load of 23.4 was accompanied by pUlling
off from the diaphragm at the middle portion (see photograph 2).
Photograph 1 belongs to the stud which did not fail. Local
deformation of the diaphragm at the end fasteners of each stud
were identical prior to failure. Twisting, as shown in Fig. 31,
before failure further indicates tendency for torsional flexural
buckling.
The 97% of the theoretical loads achieved by this test is
considered satisfactory. In addition, this indicates that the
experimental procedure of determining the diaphragm character-
istics (Q, F) which are used in calculating the theoretical load
is reliable.
b) Slow failure, compared to the first type, usually oc-
curred when flexural buckling governed. In this type of fail-
ure, only the end fastener was observed to be overstressed.
The fasteners at the middle section of the column did not seem
to be critical. Failure of the assembly was accompanied by
tearing of the diaphragm material at the end fastener only.
Figures 31, 32 depict the distinctive behavior of channel sec-
tions braced on both sides failing in the torsional-flexural
mode and the flexural mode, respectively. Figure 31 shows both
the experimental and theoretical displacements of the middle
section of the stud in the plane of the diaphragm as well as
the rotation of the same section. This figure represents test
5B in which both the diaphragm and the stud section were se-
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lected so that torsional-flexural buckling governs. The figure
shows that the rotation of the stud is more critical than the
deflection~ especially when the buckling load is reached. The
rotation becomes indefinitely large while the deflection has
a finite value and this is why torsional-flexural buckling is
unavoidable.
contrary to the previous case, Fig. 32 shows that for
flexural buckling the displacement of the middle section of the
stud in the plane of the diaphragm is more critical than the
rotation of the same section, and at the critical load the dis-
placement becomes indefinitely large while the rotation has a
real value. Therefore flexural buckling in the plane of the
diaphragm is imminent. This type of failure occurred when as~
semblies 6C and 7C, which were designed to fail in flexural
buckling, were tested.
Theoretical loads of the 12 gage studs were 'all within the
proportional limit of the stress-strain curve of the virgin ma-
terial, except for the zee-section braced on both sides. The
theoretical loads for the latter has been corrected by taking
into account the tangent modulus of elasticity Et , measured
from the tension coupon test results, at the buckling stress
E
level. Substituting Et for E and'G(~) for G in the governing
equ~tions, the final load was obtained by iteration. These
lOads were slightly higher than those obtained by using formu-
las or Section 3.6.1 of the AlSI Specification(l). For exam-
ple, the inelastic theoretical loads for assembly 9Doomputed
by iteration arid by theAISI formula are 28.2 and 27.4 k. :r~-
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spectively. The difference, though expected, is not signifi-
cant because the AISI formulas are based on a proportional lim-
it equal to one-half the yield stress, and in the present in-
vestigation the proportional limit is 0.74 of the yield stress
of the virgin material.
It is of interest to note that the zee-sectlon braced on
both sides did not show tendency to rotate; only displacements
along the wall and perpendicular to the wall ~ere observed.
Such behavior has been predicted by the theory. On the other
hand, displacement and rotation of considerable values were
measured during testing of channel and zee-sections braced on
one side only. The theory predicts in these cases indefinitely
large values of displacement and rotation at the critical loads
(see Figs. 33 and 34). This is contrary to what has been found
in the case of sections braced on both sides, for which either
one - displacement or rotation - becomes indefinitely large
while the other has a real value. Hence, in the cases of sec-
tions braced on one side only, the rotational restraint of the
diaphragm, F, is as important as the shear rigidity Q.
It should be noted that flexural bUCkling indicated ro~
channel sections is about the centroidal axis parallel to the
web. For channel sections, tore1cnal flexural buckling load
1s always smaller than the flexural buckling load about the
centroidal axis perpendicular to the web.
The agreement between the test and theoretical results is
seen t~ be very satisfactory. This indicates that the design
appraach presented 1n the next chapter is expected to give re-
liable results.
Chapter 6
WALL STUDS DESIGN CRITERIA
The detailed method of analysis is presented below in Sec-
tion 6.3 of this chapter. A collection of all the equations
which are needed for the design, and which have been derived in
various parts of this investigation, are included here with a
new set of numbers in Section 6.4. Following these equations
Section 6.6 gives a list of the new and the original number for
each equation and its source when necessary. Section 6.7 con-
tains a complete nomenclature for the design proc3dure. Com-
plementary to this chapter are Appendices 1, 4 a~d 6. Design
examples as well as complete design computer pr(grams are given
in Appendices 1 and 4, respectively. Appendix 5 provides a
record of the reasoning behind, and justificat.on for, the var-
ious parts of the design criteria.
6.1 Introduction
The design procedure suggested herein is based mainly on
the theoretical results of Chapter 2. The :rocedure is formu-
lated in a systematic step-by-step method ~ analysis, so that
direct application of the theoretical fin&ngs would be facili-
tated. The reasoning behind, and justifi/ations for, the vari-
ous steps of analysis is given in Append.x 6. Based on the
suggested procedure, Appendix 4 compris·s four computer pro-
grams given as a design aid. These ha;e been utilized in the
solution of the design examples of Apyendix 1.
·It is not intended, to formulate ,he.tindin6'l:s or this chap-
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ter in design specification language. Rather, the suggested
design procedure outlines rational" and practica~ methods of de-
sign.
6.2 Limitation of the Procedure
The design procedure is limited to channel, zee and I-sec-
tion studs hinged at both ends, sUbjected to axial concentric
load and attached to wallboards as specified herein, forming a
continuous diaphragm on one or both sides of the section.
In general, two design situations may arise in wall stud
analysis. These will be handled separately under headings A
and B:
A) Determining the allowable load of the stud if the dia-
phragm shear rigidity Q and rotational restraint F are known.
B) Finding Q and F so that the st~d can sustain a speci-
fied allowable load.
In both cases, buckling loads in the elastic and inelastic




Allowable Load P 1s Required for Known Values of Q and F
(Sections braced on one side or on both sIdes)
(1) Calculate the critical buckling load Per and the cor-
responding n (when applicable) of the perfect column based on
the governing equations listed in Section 6.4.1; accordingly,
compute ocr = Per/A. It should be noted that the fastener
spacing is related to the value of n. The fasteners should be
arranged according to Section 6.4.4.
(2) IF ocr ~ 0. 5QAOy'
then elastic buckling governs and hence follow steps
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(2a) through (2f), otherwise go to step 3.
(2a) Consider a trial load Pr = APcr where A < 1.0 is a
trial reduction factor.
(2b) Consider a real column and introduce the initial im-
perfections C ,0 and E according to Flormulas 11.000
Then from equations of Section 6.4.2, calculate the
deflection Cl and the rotation El at that particular
load Pr and the corresponding n (when applicable).
From this compute the maximum shear strain Y
max
and
the maximum rotation $max of the assembly according
to Eqs. (12) and (13) or (11) and (18).
(2c) Check that the calculated Y
max
and $max do not ex-
ceed Yd and $d of the bracing diaphragm, respectively.
(2d) If such a condition is not met, then try a smaller A
and hence a smaller Pr , and repeat the analysis in
steps (2b) and (2c) until the requirements are sat-
isfied.
(2e) The load capacity of the stud for known Q and F is
therefore given by the last trial value of Pro
(2f) The allowable design load Pall = Pr/F.S.
(3) IF ocr> O.5QAOy
then inelastic buckling governs.
(3a) Calculate the inelastic buckling load P using Eq.
a
(24) (AISI formula); compute ° = Pa/A and determine
the corresponding inelastic moduli E* and G' from
Eqs. (25) and (21), respectively."
(3b) Find the initial imperfections C ) 0 ,E of the
000
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real column according to Formula 11. From the equa-
tions of Section 6.4.2, with Pr • Pa and (when ap-
plicable) the value of n as obtained in step 1, cal-
culate Cl and El based on the computed E* and G*.
Next, calculate Yrnax and ~rnax from Eqs. (12) and
(13) or (17) and (18).
(3c)
(3d)
Check that y < Yd and ~ < ~d. If such re-max - max -
quirements are not satisfied, then try a smaller
load (i.e. P
r
= APa where A < 1.0).
Calculate the stress corresponding to the new trial
load,
o = Pa/A
Check whether ° > 0.5QAOy and if so, calculate the
respective E* and G*; otherwise use the elastic mod-
(3f)
(3g)
uli E and G instead.
(3e) With the new trial load and the corresponding modu-
li, calculate Ymax and ~max from the equations of
Section 6.4.2 (as in step 3b).
Check that Ymax ~ Yd a~d ~max ~ ~d. Repeat the pro-
cedure until these reqlirements are met.
The value of the last trial load (P
r
) represents the
load capacity of the stld.
(3h) The allowable design loa, Pall c Pr/F.S.
(B) Required Q and F if Allowable LJad on the Stud Pall is Given
(I) Sections Braced on Both Sides
(1) Calculate the required loa, capacity Po where





and Po < Pyield
where Pcr,UB = critical buckling load of unbraced stud
P = strong axis buckling load (perpendicular to thecr,x
wall)
Pyield = yield load of the stud
If any of the above conditions are violated, change the stud
cross-section for economical design.
Po
(3) IF ° = X- ~ O.SQAOy'
then elastic behavior governs. Follow steps (3a)
through (3c), otherwise go to step 4.
(3a) Substitute Po for P in the governing equations of
Section 6.4.1.1. Find the value of Q that satisfies
the respective equation; except in the case of chan-
nel sections, the governing value of Q is the larger
one obtained from Eq. (2) and Eq. (3) with Faa.
This furnishes a starting value for Q.
(3b) As a first trial increase the value of Q or Q and F,
above that of step (3a). Then from the equations of
Section 6.4.2 and 6.4.2.1, with P • P , calculate
r 0
Cl and El and hence Ymax and ~max'
(3c) Select from Diaphragm Catalogues or from diaphragm
test results a suitable diaphragm for which the pa-
rameters Q, F, Yd and ~d are equal to or larger than
calculated in step (3b). If such a diaphragm 1s not
(4)
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available then repeat step (3b) with larger Q or Q
and F until a suitable diaphragm is obtained. Such
a diaphragm will be adequate for bracing the stud
for the given load.
Po
IF ° =~ > 0.5QAOy)
then inelastic buckling governs.
(4a) The procedure is a trial and error method. Assume
practical values of Q or Q and F and use the govern-
ing equations of Section 6.4.1 to find the elastic
Per" Calculate the corresponding inelastic buckling
load P
a
from Eq. (24). If P
a
~ Po then proceed to
the next step; otherwise try larger values of the
diaphragm constants.
(4b) From Eqs. (25) and (27) calculate the inelastic rnod-
uli E* and G* corresponding to the stress ° = Po/A.
Then, from the equations of Sections 6.4.2 and
6.4.2.1 (with Q, F obtained from step (4a») Pr = po)
E* and G*) calculate Cl , El , then Ymax and ~max"
(4c) Select a diaphragm from Diaphragm Catalogues or dia-
phragm test results, for which Q, F, Yd and ~d are
equal to or larger than their corresponding values
calculated in step (4b). If such a diaphragm is not
available then repeat the analysis starting with
step (4a») until a suitable diaphragm can be ob-
tained.
(II) Sections Braced on One Side Onl~





and Po < Pyield
If any of these conditions are not satisfied then change the
stud cross-section for an economical design.
P
(3) IF ° = AO < 0.5QAOy'
elastic buckling governs. Follow steps (3a) through
(3d); otherwise go to step 4.
(3a) Consider a sufficient number of n-values, where n is
the number of half-sine waves into which the column
may buckle. For conventional wall stud application,
n = 1,2,3 •.• 6 commonly suffices. Assume a trial
value of F and use the governing equations of Sec-
tion 6.4.1 with P • Po to find the value of Q for
each considered value of n. With the largest value
of Q and the assumed F, use the governing equations
of Section 6.4.1.2 to find P and the corresponding
cr
n. The fastener spacing is related to the value of
n. The fasteners should be arranged according to
Section 6.4.4.
(3b) Check that P < P ; otherwise increase Q and F, andcr - 0
hence find Per and the corresponding n (as outlined
in step 3a). Repeat until a calculated value of Pcr
< Po can be found. Now, the output of tpls step ls
Q, F and n, that ls, one knows thedlaphragm proper-
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ties and the critical buckling mode. It is left to
check the daiphragm adequacy.
(3c) With Pr = Po and the values of Q, F and n found in
step (3b), use the equations of Sections 6.4.2 and
6.4.2.2 to calculate Cl and El , hence Ymax and ~max'
(3d) Select a diaphragm from Diaphragm Catalogues or dia-
phragm test results, for which Q, F, Yd and ~d are
equal to or larger than their corresponding values
calculated in step (3c). If such a diaphragm is not
available then try larger values of Q and F, and
follow the method of analysis outlined in steps (3b)
and (3c) until a suitable diaphragm can be obtained.
P
(4) IF cr = AO > 0.5QAcry,
then inelastic behavior governs.
(4a) Consider a sufficient number of n-values, where n is
the number of half-sine waves into which the column
may buckle. For conventional wall stud application,
considering n = 1,2,3 ... 6 commonly suffices. The
procedure from now on is a trial and error approach.
Assume practical values of Q and F, then use the
governing equations of Section 6.4.1 to find the
elastic P
cr
and the corresponding n. Calculate the
inelastic buckling load Pa from Eq. (24). If Pa >
Po' proceed to the next step; otherwise try larger
values of Q and F.
(4b) From Eqs. (25) and (27) calculate the inelastic mod-
ull E* and 0* corresponding to the stress
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Then, from the equations of Sections 6.4.2 and
6.4.2.2 (with Q, F, n obtained from step (4a), E*,
G* and Pr = Po) calculate Cl , El then Ymax and ~max'
(4c) Select from Diaphragm Catalogues or diaphragm test
results a suitable diaphragm for which Q, F, Yd and
~d are at least equal to their respective values ob-
tained in steps (4a) and (4b). If such a diaphragm
is not available then increase the values of Q and F
and follow the analysis outlined in steps (4a) and
(4b), until a suitable diaphragm can be obtained.
6.4 Design Formulas
This section contains all the equations needed for the de-
sign. They were originally derived in various parts of this
report. Here these equations are included under a new set of
numbers, and for cross-referencing between the original and the
new numbers, a list is given in Section 6.6 for this purpose.
6.4.1 The Governing Eguations








2 ( 1 \" )
Y , .... u
Pxy = n2'IT2EIXy/L2 (Ic)
P = 1 2 '11'2 GJ)~ "2 (n ECw :2 + (ld)r L
.0
where n = 1,2,3, ... for sections braced on one s1deonly
and n a 1 for sect10nsbraced on both sdies
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E = E* and G = G* if inelastic behavior governs
6.4.1.1 Sections Braced on Both Sides
For the design equat.ions below, the parameters Px ' Py '
P~ and PXy are computed from Eqs. (1) with n = 1. The critical
buckling load P
cr
is the smallest value of P calculated from
the governing equation (or equations) for the section under in-
vestigation.
CHANNEL SECTION:
P = P + Q (2)
Y
2 2 d2 2p2(r~-x~)-p(r~px+r~p~+Q~F~2)+PX(r~p~+Q~F~2) = 0 (3)
Z-SECTION:
I-SECTION:





6.4.1.2 Sections Braced on One Side Only
The parameters Px ' Py ' P~ and Pxy appearing in the follow-
ing equations are calculated from Eqs. (1) with the value of n
= 1,2,3, .... Usually for wall stud applications n = 1,2,3, ...
6 will suffice to detect the governing buckling mode. Note
that for I-sections Px must be computed for n = 1 only (see
reasoning in the conclusion of Appendix 5).
The smallest value of P obtained from the governing equa-
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tion (or equations) for a particular section and for different








(n = 1,2,3, ... )
6.4.2 Equations of Ymax and Pmax
In the equations below, the parameters P
x
' Py , P~ and PXy
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are derined by Eqs. (1). The value or n corresponding to P
cr
obtained in the previous section is used in the following equa-
tions wherever required. If inelastic behavior governs, then E
and G employed in this section should be replaced by the E* and
G* from Eqs. (25) and (27), below, for the stress level at
which the deflections and rotations are computed (i.e. corre-
sponding to cr = Pr/A).
Initial imperfections accounting for initial sweep plus
accidental load eccentricities may be considered according to
the following tentatively suggested formulas:
Co = 2(L/700)
Do = L/700
Eo = O.0006rad. per foot of· length




The maximum shear strain and maximum rotationmax max
are computed according to the following formulas:
Ymax (12)
<p - Emax - 1 (13)
where Cl and El are absolute values calculated from the follow-







2 d2 F L
2 2
where A '= (P - Pr )[rO(P4> - Pr ) + Q 14 + "2J - (Prxo)1 x 1T
Z-SECTION:
P [C (PX - Pr ) - DOPXYCl =
r 0 .





= 2 L2r 2 (p
- P ) + Qi-+ F2"o 4> r 1T
I-SECTION:




6.4.2.2 Sections Braced on One Side Only
Ymax and 4>max are computed according to the following
formulas:





where Cl and El are calculated from the following equations for
a particular section.
CHANNEL SECTION:
Pr Co 2 A~A2 A3A2 2C = ----{--(A A5-A4)~----(D -x E )-----(r E -x D)} (19a)1 Det. n 3 n 0 0 0 n 0 0 0 0
where
Pr Co AlA4 A1A3 2E1 = Det.{-n-A2A3--n--(Dc-XoEo)+ n (roEo-xoDo )} (19b)
Det. = Al(A3~5 - A~) - A3A~
Z-SECTION:
lIS
Al = P - P + QY r









A4 = Px - Pr
2 d 2 F L 2





A2)C1 = PreAs ° nO A2)/(A1AS- -n - 2
C E
El = Pr (A2 -.2. _ r
2
..:.£ A )/(A2









2 d2 F L2
= r (p$ - Pr ) + Q ~ + n2 n2
6.4.3 Inelastic and Local Buckling Behavior
The buckling stress ocr = PcrlA computed from the govern-
ing equations on the basis of the elastic theory may fall under
one of the following conditions:
or






If the first condition governs, then buckling occurs elas-
tically and consequently the parameters Pcr ' E and G involved
in the governing equations need not be modified.
If the second condition governs, then inelastic buckling
occurs, and hence the inelastic buckling load P
a
may be deter-
mined by the AISI formula of Section 3.6.1.2, without a factor
of safety, as follows:
(c)
The elastic modulus of elasticity of steel E and the shear
modulus G may be replaced, when necessary, by the inelastic
moduli E* and G*, where
or (d)
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in which a 1s the average stress level corresponding to Pa;
that is,
(e)
and it is assumed that 0p = 0.50y '
The shear modulus in the inelastic range may be given as
G* = G(E*/E) ( f)
The effects which local buckling of thin-walled compres-
sion members can have in reducing the column strength is pre-
sented in Section 3.6.1 of the current AISI Specification by a
form factor Q. To avoid confusion with the diaphragm rigidity
Q, the former will here be designated as QA' If this form fac-
tor is less than 1.0 then replacing 0y by QAoy in Eqs. (a)
through (f) will furnish design formulas which provide adequate
safety against local buckling and account for cases in which
combinations of overall and local buckling occur. Therefore
these equations, respectively, take the forms:
°
< 0. 5QAOy (elastic buckling) (22)cr
ocr > 0. 5QAOy (inelastic buckling) (23)
Q202
Pa = A(QAOy - ~) (24)ocr
4E (QAOy - a)
E* = 2 2 (25)
f;..AOy
0p = 0. 5QAO y (26)
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G* = G(E*/E) (27)
6.4.4 Diaphragm Characteristics and Fastener Arrangements
Obtainable from diaphragm test results (see Chapter 5) or
from catalogues of diaphragm characteristics, whichever avail-
able.
Reliable value of shear rigidity:
Q = ~IW
r 3
Reliable value of rotational restraint:
F _2Ftr - '3
For the purpose of simplifying the notations used in the
design equations the subscript r used in the above expressions
is omitted without changing the intended, meaning ,of the parame-
ters Q
r




Design value of shear strain capacity of diaphragm:





Influence of the Fastener Spacing
Buckling of diaphragm braceQ studs may occur in one or
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more half-sine waves (App. 6, Sec. x.6.3). In any case a mini-
mum of three fasteners, one at each end of the wave and one at
the middle are required so that diaphragm action is fully uti-
Llized. In other words, the fastener spacing may not exceed 2n.
In addition the spacing of fasteners between the end of a
wave and that at the middle of the same wave must not exceed
the fastener spacing used in the cantilever diaphragm test.
However, in no case should the load carrying capacity of the
stud exceed the buckling load computed on the basis of an un-
braced column with effective buckling length equal to the spac-
ing between the fasteners. Such an analysis may be made ac-
cording to provisions of Section 3.6 (Axially Loaded Compres-
sion Members) of the current AISI Specification.
The procedure of checking the possibility of buckling be-
tween the fasteners is illustrated in the design examples of
Appendix 1 as well as in the computer programs included in Ap-
pendix 4.
6.5 Design Aids
To simplify the use of the governing equations, two design
aids are introduced. These are design charts and design compu-
ter programs.
6.5.1 Design Charts
Figures 14 and 15 are graphical solutions of the governing
equations for channel and z-sections braced on both sides. The
procedure for using these charts as well as details of the pa-
rameters involved are included in Sections 4.4.1 and 4.4.2.
The use of these charts is also illustrated in the solved exam-
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pIes in Appendix 1.
6.5.2 Computer Programs
The design procedure given in Section 6.3 for channel, zee
and I-sections braced on one or both sides has been programmed
for the purpose of direct application to wall studs design.
The use of these computer programs is recommended in the cases
for which design charts are not provided and the governing
equations are complicated, in particular, when higher buckling
modes are involved. Detailed description of the features of
computer programs as well as their listings are given in Appen-
dix 4, and their use is illustrated in the design examples of
Appendix 1.
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6.6 List of Original and New Numbers of the Design Equations
The following provides for cross-referencing of equations
of the design procedure listed in this chapter with their cor-
responding original equations included in the present report
and in other references.
Design Equation Number Corresponding Original Equation Number
(present chapter) (Chapters 2, 5 and other references)
(1) (36)
(2) (56) with Kl = 1
or (44) n = 1
(3) (57) with K2 = K4 = K = 18
or (45) n = 1
(4) (59) with Kl = K2 = K3 = 1
or (48) n = 1
(5) (61)




(9) and (10) (38) with xo = Yo = 0
and P = 0xy
(11) Ref. 17, Section 2.2.4
(12) and (13) Ref. 17, Section 4.7
(14) (71), (73) and (74), Kl =K2 ···=K10 = 1
(15) (75), (77) and (78), Kl =K2 ···=K10 = 1
(16) Ref. 17 J Section 4.4
(17) and (18) Ref. 17, Section 4.7











(103). (105) and (106)
(99),(101) and (103) with X
o
= 0
or from procedures of Section 2.8
AISI Specification, Ref. 1,
Section 3.6





6.7 Nomenclature of the Design Procedure
a dimension of shear diaphragm perpendicular to load







amplitude of initial lateral deflection of the cen-
troidal axis of the stud in the x-direction
amplitude of deflection in the x-direction
warping constant
overall dimension of the web (depth of section)
amplitude of initial lateral deflection of the cen-
troidal axis of the stud in the y-direction
modulus of elasticity
inelastic modulus defined by Eq. (25)
amplitude of twist of the s~ud
rotational restraint supplied by the diaphragm brac-




factor of safety (- 1.92)
rotational restraint at a.8Pult (diaphragm test)
reliable rotational restraint of the diaphragm
shear modulus
inelastic shear modulus
shear stiffness at a.8Pu1t (diaphragm test)
moment of inertia of section about x- and y-axes
(passing through the centroid), respectively
I




J St. Venant torsion constant
.L length of stud


















buckling load (used in the governing equations)




critical buckling load of unbraced stud
critical buckling load (perpendicular to the wall)
trial load capacity
Euler buckling load about the x-axis
Euler buckling load about the y-axis
yield load of stud
defined by Eq. (Ie)
torsional buckling load
diaphragm shear rigidity (used in the governing equa-
tions and is eqUivalent to Q )
r
reliable shear rigidity
Ip/A, where I p is the polar moment of inertia about
the shear center
distance between the centroid and shear center along
the x-axis
w width of diaphragm contributing to the bracing of one
stud
a unit axial stress
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0p proportional limit stress
ocr PerlA
0y yield stress
~d deflection under load at 0.8P
ult in rotational capac-
ity diaphragm test
Y
max calculated shear strain in the diaphragm
~ calculated rotation of the stud~max
Yd design shear strain at 0.8P
ult (diaphragm test)
cf1 d design rotational restraint capacity at 0.8Pult
(diaphragm test)
trial reduction factor < 1.0
Chapter 7
RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS
The stability ,of diaphragm braced columns of general
shaped sections under concentric load in the elastic and in-
elastic domains has been investigated. Interest has been cen-
tered upon the derivation of the basic equations in general
form. Hence, the solut~ons of special cases such as I, channel
and zee-sections could be obtained from the general solution.
The theoretical results are applied to the case of wall studs
construction in order' t9 modify the design approach of Section
5.1, Wall Studs, of the current Specification for the Design of
Cold-Formed Steel Structural Members(l). The investigation has
led to the following results and conclusions.
1) Considering the combined action of the shear rigidity
Q and the rotational restraint F of the diaphragm, an energy
approach is utilized to obtain the solution. For each of the
two cases of diaphragm bracing, namely columns braced on both
sides and on one side only, the solution has been derived sep-
arately. The general equation of stability for each case is
given by Eqs. (35) and (38), respectively, for columns with
hinged end conditions. These equations are based on an assumed
displacement function in the form of an infinite series, Eq.
(18). Hence equations of stability (39, 46, 49 and 51) for
particular cases of channel and z-sections are obtained. The
critical buckling load expressed as a function of Q and F for
each particular section under the previously specified bracing
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conditions is given by the governing equations (44, 45, 48, 50
and 52). It should be noted that in general, when these equa-
tions are used, the possibility of higher buckling modes should
be inv~stigated by considering a sufficient value of n, n = 1,
2 , 3, . .. .
2) Equation (23) is the stability equation in general
terms for a column with hinged ends. This equation results
from utilizing assumed displacement functions in an energy
method of solution. These displacement functions are given in
the form of infinite series (Eqs. 18). Since three displace-
ments are encountered, then if n terms are considered in the
solution Eq.o (23) contains 3x n algebraic equations. It has been
foune that these equations yield n uncoupled modes of buckling
and cQnsequently, n different buckling loads can be ealculated,
the srnlllest load of which gives the critical buckling load of
the collmn;,the corresponding value of n determines the number
of half-~ine waves into which the column buckles. For example,
if n = 1,~, .•. 5 is considered, then 5 different modes are pos-
sible and 15 equations result. Each three of these equations
forms an ihdependent set of equations which characterizes one
of the five buckling modes. The buckling load corresponding to
each mode is determined by solving for the smallest root of the
three simultcneous equations of each set. Such a property, un-
coupled modes, introduced considerable simplification to the
method of solution; that is, reduction in the number of equa-
tions to be soIled simultaneously. However. it has been found
that such a simp:ification does not apply to the cases of boun-
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daries other than hinged, for example, fixed, or boundaries
listed in Table 1. This is so because the equations forming
the stability equation of these cases are all coupled and only
one buckling mode occurs. Hence if 5 terms are considered,
then 15 algebraic equations have to be solved simultaneously
for the smallest root which determines the critical buckling
load. Therefore it was possible with n = 1,2,3, ••. to derive
governing equations for the case of hinged end columns only,
since for cases other than hinged, deriving such equations
tends to be impractical. However, for the latter cases, the
method of solution outlined in Chapter 2 suffices if the need
of considering such end conditions arises. On the other hand,
the intent is to derive a design procedure for the simple case
of wall stud application, for which the hinged end conditions
simulate the actual structure with reasonable conservative ap-
proximation. Therefore interest has been focused on deriving
governing equations needed only for the design·procedure.
3) By considering only the first term of the series the
governing equations (56, 57, 59, 63 and 64) are valid for all
cases of columns with hinged, fixed and·other end conditions
(see Table 1). Values of the coefficients Kl , K2 , .•• K12
which appear in these equations can be obtained from Table 1.
These coefficients account for different types of end condi-
tions. The equations are valid provided that the higher buck-
ling modes are ruled out.
4) Higher buckling modes are conventionally associated
with buckling in more than one half-wa:ve, i.e. n > 1. In some
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cases) depending on the relative magnitude of the diaphragm
characteristics and the column stiffness) higher buckling modes
govern the behavior of the column. Since considering such a
possibility tends to complicate the design approach, a numeri-
cal investigation has been conducted to examine the validity of
higher buckling modes. In the numerical investigation the var-
iationof the diaphragm shear rigidity and its rotational re-
straint as well as the columns' flexural and torsional rigidi-
ties are chosen to be within the practical range of wall stud
construction (see Section 4.2). The results indicate that
higher buckling modes do not govern the behavior of studs of
channel and zee-sections braced on both sides. Therefore, for
these cases governing equations based on n = I are derived in
Section 2.6. However, for sections braced on one side only,
higher buckling modes are possible in some cases and such a
possibility should always be considered. Hence, for these
cases governing equations based on n = 1,2,3, •.. are derived in
Section 2.4. The solution of these equations can be facilitat-
ed by the use of the computer program suggested in Section
6.5.2 and documented in Appendix 4 (see also conclusion 8).
5) The governing equations derived in Chapter 2 are based
on assumed displacement functions of similar shapes, i.e. the
number of half-sine waves, n) simultaneously takes the same
values in each of the displacement functions. Accordingly,
higher buckling modes are investigated by considering suffi-
cient values of n in the solution. However, different shapes
of displacement functions ensue if n takes different values in
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each of the displacement functions, for example, i, j, m (see
Eq. 5.18 of Appendix 5). Higher buckling modes based on dis-
placement functions of different shqpes have been investigated
in Appendix 5. It has been found that higher buckling modes
resulting from assuming functions of different shapes do not
govern the buckling behavior of all the cases considered except
the case of an I-section braced on one side only (see conlcu-
sion at the end of Appendix 5).
6) As one direct application of the governing equations
(59) for the zee-section braced on both sides, Eq. (60) is ob-
tained by setting Q = 0 in Eq. (59). Therefore Eq. (60) gov-
erns the behavior of unbraced zee-sections with hinged, fixed
and mixed end conditions. This equat~on, though simple, has
not been known before in available publications known
to the writer. It should be noted that higher buckling modes
are not critical in this case.
7) The stability equations given in Sections 2.4 and 2.6
are checked in Chapter 3 against cases of known solutions de-
rived by Timoshenko(3).
The results indicate that the solution of these cases can
be obtained as special cases from the general solution given by
the stability equations. In addition, in SEction 2.6A.4, it
has been shown that the solution of I-secticn columns braced on
both sides, derived by Errera(13), can be ob~ained as a special
case of the stability equation (54). Furthel verifications of
the theoretical results of this investigation has also been
considered in Section2.4.3.l.It has been ShQwn that with Q =
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o and F = 0, the equations of Section 2.4.3.1 render equations
derived for unbraced columns by Winter and Chajes(31 ), Timo-
shenko(3) and Pekoz(3 2).
8) The use of the governing equations of sections braced
on both sides can be simplified by the use of the approximate
formulas and charts presented in Chapter 4. These formulas and
charts are valid, with minor modification, for the cases of in-
elastic buckling as well. Examples 1 and 2 in Appendix 1 il-
lustrate the use of these design aids in practical situations.
Unfortunately, simplification of the governing equations of
sections braced on one side only is not possible without con-
siderable loss of accuracy. Therefore, the direct solution of
the cubic equations given in Section 2.4 seems to be the only
possible method and is simple by computer subroutines. Four
programs (AI, A2, 81, B2) based on the suggested design proce-
dure of Chapter 6 are prepared for the purpose of wall studs
design. Listings of the programs and their flow charts as well
as sample outputs of the design examples of Appendix 1 are in-
cluded in Appendix 4. In programs A2 and B2, higher buckling
modes can be examined by considering any desired number of pos-
sible buckling modes (n); hence, the smallest buckling load de-
termined gives the critical buckling load of the stud. It
should be noted that sufficient numbers of modes should be con-
sidered in the analysis; however, in most of the cases examined
in this investigation, critical buckling modes occur in the
second or third mode. Hence it is suggested that considering 6
modes as a first trial would suffice. The use of the computer
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program in'practical situations is demonstrated throughout the
solutions of the design examples given in Appendix 1.
9) It is not intended to formulate the findings of this
investigation in design specification language. Rather, the
design approach presented in Chapter 6 outlines a rational and
practical method of design. The proposed design criteria is
based on the ultimate load capacity of the column, utilizing a
conservative estimate of the shear rigidity and rotational re-
straint of the wallboards acting as bracing diaphragms. In
this procedure the adequacy of the diaphragm is checked by com-
paring the computer values of shear strain Y
max
and rotation
~max to those provided by the tested diaphragm (Yd'~d). Hence
the diaphragm is adequate if the conditions that Ymax ~ Yd and
~max ~ ~d are satisfied. The design procedure is valid for both
elastic and inelastic ranges and examples to illustrate its use
in'practical problems are included in Appendix l~
10) In general, two design situations may arise in wall
stud analysis, namely determining the buckling load of the stud
if the diaphragm shear rigidity Q and its rotational restraint
F are known, while in the other situation the buckling load is
given and Q and F are to be obtained. The proposed design pro-
cedure allows the analysis in both cases. In the first situa-
tion the design method utilizes the use of the diaphragm capac-
ity that exists in the structure; in essence, no minimum re-
quirement on Q and F is needed so that the diaphragm can be de-
cla~ed adequate. This differs from the method'of analyslsof a
previous design criterion given in Ref. 17 which requires a
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minimum value of Q defined as the shear rigidity required for
full bracing. Such a requirement might not always be on the
economical side. In this respect the proposed design procedure
is favorable. Other differences between the proposed design
procedure and that of Ref. 17 are: including the rotational
restraint of the diaphragm, F, including unsymmetrical and
point symmetrical sections in the analysis and in addition, the
design criteria of Ref. 17 do not allow for the design situa-
tion in which the buckling load of the braced stud is required
if a disphragm shear rigidity less than the shear rigidity re-
quired for full bracing should be used.
11) The results of the experimental investigation carried
out indicate that the agreement between the tests and the theo-
retical results is satisfactory. This also indicates that the
proposed design approach is expected to give reliable results.
12) Two important observations can be made from the test
results:
a) The rotational restraint of the diaphragm is as impor-
tant as its shear rigidity in prrviding for the stability of
tiaphragm-braced studs, especial11 if torsional-flexural buck-
ling governs.
b) The use of adhesives as substitutes for/or in addition
to the fasteners is recommended ~r cases in which cyclic load-
ing from wind or earthquakes is ;osslble.
13) The use of zee-sections in wall stud construction
tends to be more economical than the use of channel sections of
the same dimensions. This has ,een observed from the test re-
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sults (see Figs. 29, 30) and from the solved Example 1 of Ap-
pendix 1. The gain in the case of sections braced on one side
is more than that for the case of two-sided bracing. To the
writer's knowledge, none of the available manufacturers' ~ata­
logues.include zee-section studs. Unless there are certain
practical and constructional reasons behind the uncommon use of
the zee-section, their use should be recommended.
Appendix 1
DESIGN EXAMPLES
Three design examples to illustrate the use of the sug-
gested design procedure, given in Chapter 6, are included here-
in. In the first example, Q and F are given and the unknown
quantity is the buckling load, while in the second example, the
buckling load is given and Q and F are to be obtained. These
two design situations, often met in practice, are al&o consid-
ered in the third example.
The use of the following design aids have been demonstrat-
ed in the solutions:
1) Computer programs based on the governing equations
listed in Section 6.4. Samples of the computer output
and the programs are included in Appendix 4.
2) Design charts, presented in Chapter 4 and shows in
Figs. 14 and 15.
3) Approximate formulas given in Chapter 4.
Throughout this Appendix reference has been made to the
numbers of the design equations listed in Section 6.4 of Chap-
ter 6, unless otherwise indicated.
The design examples follow on the next pages.
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EXAMPLE 1 (bracing on both sides)
I) Calculate the ultimate and allowable loads of an 8'-0"
1"wall stud made of 32 x 2" zee-section-16 gage, with both ends
1"hinged. The stud is attached on both sides to 2 GYPSUM WALL-
BOARDS which form a continuous'diaphragm. Fasteners are spaced
every 12 11 apart.· Tests of the di'aphragm have shown reliable
shear rigidity and rotational restraint of 50 k and 0.06
k.in/in.rad., respectively, while Yd = 0.011 in/in. and ~d =
0.15 radians. The stud is cold-formed from high strength steel
sheets with a yield stress of 50 ksi.,
II) Replace thezee-section by a channel section of the
same cross-sectionat dimensions and compare the allowable loads
1nboth cases.
SOLUTION CASE (I). Z-SEC~ION:
Th1s section is listed in the AISI
Manual(46) from which all geometrical




factor of the section QA = 0.86lhas been
considered in the analysis. t = 0'.06"
The critical buckling load Per' based on elastic behavior,
is obtained by the use of:




Using Eqs. (1) on an elastic basis and n = 1, the follow-
ing parameters needed for the analysis are calculated:
Px = 32.15 k
P¢l = 11.93 k
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Py = 15.93 k Pxy = 14.84 k
i) Design by the Use of the Governing Equations
With Q = 60.0 k
F = 0.06 k.in/in.rad.
and the above calculated parameters, solve Eq. (4) for the
smallest value of P, hence
See the computer output included in Appendix 4 for the value of
the elastic critical buckling load.
ii) Design by the Use of Approximate Formulas (Chapter 4)
From Eg. (142a) of Chapter 4
P' = 15.0 k
Then from Eq. (142)
iii) fer from the Design Charts (Chapter 4)
From Fig. 15 and the following parameters
b/a = 0.565
cia = 0.137
R = (P + Q)/P • 2.05y x
Then, from the charts a = 0.82.
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Therefore P = aPx = 26.5 k.cr
The ratios of approximate to exact loads for cases (il)
and (iii) are 0.99 and 1.0, respectively.
Check the possibilitf of buckling between the fasteners
Compute the critical buckling load of the unbraced stud
with the buckling length equal to the distance between the fas-
teners (s = l2.0")t
2 2
Perf = 1T Ill/s
where III is the moment of inertia about the minor axis. In
the present example
4III = 0.226 in
s = 12.0 in
then Perf = 456.52 k. Since Perf » Pcr ' buckling between the
fasteners does not govern,
The output shown in Appendix 4 does not contain such de-
tails. However, details of the analysis are available from
Program Al if the control variable PRINT = 1 is used in the
program instead of PRINT = O.
Check inelastic behavior
So far, the critical :oads, assuming elastic behavior, arc
calculated; now it is left to check whether or not our assump-
tion is valid and hence to ~heck the diaphragm adequacy.
Since the shape factor of the section QA < 1.0, then
0y = 0.861 x 50 = 43.05 ksi
ocr = 26.56/0.496 • 53.59
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According to Eq. (23),
53.59 > 0.5 x 43.05
Thus inelastic behavior governs, and Pcr should be limited to
the inelastic buckling load P
a
given by Eq. (24). Therefore
P = 17.05 k.
a
Check the diaphragm adequacy
From Eq. (25) with a = 17.0/0.496 = 34.0 ksi
E* = 19000 ksi
From Eq. ( 27 )
G* = 7250 ksi




Py = 10.23 k
From Eqs. (11)
Co :a 0.274 in.
Do • 0.137 in.
Eo = 0.002 rad.
Pxy = 9.53 k
Try P
r
= Pa = 17.05 (i.e. A = 1.0). Then from Eqs. (15a) and
(15b) ,
Cl = 0.0853 in.
E1 = 0.0007 in.
From Eqs .. (12) and (13)
Y
max = 0.00283 < Yd = 0.011 O.K.
and
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~ = 0.0007 < ~d = 0.15max O.K.
Thus the diaphragm is adequate for bracing and the load capaci-
ty of the stud P = 17.05 k. By considering a factor of safety
r
F.S. = 1.92, the allowable load,
Pall = 17.05/1.92 = 8.88 k.
See the computer output in Appendix 4 for the value of of Pall'
Other details may be obtained from Program AI, with PRINT = 1.
By including the effect of the wallboards, it was possible
to increase the critical buckling load of the unbraced stud'
from P 1 = 7.13 to P = 17.05 k (i.e. 2.4 times).y r
SOLUTION CASE (II). CHANNEL SECTION
The section is listed in the AISI
Manual(46). The form factor QA =
0.861. The diaphragm bracing is the
s arne as in (I ) .
Using Eqs. (1) on an elastic ba-






Px = 32.15 k
P~ = 5.13 k
i) Design by the Use of the Governing Equations
From Eg. (2), P = ~1.14 k
and the smallest root of Eq.·(3)s P = 21.80 < 41.14 k
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Hence torsional-flexural buckling governs and the elastic crit-
ical buckling load
Pcr = 21.60 k
See the computer output included in Appendix 4.
ii) Design by the use of Approximate Formulas (Chapter 4)
From Eq. (141), Pcr = 21.744
iii) Design by Charts (Chapter 4)
From Fig. 14 and bla = 0.565
cia = 0.137
R =1.29
the factor a = 0.66. Hence Pcr • 0.66 x 32.48 = 21.70 k.
The ratios of approximate to exact loads in cases (ii) and
(iii) are 0.996 and 0.99, respectively.
Check the possibility of buckling between the fasteners
Compute the critical buckling load of the unbraced stud
with buckling length equal to the distance between the fasten-
ers (s = 12.0"). Such a load is given by the smallest value of
a) Flexural buckling about the y-axis.
P f = ~2EI Is 2 = 561.2 k.cr y
b) Torsional buckling.
Equation (5.35b) of Appendix 5 with Q = F = 0 lndi-
cates that coupling of torsional and flexural buckling modes is
not possible. That is, Px and P~ are not coupled to give tor-
sional-flexural buckling modes as expected in a usual situation
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of an unbraced column. Therefore,
= 245.0< 561.2 k
and torsional buckling governs the behavior of buckling between
fasteners. However, since for the braced stud
Pcr = 21.6 < 245.0 k
buckling between the fasteners is unlikely to occur.
Details of the above computations may be obtained from
Program Al.
Check inelastic behavior
a = 0.86 x 50 = 43.05 ksiy
From Eq. (23)
43.75 > 0.5 x 43.Q5
Then inelastic behavior governs, and therefore from Eq. (24)
Check diaphragm adequacy
1st Trial (A = 1.0)
From Eq. (25) with a = 16.09/0.496 • 32 0 k i
. s,
E* = 21889.0 ksi
From Eq. (27)
G* .~ 8384.0 ksi
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Then in the inelastic range
P :I: 3.82 k
4J
From ~qs. (11)
Co = 0.274 in.
Do = 0.137 in.
Eo = 0.002 rad.
From Eqs. (14a) and (14b)
C1 = 0.109 in.
E = 0.198 rad.1
l'rom Eqs. (12) and (13)
Ymax = 0.0149 > 0.011
4Jmax = 0.1984 > 0.15
N.G.
N.G.
Thus the diaphragm is not adequate for bracing the stud so
that a load capacity Pr • 16.08 k can be sustained. Therefore,
it is necessary to reduce Pr and consider a new trial value.
2nd Trial (A = 0.98)
P
r
= 0.98 x 16.086 = 15.765 k
As before, the corresponding moduli are
E* = 22766.0
G* = 8720.58
Then P :I: 24.81 kx P • 6.77 ky
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P4> = 3.96 k
From Eqs. (14a) and (14b)
Cl = 0.1055 in.
E1 = 0.1296 rad.
From Eqs. (12) and (13)
Ymax = 0.0109< 0.011
<Pmax =
0.1296 < 0.15
Since Ymax < Y d
and 4>max < 4>d
Then for a load capacity
O.K.
O.K.
the diaphragm is adequate for bracing. The allowable load
!:all ,= 15.765/1.92 = 8.211 k.
See the computer output included in Appendix 4 for the
value of Pall. Other details of the analysis are obtainable
from Program Al by letting the control variable PRINT = 1.
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EXAMPLE 2 (bracing on both sides)
A wall is about 6 in. think, 12 ft. high, to be construct-
ed of light gage cold-formed steel studs spaced at 24 in. and
covered on both sides by wallboards. The studs are made of 5"
channel sections-12 gage with both ends considered hinged and
are sUbjected to equal critical concentric loads from a rigid
roof beam. The studs are cold-formed from high strength steel
sheets with a yield stress of 50 ksi.
It is required to specify the type of wall material and
the type of fasteners to be used for each of the following
loading:
(I) Allowable load on stud Pall = 8.0 k
(II) Allowable load on stud Pall = 16.0 k
The form factor of the section Q






the design procedure outlined in Sec-
tion 6.3 (part B, sections braced on
both sides).
SOLUTION CASE (I). Pall = 8.0 k
With F.S. = 1.92, calculate the load capacity of the stud.
Therefore
Po = 8.0 x 1.92 = 15.36 k
Po > Pcr,UB
P < Po cr,x
and Po < Pyie1d





x ~ strong axis buck~~ng load (perpendicular to the
,
wall)
Pyield ~ yield load of stuc
For the given ~ . .1d, using Eqs. (I) (on an e.iastic basis and n =
1) or using 1n· Computer Program Bl, the follo~ing parameters
are obtained ,e sffinple of computer output in Appendix 4):
." = 56.55 k
.
P4> = 12.02 k
Py = 8.14 k
Therefore, the following 1s computed:
Pcr,UB • 8.14 k
P = 56.55cr,x
(Torsional-flexural buckling load = 10.1
k does not govern since flexural buckling
k load Py is smaller.)
Pyield = 1.048 x 0.907 x 50 = 47.0 k
The stress level at P = 15.36 1s equal to
,0
15.36l.o4ff = 15.0 ks1 < 0.5 x 0.907 x 50
Then according to Eq. (22), elastic behavior governs.
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i) Design by the Use of the Governing Equations
From Eq. (2), Q = 15.36 - 8.14 = 7.22 kips.
From Eq. (3), torsional-flexural mode, setting F = 0, Q is
found equal to
Q = 4.35 k
This indicates that with Q = 4.35 k, the torsional-flexur-
al buckling load equal to 15.36 k would occur provided that no
lower buckling modes are preceded. However, as can be seen in
Fig. 17, if a shear rigidity (Q = 4.35 k) is chosen, a flexural
buckling mode will occur way before torsional-flexural buckling
can take place. Such a flexural load is less than 15.36 k.
Therefore, Q = 4.35 k will not serve the load requirement,
and hence providing Q = 7.22 k is necessary for a load of 15.36
k to be attained. Then use
Q = 7.22 k and F = 0
These are not final design values of Q and F. Rather, they are
minimum required values. The next step in the analysis is to
specify a suitable diaphragm obtainable from Diaphragm Cata-
logues or from previous cantilever shear diaphragm tests. Be-
fore such a step is considered, the use of approximate formulas
as well as design by the aid of charts will be demonstrated.
ii) Design by the use of the Approximate Formulas (Chapter 4)
The shear rigidity Q = 7.22 k, as obtained in case (i), is
required for a flexural buckling load of 15.36 k to occur.
The possibility of the torsional-flexural buckling mode
will be investigated herein by uSing the approximate formula
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(141). The procedure is different than that considered in the
use of the governing equations case (1). Herein using Q = 7.22
k and F = 0 in Eq. (141) the buckling load will be computed.
If such a load is less than that load (15.36 k) governing the
flexural behavior, then torsional-flexural buckling governs;
otherwise flexural buckling controls.
From Eq. (14lb), with Q = 7.22 k and F = 0,
P~ = 18.73 k.
FromEq. (141) P = 16.5 k15.36
Then flexural buckling (Eq.' 2) giverns, and as before, Q = 7.22
k and F = 0 are the minimum required values of Q and F.
iii) Design by Use of Chart Fig."'14 (Chapter 4)
With Q = 7.22 and F = 0, then
From Eq. (146)
From Eq. (147)
From Fig. 14 with
and






Therefore Pcr = aPx = 16.8 k > 15.36. Hence rle~~ral
buckling governs and as before, Q = 7.22-k and"F =-0 are mini-
mum required values.
Choosing the diaphragm and checking its adequacy
The 'procedure is 6ut11ned in Sectlon6.3,(part B, 'sections
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braced on both sides, provisions 3b and 3c).
From Diaphragm Catalogues choose a diaphragm for which Q
and F are larger than their respective values obtained in the
previous step of analysis (i.e. Q = 7.22 and F = 0).
Try l/~''-_ImpI''egnate_d Celo't!_~~ ~oards with fasteners every 711 •
From diaphragm test results, the following has been ob-
tained:
G' = 0.66 k/in
Yd = 0.0096 in/in
F' = 0.01 k.in/in.rad.
Therefore
Qld = 0.23 rad.
Qr = ~ x 0.66 x 24 x 2 = 21.3 > 7.22
Fr = t x 0.01 x 2 = 0.014 > 0
O.K.
O.K.
However, this 1s not sufficient; it is still necessary to check
the diaphragm adequacy, that is, to verify that at a load P
r
=
15.36 k, the resulting Ymax and ~max are smaller than Yd and
~d of the chosen diaphragm.
Check dl~hr~&m~~de~u~~
From Eqs. (11), the initial imperfections are
Co = 0.411 in.
Do = 0.206 in.
Eo = 0.004 rad.
From Eq. (14a) with Pr = 15.36 k,
C c 0.44 in.
o
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From Eq. (14b) with Pr = 15.36 k,
El = 0.05 rad.
From Eqs. (12) and (13)
Y
max
= 0.014 > 0.0096
~max = 0.05 < 0.23
N.G.
O.K.
Therefore this diaphragm is not adequate and hence choose an-
other trial diaphragm with larger values of Q and F.
Try 1/2 it Homosote Boards with fasteners @ 12".
G' = 0.845 k.in
F' = 0.012 k.in/in.rad.
Yd = 0.012 in/in.
~ d = 0.175, rad.
Therefore Q = ~ x 0.845 x 24 x 2= 27.0 k'
r 3
~ = 2 x. 0.012 x 2 = 0 016 k i /i d.. 3 •. n n .ra .r
With the previous values of Co' Do and Eo as well as Pr Z 15.36
k, the following is computed:
From Eq. (14a) Cl = 0.320
(14b) E1 = O.O~
Then from Eqs. (12) and (13),
Ymax = 0.010 < 0.012 O.K.
<I> max = 0.04 < 0~175 O.K.
Therefore 1/2" Homosote boards with fasteners @ 12" is adequate
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for bracing. The next and final step is to check the possibil-
ity of buckling between the fasteners.
Check the possibility of buckling between the fasteners
Following the procedure of analysis outlined in Example 1
for the channel section, the following has been computed:
a) Flexural buckling about the y-axis
Pcrf = 1172.69 k.
b) Torsional buckling
P
crf = 812.2 < 1172.69 k controls
Therefore from Eq. (24), the inelastic buckling load
Pcrf = 44.35 k » Pr = 15.36 k
Therefore, buckling between the fasteners does not govern and
12" fastener spacing is acceptable.
It follows that 1/2" Homosote boards with fasteners @ 12"
satisfies all the design requirements.
Computer Output
Program Bl has been used to solve the present example. The
output, shown in Appendix 4, includes a list of different values
of Q and F as well as their respective values of Ymax ' ~max' Cl
and El . Each value of Q and its respective F represents a dia-
phragm adequate for bracing the stud so that Pr = 15.36 k can be
sustained safety. The designer may use such a list to specify a
suitable diaphragm material by the aid of Diaphragm Catalogues
or previous diaphragm test results.
For example, one may choose from the list
Q • 22.216 F = 0.015 Ymax s 0.012 ~max = 0.047
Hence, find from Diaphragm Catalogues a certain diaphragm for
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which Q and F are equal to or larger than those chosen from the
list. In addition, check from the Diaphragm Catalogues that Yd
and ~d of the chosen diaphragm are larger than the listed Ymax
and ~max' In the present example, 1/2" Homosote boards with
fasteners every 12" satisfy these requirements. On the other
hand, one may notice from the list that 1/2" Impregnated Celo-
tex with fasteners every 7" do not satisfy Ymax and .max re-
quirements; therefore, such a diaphragm is not adequate for the
present design case.
SOLUTION CASE (II). Pall = 16.0 k
For a F.S. = 1.92 the load capacity p. is0
Po = 1.92 x 16.0 = 30.72 k
As in case (I), for an unbraced stud,
Pcr,UB = 8.14 < 30.72
Pcr,x = 56.55 > 30.72




Thus the stud cross-section is satisfactory; it is left to
specify a suitable diaphragm and check the possibility of buck-
ling between the fasteners.
Check inelastic behavior
The stress at Po = 30.12 k is
30.72 41.048 = 29. ksi > 0.5 x 0.907 x 50
Then according to Eq. (23), inelastic buckling governs.
The next step is to find from the governing equations the
values of Q and F that satisfy the requirement, i.e. Po = 30.72
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k (inelastic).
(i) Design by the Use of the Governing Equations
The design procedure outlined in Section 6.3 (part B, pro-
visions 4a, 4b and 4c) suggests the use of a trial and error
method to obtain values of Q and F. Herein an alternative
equivalent to such an approach will be used.
Equation (24) gives the value of the inelastic buckling
load Pa for a known value of stress ocr corresponding to Pcr
computed on an elastic bases. Therefore, in our case, knowing
P
a
, then ocr can be calculated. Hence the corresponding criti-
cal elastic load (Pcr = ocr x Area) can be obtained. Knowing
such a load will allow the direct use of the governing equa-
tions, based on elastic behavior, to obtain Q and F.
Therefore, SUbstituting Po = 20.72 for Pa in Eq. (24)
gives:
° = 32.0 ksicr
Then the inelastic buckling load = 32.0 x 1.05 = 33.60 k
where the area of the cross-section A = 1.05 in2 .
From Eq. (2) (flexural buckling),
Q = 33.6 - 8.14 = 25.46 k (see Fig. 17)
From Eq. (3) (torsional-flexural buckling) with F = 0,
Q = 40.0 k > 25.46
Torsional-flexural buckling governs (see explanation in previ-
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ous design case (I». Therefore Q = 40 and F = 0 are the mini-
mum required values of the expected diaphragm. This gives an
idea from where to s·tart assuming values of Q and F.
- (ii), (iii) Design by Approximate Formulas and Design Charts
The approximate formulas as well as the charts lose their
simplicity in the present design situation. Therefore their
use is not recommended. The computer program Bl of Appendix 4
may be utilized as a design aid.
Choosing the diaphragm and checking its adequacy
Try 3/8" GYPSUM BOARDS with fasteners @ 12".




Yd - 0.013 in/in
epd = 0.12 ,rad.
1.6 x 24 x 2 = 51.4 kthen
and
Q = ~
2F = 3 x 0.0355 x 2 = 0.048 k.in/in.rad.
Since inelastic behavior governs, then:
From Eq. (25) with a = 29.4 ksi
E* = 26967.5 ksi
From Eq. ( 27 )
Gt =10329.9 ksi
Therefore From Eqs. (1) with n = 1 and the above-computed val-
ues of E* and GI,
Px = 51.699 k
Py = 7.445 k





Eo = 0.004 rad.
From Eq. (14a) and Pr = 30.72 C1 = 0.531
(14b) E1 = 0.150
(12) Ymax = 0.02 > 0.013
(13) ¢max = 0.15 > 0.12
Try 3/8" GYPSUM BOARDS with fasteners @ 9".
G' = 2.050 k/in
F' = 0.055 k.in/in.rad.
Yd = 0.014 in/in







= Q = 3 x 2.05 x 24 x 2 = 66.0 k.
2Fr = F =3 x 0.055 x 2 = 0.073 k.in/in.rad
Using the parameters Px ' Py ' P4>' Co' Do and Eo computed in the
previous trial case, the following is obtained:
From Eq. (14a) C1 = 0.29
(14b) E1 = 0.072
(12) Ymax = 0.01 < 0.014 O.K.
(13) 4>max = 0.072 < 0.15 O.K.
Therefore, the diaphragm is adequate and as a final step in the




Following the procedure of analysis outlined in Example 1
for channel sections, the following has been computed by con-
sidering the distance between the fasteners (s = 9.0"):
a) Flexural buckling about y-axis
Pcrf = 2100.0 k
b) Torsional buckling
Pcrf = 1440.0 k < 2100 k (governs)
Since such behavior is in the inelastic range then from Eq. (24),
the inelastic load is
Pcrf = 44.80 k > Po = 30.72 k
Then buckling between fasteners does not govern; hence 9" fas-
tener spacing is acceptable.
Therefore the 3/8" GYPSUM BOARD with fasteners @ g" satis-
fies all diaphragm requirements.
For a wide variety of Q and F-values see the sample output
of Computer Program Bl in Appendix 4.
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EXAMPLE 3 (bracing on one side)
Case (a): Calculate the ultimate and allowable loads of a
1"12'-0'; wall stud of a 4" x 1"8" channel section-12 gage, with
both ends hinged. The studs are spaced every 2-'0" and are at-
tached on one side only to 3/8 1i GYPSUM WALLBOARD with fasteners
every 12 1;. Consider the following properties of the diaphragm,
obtained from diaphragm test results:
G' = 1.88 k/in.
Yd = 0.014 in/in.
F' = 0.06 k.in/in.rad.
<P d = 0.15 rad.
The yield stress of steel used in the studs is 50 ksi.
Case (b): Specify a suitable wallboard material so that
the same stud can safely carry an allowable load of 4.40 k.
Note: The computer programs A2 and B2
given in Appendix 4 are used to obtain
the solution of case (a) and case (b»
respectively. In such a design case,







Qr = ~ x 1.88 X 24 1• = 30 k.
Yd = 0.014 in/in.
2Fr = 3 x 0.06 = 0.04 k.in/1n.rad.
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<P d = 0.15 rad.
The output of the computer program A2, shown in Appendix
4, gives the elastic critical buckling load Pcr ' computer by
Eq. (7),
Pcr = 10.234 k. and n = 2
Checking the higher buckling modes has been considered in the
analysis by taking n = 1,2,3, ... 10, where n is the number of
half-sine waves into which the stud may buckle. The following
is obtained from the detailed output of program A2. These de-
tails are not shown in the output given in Appendix 4; however,
these are obtainable only if PRINT = 1 is used in the program.
Pcr = 12.47~ for n = 1
= 10.234 2
13.966 3
= 105.~48 for n = 10
From the values of Pcr giver. above, the following may be con-
cluded:
i) Choosing n = 1,2,3, •.• 10 for checking the possibility
of higher buckling loads if more than sufficient in the present
case.
i1) .pcr-values for n > 2 are increasing.
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Check inelastic behavior
0.5QAOy = .05 x 0.953 x 50 = 23.83 ksi.
P~ = 10.234 = 15 897 < 23.83A 0.644 .
Therefore according to Eq. (22), elastic behavior governs.
Check the possibility of buckling between the fasteners
Following the same procedure used in Example 1 (channel
section), the following loads are obtained:
a) buckling about y-axis
Pcrf = 143.681 k.
b) torsional buckling
P
crf = 161.425 k.
Both loads are larger than Pcr = 10.234; hence buckling between
the fasteners does not govern. This can also be shown from the
computer output and is given as
Elastic critical buckling load, considering buckling
between the fasteners = 10.234 k.
Now it is left to satisfy the requirements that the resulting
shear deformations and rotation of the stud are less than Yd
and ~d (of the diaphragm), respectively, that is,
and
Y < 0.014 in/in.max
~max < 0.15 rad.
Consider initial imperfections:
Co = 0.411 in.
Do = 0.206 in.
E = 0.004 r~.0
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For n =" 2 P 1: 79.051 kx
Py = 3.99 k
P<p = 14.451 k
Consider a trial load P
r
= AP ,where A < 1.0. Hence computecr
Cl , E1 , and Ymax and IPmax from Eqs. (19a), (19b), (17) and
(18) , respectively. Therefore
Trial 1 A = 0.94
Pr = 10.234 0.94 = 9.62 k.
C1 = 2.008
El = 0.780
Ymax = 0.019 > 0.014 N.G.
<Pmax = 0.783 > 0.15 N.G.
Trial 2 A = 0.84
P
r = 10.234 x 0.84 = 8.59 k.
Cl = 0.680
El = 0.258
Ymax = 0.007 < 0.014 O.K.
IPmax = 0.239 > 0.15 N.G.
Trial 3 A = 0.75
Pr = 10.234 0.75 = 7.675 k.
cl = 0.392
El = 0.146
Ymax = 0.004 < 0.014 O.K.
<Pmax = 0.146 < 0.15 O.K.
Therefore the load capacity of the stud Pr = 7.675 k.
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7.675Allowable load Pall = 1.92 = 3.998 k
(see computer output of Program A2, given in Appendix 4.)
Notes:
1) It has been conclusively assumed that the number of
half-sine waves, n, into which the column may buckle is the
same for both perfect and imperfect columns. That is, n = 2,
obtained for P
cr
= 10.234 k, has been used in the calculations
of CI , El and hence Pr and Pall. This assumption has been dis-
regarded in the Computer Program A2 and hence the solution rou-
tine includes calculating P
r
= APcr for n = 1,2,3, ... 10, and
then choosing the smallest Pr'and the. corresponding n. The
results of the computations of this example and other examples
substantiate the considered assumption. In the output of Pro-
gram A2 of Appendix 4, the following is printed.
Critical buckling load Pcr a 10.234 and n = 2
Load capacity Pr = 7.675 and n = 2
Details of the above computations are obtainable from the com-
puter output of Program A2 with PRINT = 1.
2) It is of interest to note that the critical buckling
load of the unbraced stud is equal to 0.998 k. Therefore, by
bracing the stud on one side, the load capacity increased to
7.675 k (i.e. about 7.5 times the unbraced buckling load).
Case (b)
Load capacity Po = 4.4 x 1.92 • 8.445 k






= critical buckling load of the unbraced stud
:= strong axis buckling
= yield load of the stud
For the given stud,
Pcr,UB := 0.998 < 8.445 .k
Pcr x = 19.763 > 8.445 k,




TheI~fore, the stud cross-section is satisfactory. The next
step is to speciry a suitable diaphragm and hence check the
possibility of buckling between the fasteners.
Chec~J:Xlela_st:tc beh~yt91:
0.5QAOy = 23.83 ksi
Po = 8.445 = 13.2 < 23.83A 0.644
Hence elastic behavior governs.
Diaphragm bracing
i) Min. Q and F-values
Consider n = 1,2,3, .•• 10.
Assume trial values of Q and F. Then from Eq. (7), find
P and the corresponding n.
cr
If Pcr < Po' then increase Q and F and repeat the analysis
until a value of Pcr > Po is obtained. Such values are termed
as the minimum Q and F-values.




Q = 25.0 k.
F = 0.04 k.in/in.rad.
By using these values in Eq. (7) and different values of
n, the critical buckling load is
Pcr = 10.055 > 8.45 and n = 2
ii) Trial of available diaphragms
Trial 1
From diaphragm test results of 3/8" GYP. and fasteners ev-
ery 9",
Then
G' = 2.05 k/in.
F' = 0.060 k.in/in.rad.
y = 0.014d
$d = 0.15
Q = Qr = ~ x 2.05 x 24 = 33
2F.= F
r
= 3 x 0.060 = 0.040 k.in/in.rad
O.K.
With Q = 33.0 and F = 0.037 (n = 1,2,3, ... 10), Pcr is calculat-
ed from Eq. (7) and its value is equal to
Per = 10.30 > 8.45 k





E - 0.004o -
O.K.
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Therefore, from Eqs. (19a), (19b), (17) and (18) with P
r
=
8.45 and n = 2, and above values of the initial impeI'fections,
then
Cl = 0.58 in.
El = 0.226 rad.
Ymax = 0.006 < 0.014 O.K.
<Pmax = 0.226 > 0.15 N.G.
Thus the diaphragm is not adequate for bracing.
Trial 2
Try 1/2" Homosote boards and fasteners every 6", and con-
sider the following:
G' = 2.80 kline
F' = 0.07 k.in/in.rad
Yd = 0.012 in/in
<Pd = 0.175 rad.
Then 2Q = Qr = 3 x 2.80 x 24 = 45.0 k
2F = Fr = 3 x 0.07 = 0.045 k.in/in.rad.
Following the same steps of analysis considered in the previous
trial,
Pcr = 10.8 k > 8.45 O.K.











Thus the diaphragm is adequate for bracing.
Check possibility of buckling between the fasteners
Distance between fasteners s = 6 11
a) Buckling about y-axis
Pcrf = 582.0 k.
b) Torsional buckling
Pcrf = 650.0 k.
Both loads are much larger than Po = 8.45 k; therefore buckling
between the fasteners does not govern.
Thus 1/2 11 Homosote boards with fasteners every 6" satis-
fies all the design r.equirements.
Note: The computer output of Program B2 shown in Appendix 4
includes a list of Q, F, Ymax and <pmax ' With the aid of such a
list, the suitable diaphragm may be chosen from Diaphragm Cata-
logues or from diaphragm test results, provided that Q, F, Yd'
<P d of the diaphragm are at least equal to one of the values of
Q, F, Ymax and <Pmax listed in tpe output.
Appendix 2
COMMENTS ON THE METHODS USED TO SIMPLIFY
THE GOVERNING EQUATIONS
Methods 1 and 2 are iterative procedures commonly used to
give the roots of a polynomial when the coefficients of the
variables have numerical values; then the iterative procedure
is Possible(39,40,4l). However, in the cases considered herein
the coefficients are parameters forming complicated algebraic
expressions as in Eqs. (39) and (42); therefore the intent is
to find the smallest root only of these equations expressed in
a linear form in terms of the known parameters. Therefore it-
eration for more than two cycles at the most is not possible.
This disadvantage has been overcome by choosing the first trial
root as close as possible to the real root, so that fast con-
vergence would be possible. Method 3 is simpler to use but
poor in accuracy unless at least the first three terms of the
expansion are considered. The abovementioned three methods are
used to obtain an expression of the smallest root of the gov-
erning equations.
Approximation by piecewise linear functions, Method 4, in-
volves reducing the nonlinear equations to a set of linear
functions (Fig. 13). This is done by selecting points lying on
f(p) as break points at which the slope changes. The points
should be chosen se that the equations of the linear segments
would approximate as accurately as possible the original func-
tion and most important, that the equations of the segments are
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where i = 0,1,2, ...
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expressed in simple terms. Application of the method to zee-
sections braced on both sides is illustrated in Fig. 13. The
resulting equations are not simple and the approximation is not
satisfactory in the ragion of small values of Q.
Method 5(41) is one of the strategies to solve nonlinear
algebraic equations by treating them as linear equations, dele-
gating the higher powers to an unimportant place on the right
hand side of the equation. For example, applying the method to
Eq. (59), then
P P + P Q _ p2 + p2
x Y x xy i
-(p + P + Q)x y
For the first approximation set Po = 0 and get the first ap-
proximate root. Repeat the steps until convergence is ob-
tained. The method is not as effective as Newton's method
since it is not possible to perform more than one iteration.
The method of split rigidity(42) was developed by Bijlaard
in 1932 to calculate the buckling loads of structures that buc-
kle in the composite mode. However, the method had been known
and used by F. Buckens, 1943, without any reference to Bij-
laard. Buckens used the method to overcome the difficulties
which are inhibited in certain relations of stability problems.
The method consists of splitting the buckling deflections into
two or more component modes and expressing the buckling stress
in terms of the critical loads for these component modes. Sim-
pIe answers are obtained for sandwich plates for which the ba-
sic assumption that the split deflections have the same shape
is fulfilled. However, when the deflection has components in
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more than one direction (for example u,V,$) the solution be-
c~mes as complicated as the solutions obtained in the present
iuvestigation. This has been shown by Bijlaard in a paper
dealing with torsional-flexural buckling of open sections(43).
The question of whether the method yields conservative answers
or not has been discussed by Plantema(44). Siede(45) found
that in some cases of buckling of flat plates, the method gives
unconservative answers. It became clear after a few attempts
to solve the simplest case in the present investigation, the
method will not yield a simple expression of the buckling load.
This is mainly due to the involvement of more than one compo-
nent of the deflection in the buckling mode.
Neglecting the term thought to be of minor influence,
method 6, did not lend itself to any logical answer. After
many trials it has been realized that the equations of s~abili­
ty are very sensitive to inconsistent changes in the quantities
forming the coefficients of the variables.
The governing equations of sections braced on both sides
are much simpler than those for one sided bracing. Meth~d 8
has been suggested to investigate the possibility of obtaining
a simple expression of the buckling load in the case of one
sided bracing in terms of the solution of two sided brac:ng.
Comparison of the exact numerical results of channel sections
braced on both sides and channel sections braced on one side
revealed that a certain reduction factor can be introduced to
the diaphragm shear rigidity Q (Eq. 57) so that the modified
equation can handle the case or one sided bracing. However, it
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has been realized after examining numerically different cases
that the method lacks generality.
Appendix 3
SAMPLE DERIVATION OF LOAD-DEFLECTION RELATIONSHIP
OF AN IMPERFECT COLUMN
(general-shaped section braced on both sides)
End Condition u = v = ~ = °
u" = VII = ~" = °
at z = O"L
at z = O"L
The following are the details of deriving Eqs. (80) of Section
2.7B.l.
From Eq. (53) the following functions are chosen since
they satisfy the above end conditions.
1TZ Cosin~zu = Clsinr;- Uo =
iTZ Dosin~zv = 01sinE'""- Vo =
4> E sin!!. ~o 1TZ= = Eosinr;-1 L
Considering that ut = u + uo ' vt = v + vo ' 4>t = ~ + ~o' and
substituting with the above listed displacement functions into
Eq. (79), the following equation is obtained:
IJL 2 4 2 4 2 4 2 2




Using the Rayleigh-Ritz method to minimize the above energy ex-









Cl{Q{ 2 )-PYo)+D1{Pxo)+El{r~(p~-p)+Q( 12 2)+F~2)
= P(r2E -x D +y C )o 0 0 0 0 0
Rearranging these equations in matrix form leads to Eq. (80).
Appendix 4
WALL STUDS DESIGN PROGRAMS
(Documented Listings, Flow Charts and Sample Outputs)
4A. General
Four program~, written in Basic FORTRAN IV Language for
the IBM 360/65 are included herein.
The input data and its format are described in the begin-
ning of each program listing.
Three cards within the program may need to be cahnged for
a given compiler and application. These are:
land 2) LOGICAL RECORD UNITS of READ and WRITE state-
ments are replaced by J and K, respectively, provided that J
and K units, required by a certain compiler, are declared be-
fore any READ or WRITE statements. Herein the units of J and K
used in the program are
J = 5
and K = 6
3) The card containing the CONTROL VARIABLE (PRINT) is to
transfer control of the WRITE statements. If details of the
computations as well as-the final answers are needed in the
output, then let PRINT = 1; if only the final answe~s are need-
ed, then let PRINT = O.
In this Appendix, the flow charts, samples of computer
outputs and the documented listing of the programs follow, in
order, Section 4D (Definitions of Variables). Samble outputs
are the solutions, without details (i.e. PRINT- 0), of the de-
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sign examples of Appendix 1.
4B. Sources of Equations
The solution routines are based on the suggested design
procedure outlined in Chapter 6, Section 6.3 and have the same
limitations specified in this report. The design equations
coded in Section 6.4 are utilized throughout the programs,
while formulas for computing section properties are obtained
from Refs. 49 and 53.
4c. Limitation of the Programs
1) The programs have been prepared to serve as design
aids for the analysis of wall studs made of I, channel and zee-
sections.
2) The studs are braced with diaphragms whose properties
are within the practical range of wall stud applications.
3) Units for each design parameter are given in the be-
ginning of each program, as well as in Section 40 of this ap-
pendix (Definitions of Variables).
4) The programs provide for the design of diaphragm-
braced wall studs of I, channel and zee-sections for the fol-
lowing cases:
- Sections braced on both sides
Find Pall for given Sand F-values (Prog. AI)
Find Sand F-values for given Pall (Prog. Bl)
- Sections braced on one side only
Find Pall for given Sand F-values (Prog. A2)
Find S and F-values for given Pall (Prog. B2)
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4D. Definitions of Variables
Some of the important variables in the program will now be
defined. Some of these variables appear in the program output.
Variables which appear in the READ statements are defined in
the beginning of each program. Units only for those variables
appearing in the output are given below.
AN 2 where n is the number of half-sine waves into .which= n ,
the stud may buckle
AREA = stud cross-sectional area
CI = deflection in the direction of the wallboards, in.
CW = w~rping constant, in6
El = EI = computed rotation, rad.
F.S. = factor of safety
FEMAX = computed rotation, rad.
GAMAX = computed shear strain in the diaphragm, in/in.
GI = inelastic shear modulus, ksi
NU = number of half-sine waves to be examined
NWAVE = number of waves corresponding to the buckling load un-
der consideration
Pall = allowable load, k
PO = given allowable load, k
PA = inelastic buckling load, k
PC • elastic buckling load computed for each value NU, k
PCF = buckling load of the unbraced stud with buckling length
equal to the distance between the fasteners, k
peR =elastic critical buckling load, k
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PCUNB = buckling load of unbraced stud after investigating in-
elastic behavior, k
PE = elastic buckling load obtained from Eq. (24) of Sec-
tion 6.4 for a ~nown value of inelastic buckling load
PA, k
PFE = torsional buckling load of the braced stud) k
PFEF = torsional buckling load of the unbraced stud with
buckling length equal to the distance between the fas-
teners) k
4PI = polar moment of inertia about the shear center, in
PR = load capacity of the stud, k
PUNB = buckling load of the unbraced stud, k
PXl = Euler buckling load of the unbraced stud about the mi-
nor axis of inertia, k
PX2 = Euler buckling load of the unbraced stud about the ma-
jor axis of inertia, k
PXX = Euler buckling load of the unbraced stud about the
x-axis, k
PXXF = Euler buckling load of the unbraced stud about the x-
axis, used in checking the possibility of buckling be-
tween the fasteners of a channel section (= PXX), k
PXY = defined by Eq. (~c)
PYIELD = yield load of the stud (= Area x Oy») k
PYY = Euler buckling load of the unbraced stud about the
y-axis, k
PYYF = buckling load of the unbraced stud about the y-axis,
with the buckling length equal to the distance between
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the fasteners, k
R2 = IP/AREA, where IP is the polar moment of inertia about
the shear center (equivalent to r 2 used in the governing0
equations, ln2
TMOD = inelastic modulus defined by Eq. (25), ksi
XIl = moment of inertia about minor axis, ln
4
XI2 = moment of inertia about major axis, in4
XL = stud length
XLI = distance between the fasteners
XLAM = a factor less than 1.0 (equivalent to A used in the de-
sign procedure
XJ = St. Venant torsion constant, in4




= moment of inertia about x-axis, in4
4
= product of inertia with respect to x- and y-axes, in









Call peL: PXX, PYY, PXY, PFE, ...
~




PCR·NIN(~l,P2, •.. ,(P4,PS,P6 or PCF»
+
I chec~ Inelas-tlc HXLAM-O.999 1behavior
I PR-PCR*XLAMI
..
MOD, GE-corresponding to PR
~
Call PCL: PXX, PYY, PXY, PFE, • • •
..
Compute: C1, El, GANAX, FENAX I
o>~>.~. JJall -






FLOW CHART FOR PROGRAM (AI)




CALL peL: PXX, PYY, •.•
.~ALL DPkQ: loots of cubi





















;--------....-.i PR- PRMlN ( I)
MOD, GE ~orre.,...i.g to PR
CALL PCL: PII, PYY, ...














Section properties: AREA. XXI, YYI, XO, XJ, ...
Call peL: PXX, PYY, PXY, PFE, •..
Che~k: PR>PUNB. PR<PXX. PR<PYIELD
Check buckling between fasteners PR<PCUNB
Check inelastic behavior
Coapute Min. S,F
MOD .., GE 'g to PR,
Call PCL: PXX,. PYY~ P.XY. PFE ••••
C1, EI, GAMAX, FEMAX




Section properties: AREA, XlI,YYI.XO.XJ •••
Check: PR>PUNB. PR<PXX. PR<PYIELD
Check buckling between falteners PR<PCUNB






CALL ~CL: PXX. pyy ••••
CALL DPAQD: Roots of c"ic

















NDD,GE correspoadia. to PI
CALL peL: PXX. PlY, p~, p,~.





FLOW CHART FOR PROGRAM (12) (contd.)
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SAMPLE OUTPUT OF PROGRAM Al
Solution of DESIGN EXAMPLE 1 (case I)
ALLOWABLE LOAD OF STUD eRACEO CN BeTH SIDES
===========:================================
(PROG. Al)
lFE - SECTION STUD LENGTH= <jf..CO
SECTICN DIMENSIONS
DEPTH= 3.500 H= 3.440 B= 1.940 0= C.410 T= 0.060
CA= 0.861
DIAPHRAGM PROPERTIES
S,; ,_ .. 50~6oo"" U F-="6. '0 6-0 GAMD= 0.01100 F ED = -- o. i. 50 00
YIELD STRESS FY=50.000
INITIAL IMPERFECTIONS CO=0.214 00=0.131 EO=0.002
. - .-
SECTICN PPOPERTIES
AR~ -A ";0-:496--1XX= 1. 0 1 8 I YV= o. 504 I XY= 0 • 4 10 X0 = 0 • 00 0
R2= 3.()71 J= 0.001 CW= 0.941 IX1= 0.226 IX2= 1.296
~oo= 29500.0 GE= 11300.0 PXX= 32.15C p~Y= 15.933
PFE= 11.929 PXY= 14.831 PX1= 1.133 PX2= 40.~50
ELASTI~ CRITAL A. LOAD= 26.559
~LLOWABlE LOAD p= B.B8C
==========:====================
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SAMPLE OUTPUT OF PROGRAM Al
Solution of DESIGN EXAMPLE 1 (case II)
ALLOWABLE LOAD OF STUD e~ACED ON BOTH SIDES
=======:=========:==========================
(PROG. AU
CHANNfL SECTION STUD LENGTH= <i6.CC
SFCTICN DIMENSJCNS
DEPTH= 3.500 H= 3.440 B= 1.940 0: 0.410 T= 0.060
CA= 0.861
DIAPHRAGM PROPFRTIES
.--' - ----'- - "- .S= 5e.ooo F= 0.060 •• _. -- _.~-_.- - •• ".~. ••••¥. ,", ••~-~. -'GA~O= 0.01100 fEO= 0.15000
~IElD STRESS FY=50.000
INITIAL IMP~~fECT!9NS CO=0.214 00=0.131 EO=0.002
SECTICN PROPERTIES
, -'---' . - .. ~_.- '--'-.. - --",--_.- '~--'~... . ..- - ~'._--"'---"' .--_ .._.
AREA= Q.4q6 IXX= 1.018 IYY= 0.278 IXY= c.ooo
xo= 1.643 ~2= 5.313 J= 0.001 CW= 0.64S
~on= 29500.0 GE= 11300.0
PXX= 32.150 PYY= 8.169 PFE= 5.125 PXY= 0.000
-ELASTIC CRITAL B. LOAD= 21.680
ALLOWABLE LOAO p= 8.211
=================:====~~~~~~~~-
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SAMPLE OUTPUT OF PROGRAM Bl
Solution of DESIGN EXAMPLE 2 (Case I)
ALLOWABLE LOAD OF STUD BRACED ON BOTH SIDES (PROG. B1t
CHAN~EL SECTION STUD LENGTH-14".OO
GIVEN ALL. LOAD (pot = 8.000
SECTION DI~ENSIONS
DEPTH= 5.00a H= 4.895 8= 1.8gS 0= 0.641 T= 0.105
QA= 0.901
DIAPHRAGM PROPERTlES
SLI~= 35.000 FLI~= 0.020 Xl1= 12.00
YIELD STRESS FY=50.000
INITIAL I~P~RFECTInNS CO=0.411 00=0.206 EO=0.004
SECTICN PROPERTIES
AREA= 1.048 IXX= 4.028 IYY= 0.580 IXY= 0.000
xo= 1.540 R2= 6.110 J= 0.004 CW= 2.698
MOO= 29500.1 GE= 11300.0
PXX= 56.554 pyy= 8~14'~ p~E=·12.oi3 PXY= 0.000
S F GAMAX FEMAX Cl El
-----------------------------------------------------































































SAMPLE OUTPUT OF PROGRAM Bl
Solution of DESIGN EXAMPLE 2 (case II)
ALLOWABLE LOAD OF STUD BRACED ON BOTH SIDES
=a•••••••••••··==··===·:z.=====••••••: ••••••
(PROG. 8U
CHANNEL SECTION STUD LENGTH=14/t.00
GIVEN ~LL. LJAO (PO) = 16.000
SECTION OIMENSIONS
DEPTH: 5.000 H= 4.895 A= 1.895 0= 0.641 T= 0.105
Q4= 0.907
DIAPHRAGM PROPERTIES
SLIM= 80.000 FlIM= 0.070 XLl= 12.00
YIELD STRESS FV=50.000
INITI~L IMPERFECTIONS CJ=O.411 00=0.206 EC=O.OO~
SECTICN PROPERTIES
AREA= 1.048 {XX= 4.028 - IYY= 0.580 {XY= 0.000
XO= 1.540 R2= 6.770 J= 0.004 CW= 2.698
MOO= 29500.JO GF= 11300.00
-PE-=33:6-os--PR;:--3Cf. 72 (r-----
MOO= 26967.5 GE= 10329.9
PXX= 51.699 PYY= 7.445 PFE= 10.991 PXY= -Cr.OOO
S F GAMAX FEMAX C1 El
---------~-----------------------~----~----~---------
42.060 0.000 0.070 1.013 0.673 1.013
47.060 0.000 0.035 0.425 0.531 0.425
52.060- .O. Q<:fd 0-.-024 0.269 -O~4-3q --o~-269
51.060 0.000 0.019 0.196 0.314 0.196
62.060 0.000 0.016 (Y.-l 55- --- ·0.326 -6.155
61.060 0.000 0.013 0.128 0.289 0.128
12.060 0.000 0.012 0.109 0.259 0.109
11.060 0.000 0.010 0.095 0.235 0.095
4-2-~06(f- -- 0-.005 --o~o5i .. _. ·0:691 -- --- _. ti. 6- ij--· 0;691" -
41.06-0 0.005 0.031 0.355 C.5Jl 0.35'5
52.060 0.005 O.02l 0.239 0.419 0.239
contd. on next page
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62.060 0.040 0.012 0.099 0.326 0.099
~7.060 0.040 0.011 0.081 0.289 0.081
72.060 0.040 0.010 0.C18 0.259 0.018
11.060 0.040 0.009 0.070 0.235 0.070
42.060 0.045 0.025 0.195 0.613 0.195
47.060 0.045 0.020 0.154 C.531 0.154
52.060 --0.045 o.dfi-- 0.121 0.439 0.127
57.060 0.045 0.014 0.108 0.374 0.108
62.060 0.045 0.012 0.094 0.326 0.094
67.060 0.045 0.011 0.084 0.289 0.084
12.060 0.045 0.010 0.075 0.259 0.015
71.060 0.045 0.009 0.068 0.235 0.068
42.060 0.0so--------(Y:024 - - - 0.-179 - -- (f~ 67:3 - -- ---('-.119
41.060 0.050 0.019 0.14~ 0.531 0.1~4
52.060 0.050-- 0.016 0.120 0.~39 0.120
57.060 0.050 0.014 0.103 0.314 0.103
62.060 0.050 0.012 0.090 O.l26 0.090
67.060 0.050 0.011 0.081 0.289 0.081
72.0600.(Yso----- o~olo 0.C73 0.259 0~073
17.060 0.050 0.009 0.066 0.235 0.066
42.060 0.055 0.024 0.165 0.673 0.165
47.060 0.055 0.019 0.135 C.531 0.135
52.060 -0.055 0.016 0.lf4 0.439 0.114
57.060 0.055 0.014 0.099 0.374 0.099
-62-.-0-60-------- -(y;Q1)?-o:orr----O-.CnrT-----o~-375 ----lye 087
67.060 0.055 0.011 0.078 0.289 0.078
72 • 060 O. 055 0 .009 O. 070 0 ~ 259 - o. 0 70
77.060 0.055 0.009 0.064 0.235 0.064
42.060 0.060 C.Ot3 0.154 0.61~ ~.154
47.060 0.060 0.019 0.121 0.531 0.127
5l-~060----- --O;Q6C)- - --- -O~-b15-- ---- --(f~T08-- ------0.-439 -- --. ·(f~l d8
57.060 0.060 0.013 0.094 0.314 0.094
62.060 0.060 0.0120.084 D.326---0.0B4
67.060 0.060 0.010 0.075 0.289 0.075
72.060 0.o606-:-cf09 -0-.068 0.2',9 0.068
17.060 0.060 0.009 0.062 0.235 0.062
42.060 -- -- b~-065-- ----·0.023----- --·0. t 44---- ----(f~6't3-- --0-.144
47.060 0.065 0.018 0.120 C.531 0.120
52 • 060 0 • 06 5 0 • 0 150• i 0 3 0 • 4 39 - - O. 1 0 '3
51.060 0.065 0.013 0.090 0.314 0.090
62.060 0.065 o.oif 0.C80 -0.3i6--- O~OBO
67.060 0.065 0.010 0.072 0.289 0.072
12~-D-6o-----0-:065---0.009--- 0.066 <Y.259 -----0~-0-6-6
77.060 0.065 O.OOB 0.060 0.235 0.060
42.-060------o~-<f7o--- 0:02-2--0.1350.673 0.135
47.060 0.070 O.OlB 0.114 0.531 0.114
52.060 0.070 0.015 0.098 0.439 0.098
51.060 0.070 0.013 0.C87 0.374 0.087
62.060 -----6.010 6~-011 0.018 0.32(;----- -O~018
61.060 0.070 0.010 0.070 0.289 0.010
12.060 0.070 0.009 0.064 0.259 O.O~~
77.060 0.070 O.OOB 0.059 0.235 0.059
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SAMPLE OUTPUT OF PROGRAM AZ
Solution of DESIGN EXAMPLE 3 (case a)







DEPTH"" 4.00'1 H';-j--"895 ff= i-~li8 - f)='(f~dco T= 0.105
GA= 0.953
CIAPHRAGM PROPERTIES
S=30. 000 F:'·0;040'- ---G'AMD;--'(f~0140cf FEO= 0.1';000 .. 'XLi:
12.0
YIFlo S'YRES-S'FY=S-O.'oo,'f
INITIAL IMPERFECTIONS CO=0.411 00=0.206 EO:0.004
SECTfCN PROPERTIESA~ FA: 0.644 [XX=·-1-.4-0-a-··Ivy= o.o7f-··-tiv~--o.066-
xo= 0.558 q2= 2.608 J= 0.002 CW= 0.195
- -', y- "'-'.. '-,' ,-_._,_.._- .. -.•,.-_._-.__._--... ----- --- --- --.. -
ELASTIC CRITICAL ~. LOAD PCR= 10.234
. - -- - ... -_. --_. _._-~--_. -- - - --._-- --_. ----~. ,. - --- ." ---_._--_._~
NWAVE= 2
CRITICAL B. LOAD ,CONSJDEP. A. RETWEEN FASTENERS,:
._--- ------------ "----- ...•--_._..... _~ .. '~._-----.~-~_... ~------ ._..~- - .._-
LOAD CAPACITY PR: 1.n1~ NWAVF: ,
10.234
ALLOWABLE DESIGN LOAD « PALL ) :




SAMPLE OUTPUT OF PROGRAM B2
Solution of DESIGN EXAMPLE 3 (case b)
ALLOW_ALE LOAD OF STUC eR4CEO ON ONE SIDE ONLY
===================================:========
(PROG. B2)
CHANNEL SECTION STUD lENGTH=144.00
GIVEN ~LL. L04f) (PO) = 4.4C10
SECTION DIMENSIONS
DEPTH: 4.00J H= 3.895 B= 1.1l8 0= 0.000 T= 0.105
Q4= 0.953
DIAPHR4G~ PROPERTIFS
SLIM= 50.000 FLIM= 0.050 XL1= 12.CO
STRIAL= 25.000 FTRIAL= 0.0400
YIELD STRESS FY=50.000
INITIAL IMP~~FECTrONS to=O.~ll DO=0.206 EO=d.004 NU=10
SECTICN PROPERTIES
A~E4= 0.644 IXX= 1.408 IYY~ 0.011 IXY= 0.000
X~= 0.558 ~2= 2.608 J= 0.002 CW= 0.195
S F FEMAX Cl El
-----------------------------------------------------
25.000 0.040 0.009 0.254 C.104 0.254
30.000 0.040 0.007 0.232 0.614 0.232
35.000 0.040 0.005 0.219 0.5')8 0.219
40.000 0.040 0.0·04 O.2(j~ C.520 6.209 ..
45.000 0.040 0.004 0.203 0.493 0.203
50.000 0.040 0.003 0.198 0.412 0.198
25.000 0.045 0.008 0.216 0.610 0.216
10.000 0.045 0.006 0.198 0.534 0.198
35.000 0.045 0.005 0.188 0.487 0.188
40.000 0.045 O~604 0.180 0.455 0.180
45.000 0.045 0.004 0.115 0.431 0.175
50.000 0.045 0.003 0.171 0.413 0.171
25.000 0.050 0.007 0.187 0.540 0.187
30.000 0.050 0.006 0.113 0.415 0.113
35.000 0.050 0.005 0.164 0.434 0.164
40'-000 0~050 ·0.004- b~ 158 0.405 0.158
45.000 0.050 0.003 0.154 0.384 0.154
50.000 0.050 0.003 0.150 0.368 0.150
190
-~-~~~~----*-------~--
TWO BLANK CARDS 'WITH ISEC=O' MUST BE PROVIDED AFTER
THE DATA CARDS TO SIGNIFY THE LOGICAL TERMINATION OF THE
P.ROGRAM
THE FOLLOWING DEFINES THE INPUT DATA AS WELL AS IMPORTANT
PARAMETERS USED IN THE PROGRAM. DEFINITIONS OF OTHER
PARAMETERS ARE GIVEN IN THE NOMENCLATURE OF APPENDIX * 4
OF THE MAIN REPORT.
ALL DIMENSIONS , LOADS £. STRESSES ARE IN THE FOLLOWING












TOTAL DEPTH OF SECTION
THICKNESS OF SECTILN
















* PROGRAM 'Al' *
* *
* STUD BRACED ON BOTH SIDES *
* FIND ALL. LOAD 'P' FOR GIVEN'S' £. 'F' VALUES *
* *
***************************************************
THE *INPUT DATA* CONSISTS OF THE FOLLOWING PER CASE :
(ISEC,XL,HH,H,B,D,T,QA,S,F,GAMAD,FED,FY,XL1)
THESE PARAMETERS ARE PUNCHED IN 2 CARDS ACCORDING TO THE
FORMAT STATEMENT NUMBER 500 FORMATCIlO,7FIO.3,1,6FIO.5)
THE ABOVE MAY BE REPEATED FOR EACH CASE INVOLVING

















































































S= RELIABLE SHEAR RIGIDITY K
F= RELIABLE ROT. RESTRAINT K.IN/IN.RAD
GAMAD ~ FED ARE DESIGN SHEAR STRAIN AND
ROTATIONAL CAPACITY IN RAD.
XLI= DISTANCE BETWEEN FASTENERS
INITIAL IMPERFECTIONS:
CO= STUD LENGTH /700.
00= STUD LENGTH /700.
EO= 0.0006 RAD. PER FOOT LENGTH OF STUD
MATERIAL PROPERTIES OF STUD:
FY = YIELD £TRESS OF STEEL
FLT= PROPORTIONAL LIMIT
MOD= MODULUS OF ELASTICITY
GE = SHEAR MODULUS
























C LET PRINT=1 IF DETAILS OF COMPUTATIONS ARE NEEDED







































C CALCULATION OF ELASTIC BUCKLING LOADS
C
I-SECTION
CHECK POSSIBILITY OF BUCKlIN~ BETWEEN FASTENERS























































C CALCULATION OF ELASTIC BUCKLING LOAD
C












C CHECK POSSIBILITY OF BUCKLING BETWEEN FASTENERS


































C CALCULATION OF ELASTIC BUCKLING lOADS
C
I-SECTION
CALCULATICN OF INELASTIC BUCKLING LOAD
CHECK POSSIBILITY OF B~CKLING BETWEEN FASTENERS



































































































'GAMAD' 'FED' REQUIREMENTS I-SEC
C
C























C lX, 'H::' .,F6. 3
1,2X,'S::·,F6.3,2X,'O=',F6.3,2X,'T=·,F6.3,1,2X,'QA=',F6.
C 3, I J
FORMAT(' ',lX,'OIAPHRAGM PROPERTIES',1,2X,'S=',F8.3,4X






















































1X, ' GAMD =' ,F 8. 5-., 4 X, ' F E: 0= , , F8 • 5 , I)
504 FORMAT(' ',lX,'YIELD STRESS FY=',F6.3,1,2X,'INITIAL 1M
C PERFECTIONS
1C0=' ,F 5• 3,2 X, ' 00=' ,F 5.3,2 X, ' E0=' , F5.3, I )
61 FORMAT(' ',lX,'FCR=',F8.3,5X,'FLTc',F8.3J
62 FORMATe' ',lX.'PAc',F8.3,11)
63 FORM AT (' ',1 X, ' Xl AM=' ,F 5.3,5x, ' PR=' , F 8 .3 ,5 x, , FR::' , FIe.
C 3)







600 FORMAT(' ',lX,'SECTION PROPERTIES',I,2X.'AREA=',F6.3,2

















666 FORMAT(' ',lX,'SECTION PROPERTIES',1,2X,'AREA=',F6.3,2
C X, '1XX=' ,F6.
l3,2X,'IYY=',F6.3,2X,'IXY=',F6.3,2X,'XO=',F6.3,1,2X,'R2
C =',F6.3,2X,'
2J =, , F6.3, 2X, ' Cw=' ,f 6.3,2 X, ' I Xl =' ,F 6.3 ,2 X" I x2 :::' ,F 6 .3 , I
C )
774 FC~MATC' ',IX,'1 - SECTION STUD LENGTH=',F
C 6.2)
764 FORMATl' ',lX,24('_'hll)
775 FORMAT(' ',lX,'CHANNEL SECTION STUD LENGTH='
C ,F6.2J
165 FORMATC' ',lX,l8&'_'),II)
176 FORMATC' ',lx,'lEt - seCTION STUD LENGTH='
C ,F6.2)
766 FORMATC' ',lX,17C'_').II)





















TWO BLANK CARDS 'WITH ISEC=O' MUST BE PROVIDED AFTER
THE DATA CARDS TO SIGNIFY THE LOGICAL TERMINATION OF THE
P.ROGRAM
THE FOLLOWING DEFINES THE INPUT DATA AS WELL AS IMPORTANT
PARAMETERS USED IN THE PROGRAM. DEFINITIONS OF OTHER
PARAMETERS ARE GIVEN IN THE NOMENCLATURE OF APPENDIX # 4
OF THE MAIN REPORT.
ALL DIMENSIONS , LOADS & STRESSES ARE IN THE FOLLOWING












TOTAL DEPTH OF SECTION
THICKNESS OF SeCTION
















* PROGRAM ' A2' *
* *
* STUD BRACED ON ONE SIDE ONLY *
* FINO ALL. LOAD 'P' FOR GIVEN'S' & 'F' VALUES *
* *
***************************************************
THE *INPUT DATA* CONSISTS OF THE FCLlOwING PER CASE :
(I I SEC t XL t HHt Ht B t Dt T, QAt St Ft GAMA Dt FED, FY t XL 1 )
THESE PARAMETERS ARE PUNCHED IN 2 CARDS ACCORDING TO THE
FORMAT STATEMENT NUMBER 500 FORMAT(IIOt1FIO.3 t / t 6FlO.5)
THE ABOVE MAY BE REPEATED FOR EACH CASE INVOLVING























































































S= RELIABLE SHEAR RIGIDITY K
F= RELIABLE ROT. RESTRAINT K.IN/INHRAD
GAMAO & FED ARE DESIGN SHEAR STRAIN AND
ROTATIONAL CAPACITV IN RAD.
XL1= DISTANCE BETWEEN ~ASTENERS
INITiAL IMPERFECTIONS:
CO= ?TUD LENGTH 1100.
00= STUD LENGTH 1700.
EO= 0.0006 RAD. PER FOOT L£NGTH OF STUD
MATERIAL PROPERTIES OF STUD:
FY = YIELD STRESS OF STEEL
FLT= PROPORTIONAL LIMIT
MOD= MODULUS OF €LASTICITY
GE = SHEAR MODULUS
HIGHER BUCKLING MODES ARE EXAMINED BY CONSIDERING
SUFFICIENT NUMBERS OF 'NU'.IN THIS PROGRAM NU=1,2, •••• ,lO
IF MORE VALUES ARE DESIRED,THEN CHANGE PRESENT 'Nut VALUE




















N U M B E R
NU=lO
WRITECK,999J















C LET PRINT=l IF DETAILS OF COMPUTATIONS ARE NEEDED

















































TESTING FO THE CRITICAL BUCKLING ~OOE AMONG THE
'NU' MODES CONSIDERED AND THf COR~ESPONDING HALF-SINE









































C CHECK POSSIBILITV OF BUCKLING BETWEEN FASTENERS




















































1( S*HH/2 ~ **2
F1=(PXX*(R2*PFE+S*(HH/2.)**2+F*(1./A~)*(XL/PIE)**2)+(P

























TESTING FO THE CRITICAL BUCKLING MODE AMONG THE
'NU' MODES CONSIDERED AND THE CORRESPONDING HALF-SINE
















































C CHECK POSS1BILITY OF BUCKLING BETWEEN FASTENERS









































































TESTING FO THE CRITICAL BUCKLING MODE AMONG THE
'NU' MODES CONSIDERED AND THE CORRESPONDING HALF-SINE







































00 78 1=2, NU
IF(PC(tJ-PTESTZ) 79,19,78
79 PT~ST2=PC(IJ






C CHECK PO~SIBILITY OF BUCKLING BETWEEN FASTENERS































































































































































































FORMAT('l',4X,'AlLOWABLE LOAD OF STUD BRACED ON ONE S
C IDE ONLY
I(PRflG. AZ)',1,5X,44( '=' hlllll
FORMAT(IIO,7FIO.3,1,6F10.5'
FORMAT(' ',IX,'I - SECTION STUD LENGTH=',F
C 6.Z)
FORMAT" ',IX,Z4('_'),II)
FORMAT.' ',IX,~CHANNEL SECTION STUD LENGTH='
C ,F6.2)
FORMATl' ',IX,18('_'),</)
FORMAT(' ',IX,'ZEE - SE~T{ON STU8 LENGTH='








1X, ' GAMO=' , F8. 5, 4X, ' FED=' , F8 ~ 5, ZX, 'XL 1= , , F5.1, I )
















652 FORMAT(' ',9X, 'MOD GE PXX PYY
C PFE
I PXY PI P2 P3 PC NWAVE'
C J
653 FORMAT(' ',2X,116('='),/J
602 FORMAT.' ',lX,'MOD:' ,F8.~,4Xt'GE=',F8.1,4X,'PXX=',F8.3
C ,4X,'PYY=',F
l8.3,4X,'PFE=',F8.3,4X,'PXY=',F8.3J
603 FORMAT(' ',lX,'ELASTIC CRITICAL B. lOAD PCR=·,F8.3,4X,
C ' NWAVE= , , I 2 ,
l/l-
808 FORMAT(' ',2X,'ELASTIC B... LOAD=',FIO.3,~X,'PCF=',FI0.3
C ,I)
803 FORMAT(' ',2X,'CRITICAl B. lOAD ,CONSIDER. B. BETWEEN
C FASTENERS,:'
1,FIO.3,/J
804 FORMAT(' ',2X,'ELAST .. B. LOAO='"FIO.3,2X,': BUCKLING B
C ET. FAST.: P
l4,P5,P6 =' 3F10.3,/J








577 FORMAT(' ',4X,'ALLOWABLE DESIGN lOAD (0( PALL )j =',Fl
C 0.3,/)
578 FORMAT" ',4X,44« '='),/)
820 FORMATl' f,2X,'LOAD CAPACITY PR=',F~O.3t4X,' NWAVE=
C ',12,//IJ




















































































































































































61 DO 62 I=l,IRQ( I)=Q(1+l)
62 E(O~E(I+IJ





















































THE FOLLOWING DEFINES THE INPUT DATA AS WELL AS IMPORTANT
PARAMETERS USED IN THE PROGRAM. DEFINITIONS OF OTHER
PARAMETERS ARE GIVEN IN THE NOMENCLATURE OF APPENDIX # 4
OF THE MAIN REPORT.
ALL DIMENSIONS , LOADS & STRESSES ARE IN THE FOLLOWING






* PROGRAM 'B1' *
* *
* STUD BRACED ON BOTH SIDES *











TOTAL DEPTH OF SECTION
THICKNESS OF SECTION














THE *INPUT DATA* CONSISTS OF THE FOLLOWING PER CASE:
(ISEC,XL,HH,H,B,O,T,QA,FYIELD,SLIM,FLIM,PO,XL1)
THESE PARAMEiERS ARE PUNCHED IN 2 CARDS ACCORDING TO THE
FORMAT STATEMENT NUMBER 500 FORMAT(IIO,7FIO.3,I,5FIO.5)
THE ABOVE MAY BE REPEATED FOR EACH CASE INVOLVING
NEW VALUES OF THE ABOVE PARAMETERS.
TWO BLANK CARDS 'WITH ISEC=O' MUST BE PROVIDED AFTER

























































C S= RELIABLE SHEAR RIGIDITY K
C F= RELIABLE ROT. RESTRAINT K.IN/IN.RAD
C GAMAD & FED ARE DESIGN SHEAR STRAIN AND
C ROTATIONAL CAPACITY IN RAD.
C
C
e PARAMETERS INTUITIVELY ESTIMATED WITHIN
C PRACTICAL RANGE OF WALL STUDS APPLICATION
C XLl = DISTANCE BETWEEN FASTENERS
e SLIM= MAX. AVAILABLE VALUE OF'S'




C CO= STUD LENGTH /700.
C 00= STUD LENGTH 1700.
C EO: 0.0006 RAD. PER FOOT LENGTH OF STUD
C
C
C MATERIAL PROPERTIES OF STUD:
C FYIELD= YIELD STRESS OF STEEL
C FLT= PROPORTIONAL LIMIT (FLT= C.5FY)
C MOD= MODULUS OF ELASTICITY (29500. KSI)






























C LET PRINT=l IF DETAILS OF COMPUTATIONS ARE NEEDED
217



















CALCULATION OF SECTION PROPERTIES
















































CALCULATION OF SECTION PROPERTIES I-SECTION
IF PR (GIVEN LOAD X F.S.) SATISFIES THE CONDITIONS:
PR > UNBRACEO BUCKLING LOAD (PUNB)
PR < THE CRITICAL LOAD OF BUCKLING PERPENDICULAR TO
THE WALL





















































CHECK POSSIBILITV OF BUCKLING BETwEEN FASTENERS

































































































CHECK IF PR (GIVEN LOAD X F.S.) IS IN THE INELASTIC RA~GE


























C COMPUTATIONS OF A LIST OF 'S'&'F' ,ALSO T~E CORRESPONDING



















































































































799 GO TO 800
888 FOfiMAT(' ',lX,'BYCKLINp BETWEEN FASTENERS GOVERNS, DE
C CREASE




679 FORMAT(' ',IX, 'MOO=' ,F9.2,2X, 'GE:' ,f9.2,1 ,2X,' PE=', F7
C .3, 2X , , PR=' ,
lF7.3,IIJ
500 FORMAT(110,7F10.3,I,5FIO.~)





666 FO~MAT(' ',lX,'SECTION, PRGPERTIES',1,2X,'AREA:' ,F6.3,2
C X,, IXX=' ,F6.
13,2X,·IYY::',F6.3,2X,'lXY=',F6.3,2X,'XO=',F6.3,1,2X,'R2
C =',F6.3,2X,'
2J::' ,F 6.3,2 X, ' CW::' , F6. 3,2 X,, I Xl::' , F6 .3,2 X, ' I X2=' , F6. 3, I
C J
667 FORMAT(' ',2X,6F9.3J
668 FORMAT(' ',' S F GAMAX FEMAX
C C1 E1
1',1,5X,53('-'J,/J
999 FORMAT('1',4X"ALLO~ABLE LOAD OF STUD BRACED ON BOTH
C SIDES
l(P~OG. B1)',1,5X,44f':'),I///J




775 FORMAT(' ',lX, 'CHAffNEL SECTION STUD LENGTH='
C ,F6.2)
765 FORMAT(' ',lX,l8P_'hln
776 FORMAT(' ',lX,'lEt - SECTION STUD LENGTH='
C ,F6.Z)
766 FORMAT(' ',lX,17( '_') ,II)
502 FORMAT(' ',lX,'SECTION QIMENSIONS',1,2X,'OEPTH=',F6.3,
C 2X,'H=',F6.3
l,2X, 'B;:', F6.3,2X, "0=' ,F6.3,2X, 'T=' ,F6.3,1 ,2X, 'QA=' ,F6.
C 3,/)
503 FORMAT(' ',lX,'DIAPHRAGM PROPERTIES',1,2X,'SLIM=',F8.3
C , 4 X, ' FL 1M = , ,
IF8.~,4X,'XL1=',F6.2,/)
684 FORMATe' ',2X,'PR=',FI0.3,2X,'PCUNBRACED=',FIO.3,/)








115 FORMAT(' ',4X,'UNBRACED STUD CAN CARRY THE LOAD ,DIAPH
C RAGM ACTION
lIS NOT NEEDED, FOR ECCGNOMICAL DESIGN TRY SMALLER SEC
C TION',II)
118 FORMAT(' ',4X,'DESIGN LOAD CAN NOT BE REACHED SINCE BU
C CKLING PERPE
INDICULAR TO WALL IS SMALLER , USE STUD OF STRONGER SEC
C TION'tll)
121 FORMAT(' ',4X,'IT IS NOT ECCONOMICAL TO DE~IGN SUCH ST
C UD,SINCE LAR
IGE VALUES OF S&F WOULD BE REQUIRED,TRY STue OF STRONGE
C R SECTION',I
2/1
125 FORMAT(' ',4X,'UNBRACED. STUD CAN CARRY THE LOAD ,DIAPH
C RAGM AC TION
lIS NOT NEEDED, FOR ECCCNOMICAL DESIGN TRY SMALLER SEC
C TION',//)
128 FORMAT(' ',4X,'DESIGN LOAD CAN NOT BE REACHED SINCE BU
C CKLING PERPE
INDICULAR TO WALL IS SMALLER, USE STUO OF STRONGER SEC
C TION',II)
131 FORMAT" ',4X,'1T IS NOT ECCONOMICAL TO DESIGN SUCH ST
C UD,SINCE LAR
IGE VALUES OF S&F WOULD BE REQUIRED,TRY STUD OF ST~ONGE
C R SECTION',I
2/) .
504 FQRMATC' ',lX,'YIELD STRESS FY=',F6.3,1,2X,'INITIAL 1M
C PERFECTIONS
lCQ=',F5.3,ZX,'OO=',F5.3,2X,'EO=',F5.3,/)














































TWO BLANK CARDS I~ITH ISEC=O' MUST BE PROVID~D AFTER
THE DATA CARDS TO SIGNIFY THE LOGICAL TERMINATION OF THE
PROGRAM
THE FOLLOWING DEFINES THE INPUT DATA AS WELL AS IMPORTANT
PARAMETERS USED IN THE PROGRAM. DEFINITIONS OF OTHER
PARAMETERS ARE GIVEN IN THE NOMENCLATURE OF APPENDIX N 4
OF THE MAIN REPORT.
ALL DIMENSiONS , LOADS & STRESSES ARE IN THE FOLLOWING












TOTAL DEPTH OF SECTION
THICKNESS OF SECTION
ARE CENTER LINE DIMENSIONS
&. LIP













* PROGRAM 'B2 ' *
* *
* STUD BRACED ON ONE SIDE ONLY *
* FIND'S' & 'F' VALUES FOR GIVEN ALL. LOAD PO *
* *
***************************************************
THE *INPUT DATA* CONSISTS OF THE FOLLDWING PER CAS~ :
(ISEC,XL,HH,H,B,D,T,QA,FYIELD,
SLIM,FLIM,PO,XL1,STRIAL,FTRIAL)
THESE PARAMET~RS ARE PUNCHED IN 2 CARDS ACCORDING TO THE
FORMAT STATEMENT NUMBER SOO FORMAT(IIO,7F10.3,1,7FIO.S)
THE ABOVE MAY BE REPEATED FOR EACH CASE INVOLVING

























































C S= RELIABLE SHEAR RIGIDITY K
C F= RELIABLE ROT. RESTRAINT K.IN/IN.RAD
C GAMAD & FED APE DESIGN SHEAR STRAIN AND
C ROTATIONAL CAPACITY IN RAD.
C
C
C PARAMETERS INTUITIVELY ESTIMATED ~ITHIN
C PRACTICAL RANGE OF WALL STUDS APPLICATION
C XLl = DISTANCE BETWEEN FASTENERS
C SLIM= MAX. AVAILABLE VALUE OF'S'
C FLIM= MAX. AVAILABLE VALUE OF 'F'
C STRIAL= FIRST TRIAL VALUE OF'S'




C CO= STUD LENGTH /700.
C 00= STUD LENGTH /700.
C EO= 0.0006 RAD. PER FOOT LENGTH OF STUD
C MATERIAL PROPERTIES OF STUD:
C FYIELD= YIELD STRESS OF STEEL
C FLT= PROPORTIONAL LIMIT eFLT= 0.5FY)
C MOD= MODULUS OF ELASTICITY e29500. KSI)
C GE = SHEAR MODULUS (11300. KSI)
C
C
C HIGHER BUCKLING MODES ARE EXAMINED BY CONSIDERING
C SUFF1CIENT NUMBERS OF 'NU'.IN THIS PROGRAM NU=l,2, •••• ,10
























N U M B E R
NU=lO















C LET PRINT=l IF DETAILS OF COMPUTATIONS ARE NEEDED












































































XI 1=( (XXI+YYI J/Z. I-SQRT l ( (XXI-YY I )/Z. )*~2+XY1**2)
XI2=«XXI+YYIJ/Z.J+SQRT«(XXI-YYIJ/2.J**2+XYI**Z)
WRITE(K,666)AREA,XXI,YYI,XYI,XO,R2,XJ,CW,XI1,XI2
CALCULATION OF SECTION PROPERTIES
IF PR (GIVEN LOAO X F.S.l SATISFIES THE CONOITIONS;
PR > UNBRACEO BUCKLING LOAD lPUNB)
PR < THE CRITICAL LOAO OF BUCKLING PERPENDICULAR TO
THE WALL
PR < YIELOING OF SECTION
LOA D STUD
I-SECTION



























CHECK POSSIBILITY OF BUCKLING BETWEEN FASTENERS













































































CHECKING BUCKLING BETWEEN FASTENERS







































C CHECK IF PR (GIVEN LOAD X F.S.) IS IN THE INELASTIC RANGE
C IF SO , THEN FINO THE EQUIVALENT ELASTIC LOAD (PEl















C COMPUTATIONS OF A LIST OF 'S'6'F' ,ALSO THE CORRESPONDING











COl A P H RAG M
C
























































































































































































































































































































600 FORMAT(' ',lX,'SECTION PROPERTIES·,1,2X,'AREA=',F6.3,2











681 FORMATa' ',2X,'PXX=',F7.3,2X,'PYY=',F7.3,2X,'PFE=' ,F1.
C 3,2X,'PXY=',
IF7.3,2X,'PX1=',F7.3,/J
115 FORMATe' ',4X, 'UNBRACED STUD CAN CARRY THE LOAD ,DIAPH
C RAGM ACTION
lIS NOT NEEDED, FOR ECCONOMICAl DESIGN TRY SMALLER SEC
C TION',II)
118 FORMAT(' ',4X,'DESIGN LOAD CAN NOT BE REACHED SINCE au
C CKLING PERPE
INDICULAR TO WAll IS SMALLER , USE STUD OF STRONGER SEC
C TION',II)
121 FORMATe' ',4X,'lT IS NOT ECCONOMICAL TO DESIGN SUCH ST
C UD,SINCE LAR
1GE VALUES OF S&F WOULD BE REQUIRED,TRY STUD OF STRONGE
C R SECTION', I
2/)
125 FORMATC' ',4X,'UNBRACED STUD CAN CARRY THE LOAD ,DIAPH
C RAGM ACTION
lIS NOT NEEDED, FOR ECCONOMICAL DESIGN TRY SMALLER SEC
C TION',II)
128 FORMAT(' ',4X,'DESIGN LOAD CAN NOT BE REACHED SINCE au
237
C CKLING PERPE
1NDICULAR TO WALL IS SMALLER , USE STUD OF STRONGER SEC
C TION'tln
131 FO~MATC' ',4X,'IT IS NOT ECCONOMICAL TO DESIGN SUCH ST
C UD, SINC E LA R




683 FORMATC' ',2X,'P4=',FIO.3,2X, 'P5=',FIO.3,2X,'P6=' ,FlO.
C 3,2X,'PCF=',
IFlO.3,/J
684 FO~MAT(' ',2X,'PR=',FIO.3,2X, 'PCUNBRACED=',FIO.3,/J
888 FO~MATC' ',lX,'BUCKLING BETWEEN FASTENERS GOVERNS, DE
C CREASE
IDISTANCE BETWEEN FASTENERS ,OR USE STRONGER STUD')
774 FORMATC' ',1X,'I - SECTION STUD LENGTH=',F
C 6.2)
764 FORMATC' ',1X,24C'_'J,//J
775 FORMATC' ',lX,'CHANNEL SECTION STUD LENGTH='
C ,F6.2)
765 FORMATC' ',lX,l8C'_'),II)
776 FORMATC' ',lX,' ZEE - SECTION STUD LENGTH='
C ,F6.2)
766 FORMAT(' ',lX,l7C'_'),II)
999 FORMAT('l',4X,'ALLOWABlE LOAD OF STUD BRACED ON ONE S
C I DE ONL V
l(PROG. B2)',1,5X,44C'='),IIIIJ




504 FORMAT(' ',lX,'YIELD STRESS FY=',F6.3,1,2X,'INITIAL 1M
C PERFECTIONS
lCO=',F5.3,2X,'DO=',F5.3,2X,'EO=',F5.3,lX,'NU=',I2,/)




522 FORMATC' ',lX,'GIVEN ALL. LOAD CPO) =',F8.3,/)
667 FORMAT(' ',2X,6F9.3)
668 FORMATC' ',' S F GAMAX FEMAX
C C 1 E1
1 ' , I , 5X, 53 ( ,- , ) , I)
679 FO~MATC' ',lX,'MOD=',F9.2,2X,'GE=',F9.2,1,2X,' PE=',F7
C .3, 2X , 'P R=' ,
IF7.3,/})
603 FORMATe' ',lX,'E~ASTIC CRITICAL B. LOAD PCR=',F8.3,4X,

















































































































24 ECIS TA) =E SA V
IFCIR-NSAVJ60,60,25
25 ISTA=NSAV































































































POL « IR+1) II: 1.00
lENO-lR-1
JBEG-l






63 DO 64 I=ISTA,IR









































BUCKLING LOAD CORRESPONDING TO ASSUMED DISPLACEMENT
FUNCTIONS OF DIFFERENT SHAPES
The governing equations derived in Chapter 2 are based on
assumed displacement functions of similar shapes of the dia-
placements u, v and the rotation ¢. These functions, repre-
sented by the infinite series equations (18) and (20) for a
column with hinged and fixed ends, respectively, satisfy such
an assumption, since the number of half-sine or cosine waves
(n = 1,2,3, ••• ) appears simultaneously in each of these series.
On the other hand, if the number of half-since or cosine waves
take different values in each of these series, different shapes
of displacement functions ensue.
It is of interest to note that there is a possibility that
the buckling load obtained by assuming different shapes of dis-
placement functions of u, v and ~ is lower than the buckling
load obtained by assuming displacement functions of similar
shapes (Chapter 2). For a column with hinged ends, displace-
ment functions of different shapes may be represented by the
following infinite series:
I inZ (S.18a)u = Cisin-r-
i
v = ID sln~ (5.l8b)j j L
¢ = IE sinm~Z (S.18c)m L
m
where i, j, m are the number of half-sine waves chosen so that
different shapes of displacement functions result.
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For a column with fixed ends, the displacements are given
in the form of the following series:
(5.20a)
v = !Dj(l







where (i,j,m) are as defined in Eqs. (5.18).
Following the analytical procedure presented in Section
2.4, it has been found that ,for hinged ends columns an equation
similar to Eq. (23) results~fromwhich it is concluded that
Eqs. (S.18) may be replaced by the following simpler functions
of displacement, without any effect on the final results:
ilT Z (S.29a)u = CisinL
v II: D sinJ..1!1 (S.29b)j L
<P = E sinmlT Z (S.29c)m L
where (i,j,m) are as defined in Eqs. (S.18).
This conclusion is due to the fact that uncoupled modes of
buckling corresponding to each combination of the values of (i,
j,m) exist. However, for a column with fixed ends or other
types of end conditions listed in Table 1, this conclusion is
not valid, since in such cases the buckling mode resulting from
using Eqs. (5.20) 1s all coupled. Therefore, only the case of
hinged ends columns will be considered 1n detail herein, since
such a case 1s or particular int~rest to the suggested design '
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approach given in Chapter 6 and also to avoid presenting
lengthy and complicated equations of the cases with end condi-
tions other than hinged. Nevertheless, the analytical proce-
dure given in Chapter 2 lends itself easily to applications of
columns with these different end conditions.
1. General E uations of Stabilit of Two Sides Braced Column
Hinged Ends
Following the same procedure of deriving Eq. (35) (with
similar displacement functions) equations of stability are de-
rived for the following cases by considering different shapes
of displacement functions, Eqs. (5)-(29).
a) i = j 1 m
b) i = m ; j
c) j = m ; i
d) i 1 j ; m
where i) j and m take certain chosen values to satisfy the
abovementioned four cases; for example, in case (a) possible
values of i, j and m would be i = j = 1,3,5, ... and m = 2)4,6,
•••. The parameters P
x
' Py and PXy appearing in the following
equations are given by Eqs. (25).
Case (a) 1 = j r m
i 2p -P+Q 2i PxyY






where P~ = ~(m ECw 12 + GJ)
r o










Case (c) J = m ~ 1
12p -P+Qy o o
0 j2p -P Pxox
d2+d2 2
0 PXo r
2 (p _P)+Q( 1 2)+f-.~ E




where P4> & -i(j ECw_~ + GJ)r o L










1 2 1T 2
where P~ =~(m EC ~ + GJ)
'I' r W L
o
2. General Equations of Stability of One Side Braced Column
(Hinged Ends)
Using Eqs. (5.29) and following the same procedure of de-
riving Eq. (38) (similar displacement functions), the following
stability equations are obtained (i, j and m are defined in the
previous section):
Case (a) i = j r m




o ::a 0 (5.38a)
where Pep












where Pep =~(i ECwr o
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o = 0 (5.38c)
2 2 F L2 Ej0 PXo r (P -P)+Qd2+~·~o ep j 1T
2
where Pep = L(j2EC 1T + GJ)2 w 12r o
Case (d) i t- j t- m
i 2p -P+Q 0 0 CiY
0 j2p -P 0 Dj = 0 (5.38d)x
o
where P =ep
3. ~r of Particular Column Sections (Hinged Ends)
Equations (5.35) and (5.38),can be used to derive the gov-
erning equations of the cases of channel, zee- and I-section
columns braced either on both sides or on one side.
For a parti~ular 'cross-section the governing equations of
the buckling loads can be derived - for each of the given cases
of i, j, m combinations - by sUbstituting for the geometric
terms appearing in the stability equations, those of the par-
ticular cross-section under consideration. Such a procedure is
outlined in detail in Section 2.4.3. In the present section
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only samples of these derivations will be given; other govern-
ing equations can be similarly obtained.
Channel Section Braced on Both Sides (Hinged Ends)
For channel sections Y • 0o
hence PXY • 0
SUbstituting the above parameters into Eqs. (5.35) yields the
following:
Case (a) i = j , m
From Eq. (5.35a) the critical buckling load Pcr is given





OJ) and i , m









To obtain the smallest value of P given by the above three
equations, let us start with Eq. (a3). Then, to find the value
of m that minimizes the expression (a3) differentiate Eq. (a3)
with respect to m and equate the results to zero; it follows
that
m • ~ 4A~w
If L 1s 1n inches, F 1n units of k.in/1n. rau, Cw in units of
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in6, and E = 29.5 x 103 ksi, then
L4~
m=Uf~ (a4)
Equation (a4) gives the value of m in terms of known parameters
L, F and Cw which makes P minimum. It should be noted that m
must be an integer; however, m given by Eq. (a4) will be in
general a rational number. Therefore, in such a case m should
be rounded off to the nearest smaller and larger integer num-
ber. Hence for these two values of m, the smallest value of P
obtained from Eq. (a3) and its corresponding value of m will be
compared with the smallest value of P obtained from Eqs. (al)
and (a2) and the corresponding value of i, respectively, as
will be illustrated in the following step.
It is obvious that the smallest buckling load given by
Eqs. (al) and (a2) corresponds to i = 1.0. Then one of the
following two cases may result:
I. If i = 1.0 < m
In such a case the critical buckling load P is the
cr
smallest value of P obtained from Eqs. (al) and (a2) with i =
1.0 and P obtained from Eq. (a3) as outlined above.
II. If m =1.0 (as obtained by Eq. a4)
In this case i must be equal to 2.0 (i.e. i = 2.0) since
by definition i F m. Hence the critical buckling load P is
cr
given by the smallest value of P obtained from Eqs. (al) and
(a2) with i = 2.0 and P from Eq. (a3) with m = 1.0.
Case (b) i = m ; 1
From Eq~ (S.35b) the critical buckling.load P 1s given
er
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Following the procedure outlined in the previous case (a)
(i = j # m) to determine Pcr ' the present and the following
cases can be accordingly treated.
Case (c) j =m # i
From Eq. (5.35c) the critical buckling load P
cr
is given
by the smallest value of P obtained from the following equa-
tions:
P = i 2p + Qy
x2 d2 2 2 2





j W x <P r; j2 n2
2
= 1 (j2EC !- + GJ)
"2 w L2r o
In this case an expression for j which makes P minimum cannot
be obtained in a simple form as in Case (a) (see Eq. a4).
Hence sufficient values of J where J = 1,2,3 ••• must be consid-
ered so that the smallest root of Eq. (c2) is a minimum, then
proceeding as outlined in Case (a)
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Case Cd) i F j F m
From Eq. (5.35d), the critical buckling load Pcr is given
by the smallest value of P obtained from the following equa-
tions:
p =
1P = p~ + ~(Q
r o2






Considering higher buckling modes is in fact a step towards
the refinement of the assumed displacement functions in which
only the rirst mode is considered (i.e. n c 1) and therefore a
better approximation of the exact buckling load can be achieved.
Higher buckling modes. have been considered in this inves-
tigation in two stages: first by assuming displacement func-
tions with similar shapes (given in Chapter 2), and second by
an attempt to improve the analysis by assuming displacement
functions of different shapes, as illustrated in the present
appendix. Both stages have introduced complication to that
method of analys±s which considers only the first term of dis-
placement functions (see Section 2.6). However, the complica-
tion introduced by assuming different shapes of displacement
functions is relatively greater than that resulting from assum-
ing similar shapes. This is so since the latter includes only
one varying parameter, namely n, while the former includes
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three parameters (i,j,m), which requires that four cases (a, b,
c and d) of different combinations of i, j amd m must be inves-
tigated.
Fortunately, higher buckling modes resulting from assuming
functions of different shapes do not govern the buckling behav-
ior of all the cases considered except the case of I-sections
braced on one side only. This is so because in these cases the
resulting buckling modes are uncoupled and in principle, s'lch
behavior is similar to imposing certain constraints on the
freedom of the section to undergo one or more of the displace-
ments of u, v and $. This is analogous to the cases of en-
forced axis of rotation or prescribed plane of deflection.
Such cases are known to give higher buckling loads than if the
section is free (if its geometry allows) to displace and ro-
tate, i.e. in a coupled buckling mode. Therefore, it has been
concluded that higher buckling modes resulting from assuming
displacement functions of similar shapes (n only) would give
lower buckling loads than if functions of different shapes (i,
j,m) are assumed. This conclusion is valid for the following
cases:
- channel section braced on one or both sides
- zee-section braced on one of both sides
- I-section braced on both sides.
Contrary to these cases is the I-section braced on one
side only. Equation (S.38b), which is based on displacement
functions of different shapes, gives the following two possible
solutions of the critical buckling load. Note that i ~ j.
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(5.1)
On the other hand, Eq. (38) (Chapter 2) wh1ch 1s based on dis-
placement functions of similar shapes gives the following two
possible solutions of the critical buckling load.
(2.1)
2 F L2 2d2P) + Q*- + --o--J - Q~ = 0 (2.2)~ n2 ~2
It 1s easily seen that Eqs. (5.1) and (5.2) for 1 = j re-
duce to Eqs. (2.1) and (2.2), respectively. Therefore, if one
solves Eqs. (5.1) and (5.2) for all integer values ofi 'and j
the lowest buckling load can be obtained.
Evidently, the smallest P given by Eq. (5.2) is for J = 1.
Therefore investigating the possibility of higher buckling
modes appliei only to Eq. (5.2) and J = 1,2,3, .•. must be con-
sidered only when this equation is tui1ized.
Appendix 6
NOTES ON THE DESIGN CRITERIA
This appendix provides a record of the reasoning behind
and justification for the different sections of the design cri-
teria outlined in Chapter 6. Herein each section is given the
same number as the corresponding section of Chapter 6 (except
that they are preceded by the letter X for cross-referencing.
X.6.1 Introduction
The design procedure suggested in Chapter 6 is based on
the ultimate capacity of the column, utilizing a conservative
estimate of the shear rigidity Q and rotational restraint F of
the wallboards acting as bracing diaphragms. A factor of safe-
ty (F.S.)(52) of 1.92 on the ultimate loads is incorporated in
the method of analysis.
Tests of 11 diaphragm braced assemblies as reported in
Chapter 5, Experimental Verification of the Theory, substanti-
ate the theoretical findings of the present investigation on
which the design procedure is based.
In order to achieve better approximatio~ of the exact
buckling load, higher buckling modes based on assumed displace-
ment functions of similar as well as of different shapes have
been investigated in Chapter 2 and Appendix 5, respectively.
x.6.3 Method of Analysis
Comments regarding inelastic analysis and the initial im-
perfections are given below •
• Load Capacity Pr~ Computation of the amplitudes of deflec-
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tions Cl as well as the rotation El , and then the maximum shear
strain y and maximum rotation $ , are essential for check-
max max
ing the diaphragm adequacy. However, since deflections and ro-
tation become indefinitely large as Per is reached, values of
these parameters are computed at load levels equal to APcr
where A 1s a trial reduction factor less than 1.0, for example,
~ = 0.98, 0.96, 0.94, •..• The factor ~ is so chosen that the
computed y and ~ do not exceed those available by the
max max
bracing diaphragm (for additional explanation regarding ~, see
Section 2.7 of Chapter 2) .
. Possibility of Higher Buckling Modes. Higher buckling modes
are conventionally associated with buckling in more than one
half-wave, i.e. n > 1. In some cases, depending on the rela-
tive magnitude of the diaphragm characteristics and the column
stiffness, higher buckling modes govern the behavior of the
stud. Section' 4.2 of Chapter 4 includes a numerical investiga-
tion conducted to examine the possibility of higher buckling
modes. In the numerical investigation the variation of the di-
aphragm shear rigidity Q and the rotational restraint F, as
well as the column's flexural and torsional rigidities, were
chosen to be within the practical range of wall stud construc-
tion. The results indicate that higher buckling modes do not
govern the behavior of studs of channel, zee and I-sections
braced on both sides. Therefore, for these cases governing
equations based on n = 1 are listed in Section 6.4.1.1. Howev-
er, if a diaphragm of unusual characteristics 1s utilized it is
recommended that the posslbllityof h~gher buckling mode be
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checked. For this purpose Eqs. (44) and (45) for channel sec-
tions and Eq. (48) for zee-sections can be used (see Sections
2.4.3.1, 2.4.3.2 of Chapter 2). It should be noted that higher
buckling modes do not govern the behavior of I-sections braced
on both sides, regardless of the relative stiffness of the stud
and the diaphragm (see Section 2.4). However, for sections
braced on one side only, higher buckling modes are possible in
some cases and such a possibility should always be considered.
Hence for these cases, governing equations based on n = 1,2,3,
••• are listed in Section 6.4.1.2. Higher buckling modes based
on displacement functions of different shapes influence only
the I-section braced on one side. This has been indicated in
the conclusion and the end of Appendix 5. For this purpose Eq.
(9) of Section 6.4.1.2 gives a flexural buckling load P • Px
based on n ~ 1, while Eq. (10) (torsional-flexural buckling)
requires that the possibility of higher buckling modes be in-
vestigated (i.e. n ~ 1,2,3, .•• ) •
• Values of n. In the design procedure (Section 6.3) it has
been suggested to use n • 1,2,3, ••. 6. Such a suggested number of
n's is not mandatory; it can be increased or decreased depend-
ing on the case under consideration. However, in all the cases
considered in the numerical investigation, higher buckling
modes have never occurred beyond n = 4. Yet, consideration of
any value of n is a simple task if computer subroutines are
utilized in the analysis •
• Required Q and F it Pall is known (channel braced on both
sides). "P1gure 16 illustrates the two buckling modes of chan-
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nel sections braced on both sides, namely flexural and torsion-
al-flexural. These two modes are given by Eqs. (2) and (3),
respectively. If at a given load PI (see Fig. 16), Qr obtained
from Eq. (2) is larger than Q
rI obtained from Eq. (3) with F =
0, i.e. QI > QII' flexural buckling governs and Qr obtained
from Eq. (2) controls, since with QII' flexural buckling will
occur at a load smaller than that given by Pl. On the other
hand, if at a load P2' Qlr > QI' then otrsional-flexural buck-
ling governs; therefore QII controls and in sich a case, in-
cluding F in the analysis will result in economical design.
Otherwise larger values of Q would be required .
. Value of n Associated with Pa~ It has been stated in differ-
ent parts of the design procedure that when inelastic behavior
governs (i.e. Pcr/A> 0.5QAOy)' then knowing Pcr (elastic), the
inelastic buckling load Pa may be determined by Eq. (24) (AISI
formula). Accordingly, in computing y and ~ from equa-
max max
tions of Section 6.4.2 it has been conclusively assumed that
the value of n used in these equations is the value of n corre-
sponding to Pcr • Such a consideration has been examined numer-
ically and it has been found that the lowest value of the load
capacity (i.e. APa corresponding to Y < Yd and $ < ~d) ismax max
always associated with that particular value of n corresponding
to Pcr . However, in case that such an assumption is to be ver-
ified, the procedure can be summarized in the following. Hav-
ing obtained Pcr and the corresponding n, determine Pa from Eq.
(24). Consider n = 1,2,3, •.. and for each value of n, check
the diaphragm adequacy by using equations of Section 6.4.2,
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calculating Yma and ~ and hence determining the trial loadx max
Pr = APa , at which Ymax and ~max are smaller than Yd and ~d of
the diaphragm, respectively. The output of this algorithm is a
set of load capacities P
r
, each corresponding to a certain val-
ue of n. The lowest value of these loads determines the load
capacity of the stud. Consequently, check wehther or not it is
associated with the same value of n corresponding to Per. Such
a procedure can be executed by the computer programs of Appen-
dix 4. -
X.6.4.2 Initial Imperfections (Eqs. 11)
The initial imperfections are the primary cause of deflec-
tions and rotations prior to the state of instability of the
column. The required strength of the bracing is a function of
these initial imperfections. In order to obtain a method of
analysis for practical design it is necessary to investigate
real rather than ideally straight columns. This is so because
the rigidity and restraint calculated for bracing an ideal col-
umn are not sufficient to achieve the required bracing of an
imperfect column(9). Hence 1t 1s essential that the suggested
design criter1a, which will be explained in detail in the next
sections, should provide a check to insure that the shear
strength and the rotational capacity of the diaphragm are not
exceeded before the design load 1s reached. Such a check will
be made by calculating the additional deflections and rotation
corresponding to the design load. Then calculate the maximum
shear slope Ymax and rotation ~max of the diaphragm, and com-
pare these values with the available diaphragm shear strength
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and rotational capacity.
The amplitude of the initial imperfections may be taken
from about 1/500 to 1/1000 of the column length. However, ini-
tial imperfections accounting for initial sweep plus accidental
load eccentricities may be considered according to the follow-
ing tentatively suggested formulas:
Co = 2(L/700)
and Do = L/700
Based on limited information available, the amplitude of the
initial twist is arbitrarily taken equal to 0.0006 radians per
foor of length(17) .
x.6.4.3 Inelastic and Local Buckling Behavior
Depending on the values of Q and F, and the slenderness of
the stud, the compressive stress may exceed the proportional
limit 0p of the stud material. As a result buckling will occur
at a stress lower than that predicted by the elastic governing
equations. To modify the elastic design equations, Section
6.4, so as to account for the inelastic range(l2,15,l7,38), E
will be replaced by E* and G by G* = G(E*/E), where E* is the
inelastic modulus corresponding to the average stress level (0)
and is given by:
0(0 - 0)
E* = E[o (oY _ a )J
p y p
In addition, it is assumed that the behavior of the dia-
phragm remains elastic until failure.
If inelastic buckling governs the behavior of the stud,
then two methods are available to compute the inelastic buck-
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ling load. Both methods are recorded herein, even though the
second method is recommended for the design procedure.
a) Iterative Approach




2) Substitute E* for E in the elastic governing equation
and compute the new value of E*.
3) Find the corresponding value of Pcr and compare with
the previous value. Repeat the procedure until the loads con-
verge to the desired accuracy.
Such an iterative procedure is not desirable for design
use, though it is accurate.
b) AISI Formula(l)
In a previous design recommendatio~(17) the AISI formula
of Section 3.6.12 has been used for the design of diaphragm
braced columns.
In deriVing these formulas, the general form of the in-
elastic buckling stress vs. the slenderness ratio is assumed,
obviating the necessity of obtaining the inelastic buckling
stress by iteration, as may be required when the buckling
stress relation is obtained from an assumed analytical stress-
strain relation.
The formula gives a limit to the buckling load of the stud





= inelastic buckling load.
The effects which local buckling of thin-walled compres-
sion members can have in reducing the column strength is pre-
sented in Section 3.6.1 of the current AISI Specification by a
form factor Q, here designated as QA' If this form factor is
less than 1.0, then replacing 0y by QAOy in all eq'lations in-
volving ° will furnish design formulas which provide adequatey
safety against local buckling and accounts for cases in which
combinations of overall and local buckling occur.
6.4.4 Diaphragm Characteristics
In order to predict the behavior of the braced stud it is
necessary to know the nature and magnitude of the restraint
provided by the wallboards.
The two important parameters which characterize the brac-
ing diaphragm are its shear rigidity Q and its rotational re-
straint F. These parameters are determined experimentally.
Methods of testing as well as values of Q and F of different
wall materials are presented in Chapter 5. The specific values
obtained in the test program are only indicative and design
values should be obtained from tests representing the actual
structure.
In a previous "Design Recommendations for Diaphragm-Braced
Beams, Column and Wall StUds,,,(17) a recommended value of reli-







where 0' is the shear stiffness obtained from a cantilever
shear test at 0.8 of the ultimate load of the diaphragm and w
is the width of the diaphragm contributing to the bracing of
one member.
Similarly, the design value of the shear strain of the di-
aphragm Yd is determined from the same cantilever test and is
given by
wher~ Ad is the shear deflection at 0.8Pult and a is the dimen-
sion of the shear diaphragm perpendicular to the test load di-
rection.
Since F is as important as Q in providing for the stabili-
ty of studs sUbjected to torsional-flexural buckling, it would
be reasonable to adopt the same reduction factors of Q and Y
for the rotational restraint F and the rotational capacity $ of
the diaphragm. The details of the test set-up to evaluate F
and $ for a certain diaphragm are included in Chapter 5. Hence
a reliable value of the rotational restraint F is given by
2F =-F
r 3
where F is the rotational restraint coefficient at 0.8Pult.
Similarly, the design rotational capacity of the diaphragm d
1s obtained at 0.8Pult and it represents the amount of rotation
in radians that the diaphragm can undergo at 0.8Pult (see Figs.
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'IABLE 1
COEFFICIENTS K FOR VARIOUS END CONDITIONS (n=l)
COEFFICIENTS
END K1 K2 ' K3 K4 K5 K6 K7 K8 K9 K1CJ K11 K12CONDITIONS
*
u"=vll=<p "=O 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0
Uli=VI1=~'=O 1.0 1.0 1.0 4.0 0.849 0.849 0.849 0.75 0.849 0.849 0.849 0.849
u"=v'=9'=0 4.0 1.0 0.849 4.0 0.849 0.849 1.0 0.75 1.0 1.0 0.849 0.849
u li =v'=9"=0 4.0 1.0 0.849 1.0 1.0 1.0 0.849 1.0 0.849 0.849 0.849 0.849 1'0
0\
u'=v'=<P"=O 4.0 4.0 4.0 1.0 0.849 0.849 0.849 0.849 0.849 0.849 0.849 0:>1.0
u i=V il =9 h =0 1.0 4.0 0.849 1.0 0.849 0.849 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 0.849 0.849
u'=v"=4>Y=O 1.0 4.0 0.849 4.0 1.0 1.0 0.849 0.75 0.849 0.849 1.0 1.0
V'=Vi=~f=O 4.0 4.0 4.0 4.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 0.75 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0
- --~------- - -_. -~_. - ..----<
-
- -_.~ ¥_-- _.... "~ -- -- -----
Notes
u = v = ~ :: 0 a~ Z - O,L for all cases
All end conditions shown are for Z = O,L
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TABLE 2
DIAPHRAGM PROPERTIES USED IN THE TESTS
TYPE OF DIAPHRAGM FASTENER G' Yd F' <PdSPACING in/in k.in/in.rad. rad.
5" GYPSUM 611 2300 0.0041 NOT TESTEDE"

















































G' = Diaphragm shear stiffness at 0.8Pu1t
Yd = shear strain at 0.8Pu1t
F' = rotational restraint coefficient at 0.8Pult
<P d = rotational capacity of the diaphragm at 0.8Pu1t
I Fastened along 4 sides
TABLE 3
SU~~RY OF TEST RESULTS




[ [ 5B 3" 11/ 27.2 0.071 24.2 23.4 . 97 TOR. FLEX .8" GYP. @ 112"
L ______[ 6c III 1" 11.8 0.019 16.5 15.5 .94 FLEX.2 CELOTEX @ 112
c [ 7C I" 19.8 0.042 24.0 23.7 . 99 FLEX .- CELOTEX @
2 7" IMPREG.
J I 8D 3" 1" 27.2 0.071 28.8 26.5 .92 FLEX.If GYP. @ 112" I\)
~
0
S J 9D 1" 1" 22.4 0.06 27.4 26.9 .98 FLEX.2 CELOTEX @ 112IMPREG.
[ [ 10C 3" 1" 13.6 0.036 14.7 14.5 .985 T.F.E" GYP. @ 112
_r SlID 3" I" 13.6 0.036 19.26 18.6 .97 T.F. 'If GYP. @ 112
--~_ .. _.- - - .- -- --
- -- --- ---_.
[ [ lA 5" NOTIf GYP. @ 9" 41.5 11.3 11.5 1.02 *TESTED
C [ 2A 1" I" 0.03 11.3 10.6 0.94 *2 HOMOSOTE @ 112 21.0
[ [ 3A 1" 1" 0.015 5.93 6.0 1.012 HOMOSOTE @ 112 10.5 T.F.
[ [4A 3u ,111 15.5 0.029 6.44 5':-0. 0.78If GYP. @ 112 T.F.
• Sudden local buckling
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Table 4
SECTIONS USED IN THE EXPERIMENTAL PROGRAM
Test No. Type of t a b c
Sec.
lA A 0.061 3.628 0.88 0.0
2A A 0.062 3.628 0.88 0.0
3A A 0.062 3.625 0.88 0.0
4A A 0.061 3.630 0.88 0.0
5B B 0.106 2.506 1.75 0.62
6C C 0.106 3.07 1.76 0.6 r{
7C C 0.106 3.07 1.75 0.66
8D D 0.105 3.07 1.76 0.66
9D D 0.105 3.07 1.76 0.66
Inc C 0.106 3.07 1.75 0.66



















general and specific sections considered in the analysis
Fig. 1) Columns braced with diaphragms on both sides.
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general and specific sections considered in the analysis










X,Y are arbitrary axes
passing through the
shear center (S)





Fig. 3) Sign convention and displaced position of the column














Fig. 4) Transverse rotation of the diaphragm.
w =
p
width of diaphragm contributing
to the bracing of one column
w
• -x
Diaphragm in the deformed shape
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q,d Z + d Z
2S'cosq, =
lateral displacement in the plane of the diaphragm:
bottom diaphragm = az + u - 3S' = u·q,d Ztop diaphragm = u+q,d Z
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lateral displacement in the plane of diaphragm un = a + u-3S'
= u-dZ<p
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Fig. 11) Pcr,Q relationship for zee-section braced on one side
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Fig. 12)
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Effect of constraint on the potential energy function











Equation of Line 1
.9P -P +P 1x x y
p 2
:*-+.9P -P
• x x y
ZP
P -P +(Q-P +--l)
x yl xl Pyl
p •3
4 P I: O.9P
x
Fig. 13) Approximation by Piecewise Linear Function
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Fig. 14) a Factor of chaane1
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Fig. 18) Double-column assembly test set-up.
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~~ ~---~Lr~--l~__ L_ ~
total
I. w ~I
~ = ~D + ~B + ~Stotal
Fig. 19a) Rotation of diaphragm and column assembly.
ftotal
Fig. 19b) Deflection at the free end
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Fig. 26) Z-section type D braced on two sides.
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Fig. 29) Coaparison of buckling load of Z and channel
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Fig. 30) Comparison of buckling load of Z and thannel
sections braced on two sides.
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C =D =0 095 in.a a .
E =0 0065 rad.o .
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0.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5
Angle of rotation (~) at mid-height (rad.)
Fig. 31) Deflection and rotation of assembly SB.
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Fig. 34) Deflection and rotation of assembly liD •.
PHOTOGRAPH 2
FAILURE OF DIAPHRAGM AT FASTENER LOCATION
